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Throughout our lives, we are all headed somewhere. Each
one of us has a different destination than the other. There are
those who are headed to Tavlor in the fall for the first time,
wondering what the next four years will bring. Others are
preparing for classes thev are intimidated bv or have waited
anxiously to take. Still others are getting ready for trips all
over the world. The seniors who gi^aduated are headed off
to the next part of their lives . . . new and exciting jobs and
opportunities. But the question is how did we all get to where
we are going? Well, everyone has a story to tell - stories of
triumphs and of failures, stories of highlights and of low
points. These stories connect us all together and define where
we are headed because thev tell us from whence we have
come. Thev give direction to our nianv life destinations.
So here is a collection of our stories throughout this year.
Read and remember; allow them to remind vou whv vou are












Junior David Phillips contemplates his time at Taylor as he takes a hreak from summer school.
HEADLINERS
Fall of 2005 commenced with the usual excitement of reuniting
with old friends, meeting the nervous freshman, and feeling a part of
the fellowship that so perceptibly characterizes the Taylor campus. This
year, however, God took the Tavlor family down a path never anticipated.
Through the jovs and sorrows of this year, as a familv we learned of God's
faithfulness in carrying us to our destinations when we can no longer stand
on our own.
The buzz on campus at the beginning of the year was particularly
noticeable, elicited bv curiosity about the new president as well as chatter
about the freshmen in Ireland. President Habecker left his most recent
position at the American Bible Societv to return with his wife, MarvLou, to
a place that already was steeped in memory and familiarity; the Habeckers
had both graduated from Taylor. Gene and MaryLou added fuel to the
excitement of the fervent students with their energy and passion for the
institution. In chapels the president consistently expressed a desire to see
students be used by God now, rather than waiting for the next step in life.
His dynamism, vision, and leadership revealed him as a strong
element for Taylor's future.
Furthermore, the Habeckers displayed incredible
hospitality. The expressed a desire to host 1,000 students in
their home this year, and were frequently opening their doors
to visitors. A small group of freshmen experienced this before
the start of the vear. These freshmen would be the first class
ever to spend their first semester of Taylor abroad in Ireland.
Before they departed, they met with president, took a few tests,
and became acquainted with the people they would spend the
next semester with. Administration took a bold step in this
endeax'or, and it has clearly been a success. First time students These freshman have had many new experiences this year, including being the first group of freshman to
spend their first semester of college studing in Ireland.
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As an iniraduciion to the commumiy, Presideni Habecker traveled to Ireland, became acquainted with the
and his first lady. Marylou. ride in the back of a horse
drawn carriage in the Labor Day parade. This mas the culture, and experienced college in a foreign
Habeckers' first "public appearance" as presideni and first
lady 111 the Upland community. setting.
Photo by Amy Wood
In late August, ho\ve\'er, the student body
sorrowfully learned of the greatest North American natural disaster of their lifetimes.
Hurricane Katrina had swept the southeastern states, killing more than 2100, displacing
more, and destroying entire cities. Students responded with a strong desire to assist the
hurting people. Thev took collections, drove down to help, and supported their fellow
citizens by lifting them up in prayer. When fall break rolled around, a time when students
typically went home to recuperate before returning to the fanatical schedule, students
opted to give a hand instead. Two hundred students, faculty and staff boarded vans and
buses and caravanned down to Pascagoula, Mississippi, to work with Bethel Assembly
of God. Astonished by the wreckage and fueled by a desire to demonstrate Christ to the
hurting people, students put in 3200 hours of labor, worked on 35 homes, and held a kids'
program in the evenings.
Tavlor students have characteristically demonstrated compassion for the world
and the hurting. The first annual Acting on AIDS seminar was hosted at Taylor February
2, 2006. Acting on AIDS partnered with WorldVision in effort to increase awareness of AIDS




Junior Laura Knosp and senior Andrew Miles acted as our
Acting on Aids co-directors this year. During the Acting on
Aids conference, they shared their passion with others.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Taylor students went
to Mississippi on to




Every year students demonstrate their desire for change by partici-
pating in clubs on campus or taking advantage of the many missions oppor-
tunities offered during January term and spring break, hi January adminis-
trators traveled with two Lighthouse teams to Ecuador to consider making
the country the next opportunity for Habecker's vision for centers for global
engagement. As a result, a group of students is returning this summer to
further their Spanish skills, and the university is moving ahead with plans to
work with the people in Ecuador.
But some of the events of the year have cast a shadow on joyful
times. On April 24, senior Melissa Munn was taken to a hospital in Fort
Wayne with blood clots in her lungs. Lingering on the brink of death, she un-
derwent open heart surgery on April 28. The community held special prayer
vigils, and students traveled back and forth from Fort Wayne to visit Melissa
and her family. Through God's miraculous power, Melissa was released from
the hospital May 9 and walked at graduation on May 20.
As the Taylor community was praying for Melissa, news of further
tragedy came on April 26. At 11 p.m. students gathered in the Rediger
Auditoriinn to hear of a fatal accident on Interstate 69. They sat quietly in
the packed room, read scripture, prayed, and sang hymns. At approximately
1:30 a.m. Thursday, the names of the deceased were released. Students
Laurel Erb, Bradley Larson and Betsy Smith and Laura VanRvn and Creative
Dining Services employee Monica Felver had died at the scene. Employees
Connie Magers, Vickie Rhodes, Michelle Miller, and freshman Whitney
Cerak were taken to the hospital. Whitney and Michelle were lifelined to
Parkview Hospital in Fort Wayne. This news came as an overwhelming
shock to the Taylor family, but we came together in a beautiful display of
Christian unitv and attempted to make sense of it all. While this was dif-
ficult, certain truths were undeniable: God is good; God is loving; God is in
control.
Before the accident, TSO staff had worked hard to ensure that
the student bt)dv felt very much a part of the inaugiuation of President
Despite three recent open heart surgeries, senior Melissa Munn was able to graduate
with the rest of her class.
Photo byAlisseGoldsmilh
Habecker on April 28. This desire, assisted by the recent events, caused the in-
auguration to be another chance for the community to come together. Students
mourned while thev celebrated life and considered its purpose. The inaugiu-ation
moved forward with a different focus. Students and facultv carried carnations
in memorv of lives lost. President Habecker, inaugurated as the 30th president
of Taylor University, sought to reconcile the loss with a celebration of life and
communitv. His address to the communitv was an encouraging reminder to be
grateful for the present and hopeful for the future. He not onlv memorialzed the
students, but he looked forward to his vision for the university for the year 2016.
The inauguration ceremony was sober and full of reflection.
In an unprecendentcd fashion, classes were cancelled for two days after
Chris Benneii, Skip the accident. The following week, many students were absent
Trudeau, DanTrebei, and
Jenny Collins traveled to
Ecuador in preparation
for the launch of the
next Center for Global
Engagement.
Photo by John Moore
from classes to attend the funerals. Academic affairs asked
facultv to be compassionate and liberal in their absence polic\'.
For the rest of the semester, students were more reflective and
thoughtful about not only their future but their purpose in life.
2005-200h has not been an easv year. But through the
joys and pain, God has not changed. We all learned what it
is like to bear one another's burdens, to mourn together, and
to ser\'e others in love. While it is difficult to see where these
events are taking us, it is comforting to look back and see that
we have walked with confidence thus tar, knowing that God




During the celebration of his inauguralion. Dr. Habecker presenis Mrs. Bonnie Odie with a
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Every generation of Taylor students has
its own stories to tell These stories shape






Freshmen galher with iheir Group leaiJer, sophomore Aoiy
HanrJy, as they kick off a weekend full of fun "get to know you"
activiiies
Phoio by Amy Wood
Junior Noel Birkey anii other upperclassmen are eager to loin the
Welcome Weekenrf festivities, inclurfmg the much anticipatetf
square dance.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Freshman Sarah Froggatt flashes a big smile while she claps along
to the beat with freshman Becca Terhune.
Photo by AlissB Goldsmith
Welcome Weekend was a blast! The weekend brought together incoming freshmen, helping them to connect with one
another bv striving toward common goals and laughing through the initial insecurities of college life. My Orientation group got to
know one other, had fun, and became comfortable through all the games and activities.
For me, the highlight of the weekend was the Saturday games. Despite our gi'oup having no clue what we were doing,
we grew closer together as we approached obstacles in the games. The best activity of the dav was trying to get our entire group
to fit on a small platform bv swinging to it using a rope. As more and more people swung across, the platform c^uicklv became
crowded. It was not long before the shaking of laughter rippled through our huddled group, threatening to make us all fall over.
We managed to get 12 people clinging together on the platform, until the 13th person careened into us, sending us sprawling.
Welcome Weekend helped each student feel like he or she belonged. Despite the timidity connected with the first day of
college and the fact of being away from one's family, the weekend drew everyone together in a sense of community.
Laura Rizzo
"Tlie hoe down was a great first experience at Taylor.
My little red hat and I soared to the top of the best
dressed contest to create an unforgettable memory."
-Jeff Goodman
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oenior Natalie Irwin shows freshman Jordan Leick
how It's done as they enpy the annual Hoe Down,
Photo by Alisse Golrlsmith
Freshmen Molly Yentes and Alyse Robertson give
the classic team building exercise, the trust fall, a
1 try with their Groups during Welcome Weekend
Games.
Pholo by Alisse Goldsmilti
Freshman Veronika Vlasov shows off her effort to be the best
dressed cowgirl during a break from all the square dancing.
Photo by Alisse Golitsmitti
Freshman Brandon Levan swings through the air in a team building exercise with
the rest of tils group as they get to know each othet
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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COMMUNITY PLUNGE
Freshman Jeremy Erickson siains away during his Community Plunge prnieci at the olrJ Upland tram
depol
PhoiobyAlisseGoldsmilh
Sophomore Erin Hinnen sons food items at the Helping Hand food bank m Upland
Photo by Alisse GoldsrTiith
I'm the type of person that tries to avoid manual labor as much as possible. It is not that I am a bad person, just a lazy one. I
was dreading Community Plunge day for my mandatory community service for New Student Orientation, and I was worried 1
would get a project that would be difficult. So, 1 was mildly excited when I heard that I would be painting at Upland Community
Church for my Community Plunge project.
Painting fits into a category of things that 1 can do without breaking a sweat, so it sounded like a good deal to me. Little did I
know that painting was only part one of the project. Part two? Shoveling gravel.
So there I was, working in the oppressive sun, moving a big pile of rocks from point A to point B. In short, it was manual labor.
I was angry, frustrated, and sweating, but then 1 finally realized something. It was not about me. It had never been about me.
I had been so focused on avoiding a situation that would make mc uncomfortable that I forgot that the purpose of the project
was to serve others however they needed it. Community Plunge is not an event designed for self-gratification; it is a day designed
to bring the love of Christ into the area surrounding Taylor University.
If it took a day of painting and moving a big pile of rocks to remind me of that fact, then it was most definitely worth it.
Andrew Neel
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"During Community Plunge, I began to realize how grateful I was
to he at an intentional Christian college where my classmates




Discipleship Coordinalois from each residKiii:(! hall yailiHr aHiiind Dr Chapell m prayer before tie speaks.
Pfiom by Alisse Goldsmith
"After I spent only a few minutes with Dr. Chapell he knew my name
and was intentional about saying hello to me every time he saw me. The
time he spent with here proved that he has a heart for people and for





Dr. Richard Allen Farmer exudes |oy as he brings a refreshing message to the sludems for Spiritual
Renewal in the fall.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Dr. Bryan Chapell holds the attention of students with his energy and enthusiasm.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
I anxiously anticipate Spiritual Renewal Week. Sitting with mv wing, laughing as we walk over to chapel, and discussing
the messages on the wav back are some of mv best Tavlor memories.
In the fall, former campus pastor Richard Allen Farmer came to campus with music, laughter and a deep reverence for
Scripture.
In the spring. Dr. Brs'an Chapell, President of Covenant Theological Seminarv spoke on a series of messages entitled,
"Preaching the Gospel to Our Own Heart."
Chapell and Farmer came to Taylor not just as award winning authors, but as men ready to be transparent and sincere.
They definitely revealed new thoughts about God to me.
I love the way Taylor sets aside a week at the beginning of each semester where I can learn alongside m\' classmates about
Christ and grow deeper in my love for him through new truths imparted to me by a great speaker. I'm always amazed by the
number of students who come to the evening sessions of their own accord, desiring to build a deeper and closer walk with Christ.
I remember one night in particular where Dr. Farmer showed off his amazing piano skills! He talked about how he played
by touch and ear and he offered for people to stand on the stage and look over his shoulder and learn. It was a priceless moment
watching dozens of music students crowd around the piano while Dr. Farmer played with so much feeling that the piano actually
shook.
Afterwards I interviewed Dr. Farmer for The Echo, and he said something that really made me think: "Pursue excellence in
whatever you've given yourself to. Don't be mediocre. Give the best to God of what you're able to. Papa God is always honored by




Senioi Thad Fennig leads Ihis combination aci between
Thifd East Wengatz and Tbird East Olson in theit Beach
Boys medley.
Pliolo by Amy Wood
Seniof Alyssa Lin gives bet all in the seniors' |ierliiniiaiice
of a Disney Medley
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
A graop ettort by Tbitd English and Foundation thnlled
the crowd with the well known Michael Jackson song,
"Tbtillet."
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
It is the second week of school and sometime during vour floor meeting, vou hear it mentioned; one word that for some can
ignite passion and for others, dread; a word, that signifies a loss of sleep and the emptying of pockets; a word thus far excluded
from every published dictionary. Airband. You can feel the excitement ripple through the air and the general buzz begins. What
song should we use? Should we combine with another floor? Where will we get our costumes? Who is going to make up the dance?
Wait, we can dance? Oh yes, it's choreogi'aphed. As a freshman, you had no idea what the big deal was. Now vou just hope thev
don't ask vou to be in charge.
One by one you begin to clear your schedules, waiting with bated breath for the day of auditions. The days continue on and
soon enough, practices begin. In the parking lot, behind the dorm, in the lounge, upstairs in Rupp, downstairs in Rupp, or in that
specially reserved basketball court in KSAC. The beloved song you chose, after hours of debate, has now become the background
music to vour life, like the old record player in kindergarten that kept getting stuck on the same song. It is beautiful and soothing
and if vou hear it plav one more time vou are going to go crazy.
Fast-forward with me for a moment. Auditions are over. The Airband cabinet has announced its pick and you are all required
to spend the next three nights in Rediger Auditorium, moving from one side of the building to the next, trying to figure out how to
shove vour over-sized props thrtiugh the double doors without ripping out the ceiling. However, the biggest question on your mind
is if practice will be over in titne to watch the OC. Not likely, but if we do it right, this one last time, we are likely to get out before
the kids camping outside finish their movie.
Two hours before vour group is supposed to rendezvous out at the tennis courts you are frantically caking your face with make-
up to counter the extremeh' bright lights that make vou look like Casper's cousin. The excitement is building. Before you know it
vou are passing through the stage doors. The lights are out. The crowd is screaming. A familiar song is playing and suddenly your
adrenaline kicks in. Before vou know it you are back outside breathing a sigh of relief and jumping around with exhilaration. You
don't care if you won or lost. It was the best time of vour life. You remember saving weeks ago you would never do Airband again.
Yeah right; it's worth it.
Katie-Lee Barrow
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The Relieni K lune. "The Pnaies Who DonT Do Anything." was broughi to hfe in an
exuberant performance by the ladies of First West Olson.
Photo by Amy Woorl
Junior Brent Maher really got himself into character in his act
Iram Aladtlm, with Second East Wengatz.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
"Airband conjures up many words in my mind, hut
after this year, one word will forever he etched in my
memory... puppets! I don't think I will ever forget the




Photo by Amy Wood
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HOMECOMING
The Tfojdn linemen prepare for anion against Urbana, The Troians lost in a nail biier, I /-30
Photo by Amy Wood
Bfothet Hoot Thiftl East Wengatz antl sistet Hoot Third East Olsuii walk together in the parade,
sporting theit matching jackets with the traditional 3EW logo.
Photo by Amy Wood
As co-directors of Homecoming 2005, we had the privilege of planning events for both current students and alumni of
Tavlor.
We welcomed home Dr. Eugene and Marv Lou Habecker with festivities throughout the weekend. A special Homecoming
concert on Friciav night was presented in their honor to a sold-out crowd.
A favorite event of ours was the 5K race. Participants included current and former students, their spouses, children, and
even pets. This event stood out to us because it was a chance to meet and interact with alumni on a personal level.
Following the 5K, the brunch for alumni was held at the Dining Commons. This gathering provides an opportunity to
recognize distinguished alum. This brunch is loved not onlv for the good food, but the fellowship with fellow classmates.
For the first time in manv vears, Tavlor brought back the tradition of a Homecoming Parade. It involved all parts of the
Tavlor community. Entries included athletic teams, residence halls, and various campus organizations. A radio station from
Muncie, WLBC 104.1, made a live broadcast from campus.
As seniors, we look forward to returning to Tavlor as alumni and taking part in Homecoming festivities.
Brittanv Slagle and Sarah Haney
20
A Tin|;iii liiill i:aiiiui i^j upiiiiilKi.l liy mi IJilidiia linebacker aller gaiiiiny
several tough yards on the ground
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Dr. Joann Red jn 'i i"i i: die Taylor Chotale as Ihey sing loi ihe
Alumni and their families.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
"There were about 30 of us walking together; 15 from Third East Olson
and 15 from Third East Wengatz in matching green zip-ups. We packed
the car fidl of people, turned up the radio, grabbed tons of candy and
ran around the loop behind the car tossing candy to kids and alumni.






This vear mv dad was the only one from mv family who was able to attend our Parents Weekend while my mom
attended Parents Weekend at Wheaton College with my twin sister that same weekend. Neyertheless, my dad and I were
entertained enough that we managed without them. Dad's fayorite actiyity was the TU orchestra concert on Friday night.
That is the only time he has heard me perform here at Taylor, so he was delighted.
My dad also enjoyed yisiting the Edwin W. Brown Collection in Zondervan Library. Since he had just eaten a
meal the week prior at the original "Eagle and Child" in Oxford, England, he enjoyed seeing the replica. It was also yery
meaningful for us to tour the artifacts related to The Chronicles of Narnia , a favorite bedtime story Dad read to us.
Of course, we had to make a stop at lyanhoe's. I made sure that mv dad ordered my favorite "Trojan Three" shake,
consisting of Reese's in a chocolate shake with cookie dough ice cream on top, and we enjoyed a lunch there as well. We also
visited some of mv professors at the open house at the Kesler Center.
Another thing both Dad and 1 enjoyed was the breakfast Swallow Robin Hall put on for all the families yisiting the
dorm. We loved meeting the families of mv friends. He also liked meeting all of mv friends and seeing where I eat, work,
study, and hang out. He still proudU' remembers all the friends I talk about that mv mom and sister didn't get to meet.
Overall, Dad and 1 had a great time at Parents Weekend. There were so many things we did and even more that




Also part of ihe Parenis Weekend Feslivilies was a foolball game
against the Geneva College Golden Tornadoes, Unfortunately, our
Troians lost to the Tornadoes. 042,
Photo by Jim Gaitmger
Parents were able to come to an orchestra concert with their
students on Friday Night of Parents Weekend, Junior Jennifer
fUliiier concentrates on the director to do her part in giving parents
a great musical performance.
PholobyJimGamnger
"My grandparents and I all enjoyed Grandparents Day. There was a
good balance of activities to keep us busy, such as an amazing concert
put on by the Chorale and the Taylor Sounds, and time to just sit
around and relax. It was just a really good experience, and I look




As soon as we were hired as World Opportunity Week co-directors, Kari Barrows and I discovered that we weren't going
to get to choose the keynote speaker for WOW next year. Not only had Marilyn Laszlo, our speaker, been booked for us five years
ago, but she was a woman in her late sixties. Kari and 1 wondered just how a single, grandmotherly, former missionary could
possibly impact Taylor students. Of course, we did our duty as all good co-directors should, by reading her books and learning how
Marilvn lived with and worked with the Sepik Iwam tribe, a jungle-dwelling, prehistoric tribe who had never previously heard the
Gospel. Ok, good story. But will she be able to connect with our cynical, image- and stimulation- requiring peers?
Well, that's what we prayed for. As a WOW cabinet of about 30 students, we had been planning and praying for WOW for months
in preparation for God's movement on our campus. We desperately wanted more people on our campus to see where they too
could fit into God's plan to advance His kingdom throughout the nations. We often praved in our meetings for the Lord to break
down the barriers that keep students from considering their roles in cross-cultural missions.
As WOW approached, anxietv continued to grow in us as we still hadn't been able to get ahold of Marilyn to find out what
she was planning to speak about. We found out at the last minute that she was going to get to campus the same morning she was
to speak for the first time. With doubts and worries gripping us, we hoped that she would show up on time to chapel; and she
did. ..wearing a windsuit and tennis shoes, with only 30 minutes to spare. Exhale.
Even after hearing her speak for the first time, I still wasn't sold. She was funnv and had great stories, but was she
connecting with the students? After her chapel session we had lunch with her and quickly realized she was quite the firebrand.
Marilyn didn't tolerate small talk or put up with flattering allusions to her books. Conversation was limited, as mutual interests
seemed lacking. "So, Marilyn, about that time when you got chronic dystentery in the jungle..."
As the week went on, I kept hearing (almost to my surprise) students all around me praising Marilyn. And after I had
allowed myself to relax enough to listen and enjoy what she had to say, 1 began to grasp the immensity of this woman's love for
God's word. She had learned the Sepik Iwm tribe's language and taught them how to read, then translated the Bible into their
language, and taught them God's Word. You could see in her eves how dearlv she clung to the Word of God. She knew that this
precious culture would only be preserved through the power of the Lord through His Word.
As Marilyn concluded her final chapel message, tears filled our eves as she told of the transforming power of the Bible
in the native language of the Sepik Iwam. A once violent, animistic tribe had become a people worshipping the Name above all
others. As Marilyn received a standing ovation from the Taylor community, we were overcome bv the Lord's faithfulness, to the
Sepik Iwam, to Marilvn all those years in the jungle, and to Taylor. Marilvn reminded us of the beautiful challenge and adventure
we have before us. It is almost too incredible to grasp. We are His instruments to reconcile people to Himself.
Ashley Gale
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wow Co-direciors Ashley Gale and Kan Barrows introduce this year's speaker. Marilyn Laszio
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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MYGENERATIONNIGHT
Senior Eric Miller and freshman Blake Stranon put their
hean and soul into their act, playing "Everyihing's Not
Lost"byColdplay,
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Juniof Ben Taylot wails on his guitar tluring his band's
performance of "Two Princes" by the Spin Doctors.
PholD by Amy Wood
Freshman Will Casey and sophomore Luke Owsley help to
ptDvide the appropriate backdrap for senior Audra Sratton as
she sings "Beauty and the Mess" by Nickle Creek.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
The crowd began gathering around 7 o'clock. It was exciting to look out through the chapel glass and see people anxiously
waiting to hear their friends perform. As the doors opened you could hear the rush of people fill the auditorium from our perched
perspective in the balcony. As they took their seats, the lights went dark and the show began.
Everyone who attends My Generation Night sees and experiences what happens on stage, yet being a part of the show added
a whole new perspective that the general audience never gets. There is so much that goes on during as well as in preparation to
the show that makes it that much better. From auditions to decorating, production to rehearsals, SAC and everyone involved form
a special bond for the week that is hard to describe. I think that the week of rehearsals and getting to know everyone from the
participants to the members of SAC may be right up there with the same moment that the lights come up and you are standing on
stage. Speaking of. ..back to the story...
The view from the balcony was amazing because not only could you see the performer's reactions before and after their acts,
but you could also see the audience's response, which added a dimension to the experience that is c]uite indescribable.
The anticipation is the best feeling. Knowing that in a few moments it will be you on stage is like waiting in line for a roller
coaster. You are excited because you know that it will be fun, yet there is that slight nervousness that starts at the bottom of your
stomach and slowly rises to your mouth that causes you to worry if your voice might squeak into the microphone if you are not
careful.
Time is up. Get tin stage. The lights go up and the song begins. All the nervousness fades and you become overwhelmed by
the inner Mick jagger that makes your legs dance in a way that would never be accepted in a normal setting. A few minutes later
you awake to the sound of applause and realize that it is all over. The hard work, the practice, the nervousness-all gone in about 3
minutes; but that's ok. It was all worth it.
Zack Barker
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Junior Kacia Hillesland braves ihe stage foi her solo, a song callerl
"Angel" by Sarah McLachlan.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
"One moment I was your average music major, singing
Mozart and preparing for my recital The next moment
I was an angsty rock star with hair in my eyes and a
story to tell the world. In other words ... I had a blast!"
-Megan VanDam Photo by Alisse Golilsmith
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SILENT NIGHT
Junior Joel Mosiad cries out to the players as sophomore
DavirJ Swinburne also gets emotional.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Wengatz gels excited, chanting and cheetmg on out
Tro|ans.
Photo by AlissE Goldsmith
Sophomore Brad Wood and fellow member of the pep band
freshman David Kasper play to encourage the playets and
enthuse the crowd.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Silent Night. As a freshman on the basketball team, I had heard very little about it before that night. From what I could
gather, "Silent Night" is a tradition that takes place every year at a basketball game in December. Apparently, a lot of people show
up for the game, staving reallv quiet until we score our 10th point, and then thev get really loud. Technically, that's all it is. But as
1 walked out of the g\'m after our 20 point victory over Greenville, I knew that Silent Night was an experience that I would never
forget.
As we began warming up over an hour before tip-off time, 1 noticed that we were not the only ones preparing for the
game. Aside from those who set up the bleachers and the scorers' table, guys from the Brotherhood kept coming in and out,
dressed in robes and setting up what looked like a house. As I chased down a rebound, I stopped one of them to ask what they
were doing. "We're making a li\e nativity scene," he said with a grin. A live nativity scene. ..at a basketball game? 1 knew then that
it nothing else, this was going to be a very, very interesting night.
And interesting it was. Odle Gymnasium was packed to overflowing with Taylor fans, but from the time the ball was
tipped until almost midway through the first half, it was as quiet as a Saturciav morning shoot-around. I felt awkward as I clapped
when we scored our first points - no one besides our bench was making anv noise at all. Then, all of a sudden, it happened! Eric
Ford hit a three-pointer to put our score into the double digits, and the crowd erupted. It was as if God had suddenly un-muted
the gymnasium and simultaneously cranked its volume to the max, and then forgot where Fie put the remote. The gym remained
deafening for the rest of our 67 points. I'll never forget that I actually smiled, meaning that I broke one of the major rules for
aspiritig basketball plavers on the bench during the game. So much for staunch objectivity.
All in all. Silent Night is much more than just a big basketball game. It's a tradition, and like most good traditions, it must
be experienced to be fulK- understood. Whether this occurs on the court, on the bench, or in the stands. Silent Night will long
enciure as the pinnacle of Taylor sports traditions.
Russell Balikian
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Freshman Greg Hewin throws a free shot during half time ol the
Silent Night game^
Photo by Alisse GoliJsmiih
The Brotherhood continues with tradition, repeating chants back and fonh with the men of Wengatz.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiih V
''Silent Night is about the entire student body having a
great time while supporting our basketball team. It is about
everyone getting crazy and creating an atmosphere of
excitement. I thought my Facebook costume would be a fun
and crazy contribution."
-Adam Lehman





AlthiiLigh we spent the majority of our time with Radio Familia, we also toured around Ecuador and
visited different television networks, a newspaper publication, other radio stations, and towers that made
everything possible. Our visit tc) Quito, Ecuador's capital, was not only the longest trip but also the most
educational. We were able to see HCJB's main headquarters and control towers and how intricate everything
needed to be to make things work. We were completely blown away at the amount of work the radio endeayor




To sum up a month-long mission trip is an
impossible task. However, I can sav that what stuck in mv
memory the most is the college group we visited in Katowice.
Going door to door in a European dorm is an experience in
itself. But the passion the leaders have to bring the students
and their friends to the Lord was undeniable and inspiring.
Seeing the passion of European Christians gave me a fire that
I will always cherish.
Nate Baggett
Trinidad
One morning, when 1 woke up in Trinidad 1 was
struck again with the beauty of this country. We stayed
in a camp at the top of a mountain for the whole month.
Trinidad became such a place of peace and relaxation for
me. God truly blessed me with a month of reflection and
time with people who want to serve the Lord. We were at an
orphanage one day and this little girl came running up to me
and plopped herself right on my lap. From that moment on,
she would not let go of me. It broke my heart to realize that
she probably never got that one-on-one attenticin that she so
badly needed. 1 learned a lot abiuit how God wants us to sit




Mv lighthouse trip to South Africa began with a New
Year's celebration aboard the South African A-340 airbus en
route for Johannesburg, and it was a preface to an exhilarating
month of ministry and service. To say I had great time is to
give a shallow depiction of what my personal experience to
this blessed land formerly torn by apartheid really was. I knew
I was where the Lord wanted me to be, at the time he needed
me there, and bevond all else this was an unparalleled and
pleasing feeling. Having endured a tumultuous experience
accjuiring a visa and a passport prior to arriving in South
Africa, I viewed the whole experience as a blessing personally
handed down by God. Durmg this time I grew spiritually and
made new friends; 1 saw the hand of the Lord working in many
lives, and in various ways. As an African, being in South Africa
was like being back in Kenya; the languages had a similar tonal
quality to them, some of the foods took me back to my younger
days growing up and even a brief, heart-pounding encounter
with a ferocious-looking male baboon, unified my whole
experience. I reminisce and thank God for those glorious four
weeks that not only changed my life, but the lives of many;
those on my team and those we came in contact with. 1 fully




I remember getting into the back seat of a car,
driven by two people I had met not five minutes earlier
who did not even speak my same language, and thinking...
"What in the world am 1 doing here?! These people could
be taking me anywhere!" It turns out that I fell in love with
"these people" (my Ecuadorian parents), and that they were
taking me to mv new Ecuadorian home. Staying alone with a
host family for the duration of our trip was definitely scary,
but definitely worth it!
Jimmy Zimmerman
India >
Having been blessed bv an abundance of food, sodas
tossed at us like thev grew on trees, and time awav from
their work to meet our measly needs, it was no shock that
the local Indians we had been working with for the past three
weeks would like to leave us with something to remember
them bv. What was so astonishing was their constant giving
spirits despite their finite possessions. I could have easily
afforded to buv them a thoughtful gift . . . but 1 didn't want
to spend mv money. My team and I received an abundance
of thank you gifts from people who lived everv dav trusting
that God would provide them with enough monev to survive.
The faith thev displayed and the immense jov in the face of
uncertainty was refreshing and eye-opening. What a huge
blessing among manv that I could witness it.
Seth Barnes
Guatemala:
The children's faces are my most vivid memories of
Guatemala. We played and laughed together in the village
where we drilled the well. The language barrier reduced
our words to grunts; 1 didn't realize that I wasn't speaking
anv language at all for a full day. We knew how to laugh at
ourselves; thev knew how to laugh at me. We provided a
well that will give them clean water. They provided us with




Senior Brad Johnston and freshman Blake Slrallon double
up on one tiny mic for one big performance of "Twist and
Shout" by The Beatles.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Joe Arcano dons a cudy wig and sunglasses for the final
act of the night, "Ftee Bitd" by Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Photo by AlissB Goldsmith
Junior Luke Owsley breaks nut into an energy tilled
performance of "Working for the Weekend" by Lovetboy as
he sports a mohawk and some red leather pants.
Photo by Amy Wood
I remember walking on to the stage, plugging in mv guitar and looking out at a packed auditorium telling
mvself, "This is gonna rock." 1 think it was the overall feeling that you get when you play an old school tune that gets
me most. Nostalgia Night was full of nice, conservative tunes; and then there was our tight leather 80's song, "Working
For The Weekend." The outrageous costumes of each of the bands reallv helped to set Nostalgia night apart from anv
other Taylor talent show; from ripped jeans to floor length dresses, it was sweet to see the creativity and enthusiasm.
For me, the funniest part of our performance had to have been when our singer, Luke Owlsey, jumped off stage to
run around only to find later that he had ripped his bright red leather pants. From the moment the chapel lit up at the
first hit of the snare, to the first guitar riff ripping through the air. Nostalgia Night was a blast from the past that I will
remember forever. It was so much fun to play with people who just wanted to dress goofy and rock their hearts out.
Luke McClain
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
"Wlien the hand staiied up and I whipped
around to face the crowd, I was dazzled by the
lights, the enthusiasm of those watching, thejazz
players, and the dancers. It was in that moment
that I felt on top of the world. Jltere was no
where else I would rather he right then."
-Hannah DeRegihus
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Playing "Route 6B" by Bobby Troup, the Core Band wraps up the evening, tying in the
Route 66 theme for the evening.
PhoiobyAmy Wood
Junior Laci Liggett has plenty of energy to give an exuberant
performance of "Son of a Preacher Man" by Dusty Springfielti.
Phoio by AlissB Goldsmith
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FILM FESTIVAL
Junior Andrew Jones reads an introduction to a film submitted by his wingmate, lunior Jonathan
Bennett, who was studying in Los Angeles at the Film Studies Program and unable to attend.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Sophomore Jonathan (Wolfie) Wolf introduces his film pro|ect, Wolfie's Keyboard of Doom. Later
that night was a special showing of his reality series, Wolfie's Fer Serious Wodd.
Photo by Amy Wood
Eleven people in one limousine is sort of uncomfortable. Okay, it's really uncomfortable. My right leg actually started
falling asleep in the two-minute ride from Wengatz to the Chapel. But that's what happens when you get a sweet crew together for
a film, people who are willing to give up their entire weekend to make your vision become real. We shot for 34 hours of a 56-hour
time span in an unheated warehouse ciuring January. Not that fun, but in the end, it was all worth it.
So we get out of the limo and all walk together on the red carpet, cast of four and crew of seven. As we enter the building,
a small cocktail party awaits, and we all try our best to not spill on our black-tie-event clothing. But shortly after that, the real event
starts. People begin filing into their seats to watch five student films for the 2006 Trojan Film Festival. It was a moment we had
planned since Augi.ist.
After the first film shows, it's my turn to get up on stage. When they introduce me and hand me the mic, 1 just wanted to
look out and see who 1 was talking to. But the immensely bright spotlights on my face made it seem like I was the only one there.
So 1 read my quote, my favorite way to introduce a film. It relates to the theme, but gives you virtually no clue as to what you're
about to see. Then the lights go down and 1 take my seat for what is for me the most nerve-racking part of the entire experience
- hundreds of people will now see the work that we have done.
Then the lights come up, and it's over. What we labored over for hours each dav the week before the deadline has just
realized its potential. Now, 1 relax, and enjoy the rest of the night.
After that, it's just the wait for the reactions. At intermission, after the show, and the following days, people come up to us
and tell us what they thought of the film. And that makes it all worth it. Because we can see if our mission that we started with was
received as we hoped, and then we plan for next year.
Tim Sutherland
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Aladdin, senior Eric Miller, and Abu, lunior Mike Simon, come back to
present the award for Best Cmemaihography at this year's Film Fest.
Photo by Amy Wood
The Tro|an, played by freshman Joel Donnell, stands strong and
still during the entire evening's festivities.
Pholo by Amy Wooif
'liuiu^, Amy Wood
"It was a particularli/ strong year for the film festival
Each film was well done, and I felt very honored just to






Is it fair to even try to describe the atmosphere on a college campus the week before spring break? The guys down
the hall are headed camping to Tennessee and the guys next door prepare for a week in South Padre. In English and Olson,
girls cross their fingers with a suspense that kills - ring by spring-break? You just can't beat the pre-spring break fever. And
the Taylor World Outreach (TWO) office is certainly not immune. Deep within the student union, TWO was surreptitiously
busy, as 250 students prepared to do the missions thing. Davtona, New Orleans, Xocenpich, Mexico City, Freeport, Assis
Chateaubriand, Vladimir, Antigua, Guavac]uil, Jarabacoa - OR BUST!
One dav in the office earlv on in the vear, Jason and I were talking about the different trips. We realized what we were
doing was going to be life changing for manv. Placing a guy on this team or a girl on this other team was proving to be more
difficult than we had planned. We moved applicant's files from one trip to the other trying to find the best fits. However, God,
as always and of course, was in control. We were hit by the realization that simply switching two files made a life-changing
impact on those individuals, the teams, and the ministry.
Spring Break came and it went and by the time our next exam came, those experiences seemed so far removed.
However, the impact that was made was very real and permanent; hundreds of man hours put in digging foundations,
cleaning houses, and painting clinics. The thousand hugs, hand shakes and smiles they gave, the kid who accepted Christ
during a VBS and the old stubborn man whose heart was softened . . . the stories are countless.
What is even cooler is that these aren't the only stories. How manv more people were touched bv the example and the
witness of those Sammy guvs in South Padre? That is what is cool about this spring break mission's thing. It's so much bigger
than us, than TWO or Tavlor. This picture spread represents a small fraction of the kingdom work that Tavlor University
accomplished during that crazv, fun, too short, so desperately awaited, indescribably life changing, and so easily forgotten
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Photo submitied by Taylor World Ootreach
Ecuador
Photo sobmitted by laylor World Outreach
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Photo submilled by Taylor World Outreach
New Orleans
>
Photo submitted by Tayidi Wi.inii Oiiin-
<^Mexico
Xoekenpich
Photo sobmitted by Taylor Wodd Outreach
< Russia
a -x.
Photo submmed by Oaniel Longcor
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=YOUTH CONFERENCE







A Yoiilh cuiiference small group helps son glasses lor a service
proiecl with the Lion's Club.
Pholo by Amy Wood
i
Keyoote speaker Jeremy Kiogsley speaks on ibis year's Youth
Conference theme. "Fall on Yotir Face."







The bigh school students learn bow to worship in different ways,
including through an and creativity,
Pboloby Amy WoorJ
Wlien the Youth Conference cabinet told the small group leaders that we would be having nine training sessions, I'll admit
1 got pretty scared. What kind of crazy high school kids need to be prepared for with nine training sessions? However, it soon
became abundantly clear that the training sessions were not about the kids...thev were for our benefit.
As most of vou know, the theme for this year was "Fall on Your Face." At the first training session, cabinet shared with us
their vision for YC06 and why this theme was chosen. They said that in order for us to change these kids' lives, we had to change
our lives first. After all, how could we encourage high school kids to fall on their faces before God without ever having done it
ourselves? I was excited by the challenge.
What happened over the next few months is too phenomenal to accurately put into words. God completely changed
mv attitude toward worship. No more of this attitude of, "Well, if 1 put my hands halfway up, it will seem like I'm not really into
the music, but if 1 raise them high, people will think I'm weird and trying to be all spiritual or something." The sessions, as well
as my own private life as I geared my prayers and devotions toward that weekend, caused me to reflect on the all-encompassing
greatness of God, and more than once I was moved to tears and left with what has scientifically termed a "God high."
Then it happened - Youth Conference weekend arrived. The energy in Rediger Auditorium as we waited for the kicis to
arrive was unbelievable. They walked in, we jumped up and down and screamed until we were blue in the face, and we were off
and running for the next 4cS hours. There was a great balance of conviction from Jeremy Kingsley's messages and fun activities to
ligliten the mood. Students in my group asked t^uestions that removed any tioubt from my mind that God had been preparing me
specifically for this weekend - they were the same questions that I had sought the answers to in the months before. That weekend,
the students did fall on their faces . . . and so did their leaders. The presence of God was verv real, and He truly revealed Himself
as a God that not only commands, but also deserves our respect, acfmiration, and love.
Kat McKeon
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SBnior Tim Barger and his small group co-leader
|unio[ Kaillin Gelz sort glasses with two of the
students in theit small group.
Phnin by Amy Wood
/( ^^
Junior Terra Bailey models a pair of glasses during
the Youth Conference service pro|ect to sort lens for
ihe Lion's Club.
Phnio by Amy WoorJ
Youth conference small group leaders wait in Bediger auditorium for their high school
small group members to arrive.
Photo by Amy Wooii
V
Youth Conference keynote speaker Jeremey Kingsley addresses
the attending high school and Taylor students during one ol the
mam assemblies.
Photo by Amy Wood
"Youth Conference this year was an amazbig experience for me working
together with other Uke-minded friends. To he able to reach the goal of
falling on your face toward God has helped me to see a new way or




The senior men of Taylalhon pose for a team shot after their victory They didn't let their last opportunity Seizing theit last opportunity to win a Taylathon race, the senior women rode a strorrg race and |oined
to win slip by them. the senior men in first place.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Fearless, determined, and absolutely insane are three words that can describe each rider participating in Tavlathon. Few
people at Taylor understand why Tavlathon riders are willing to wake up before sunrise and sacrifice their bodies on the track.
For the past two vears, 1 have counted mvself among a handful of Tavlor students willing to participate in Taylathon.
There are manv reasons why I enjoy riding. The main aspect is keeping a historic Taylor tradition alive. In recent years, the number
of .students interested in participating has dwindled, forcing teams to compete short-handed. Even though this hinders the quality
of the race, the participants understand that they are continuing an exciting Tavlor tradition for future students.
Another aspect of Tavlathon is the friendships made with other riders. Through Tavlathon, 1 have built friendships with
people that I would have never met because we live in different dorms or are different majors. I believe that the earlv morning
practices and bruising crashes onl\' bond new friends together.
For me, race dav makes the long weeks of practice worth it. The excitement and nervousness that rushes through me is
increcfible. There is a huge difference on race dav because of the adrenaline produced bv the supportive crowd. There is nothing
better than riding past a huge crowd screaming at you to catch up to the rider in the lead.
Participating in Ta\'lathon the past two vears will he two of mv favorite memories at Tavlor. The memories that 1 made with new
friends, from waking up earlv to crashing on race dav, are unforgettable. 1 know that Tavlathon has produced so many great stories
for all participants to share with friends for vears to come.
lulie Beck
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Freshman Jenny Gallaghei prepares herself lor the transition as her teammate Ellen
Koch waits to hop on and take a lap herself.
Photo by AlisseGoldsmilh
Senior Jess Jones gets in the zone to make the leap onto the
bike so she can make one more lap toward victory.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Being a veteran rider, I can honestly say that Taylathon is one of my
favorite Taylor memories. Not only is it a great time to work and






While studying abroad in France, Ashley Reaiick (Buwiiiiy Green], Monica Rusu, Iheir friend
Pnscilla, and Lindsay Achgill pose for a group phoio on a lovely, sunny day in Pans.
Photo submiiied by Zay Achgill
Some students haue the opportunity to travel tu ullier plates while studying ahiuad, like these
Lithuania study abroad students. Here, juniors David Ridenour, Tina Fast, Terra Bailey, Kelsey
Cunningham, and Kyle Lantz are making their way through Rome.
Photo submitted by Tina Fast
Whal is an evening like in the life of a French family? Well, if that family consists of a mother and her three children, ages
8, 7 and 3, it is quite entertaining and hectic.
As the kids return from after school programs at around 6:30 p.m,, the once quiet home erupts with chatter, laughter,
screams, and running. The two oldest children frantically try to finish up homework so as to join the 3-vear-old as she contently
watches cartoons. Mom is busy running in between kids, making sure math problems are correct, ancH reading assignments are
read, while at the same time asking the youngest how her day was and checking the chart to see whose turn it is to set the table.
As a foreign exchange student, there is only so much you can do. For me that is anything that helps out the mom and
keeps the kids moving along in their daily evening schedule: keeping the youngest company watching "Winnie the Pooh," testing
the oldest daughter on her times table, or helping the reluctant son set the table for supper. All the while the mom tries to engage
me in conversation, making sure 1 am practicing mv French and getting along well in my new home.
Once homework is completed, the table is set and dinner is ready, the kids wash up and come to the table. The same
level of excitement continues as everyone eats up and talks about the day. Occasional argimients result from one child speaking
over another, but mostly, this is a time when we are all happv to be together. After the last dessert of "fresh cheese and sugar" is
finished , the dishes are placed in the washer, the table is cleared, and the kiefs head to bed. If everyone had been especially good at
dinner and the day had not been too long for Mom, we would all gather together for a quick game and a bedtime story.
And so would end the evening with the French familv, sleep overtaking the children, silence filling the house.
Monica Rusu
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Juniors Monica Rusu and Zay Achgill admire the beaulifui gardens of a small castle
nearVillandry, France.
Photo submitted by Zay Achgill
Senior Janet McKnighi mid luiiiin omiin VVyksim m[) iIidii iliiiiks
in front of this gotgeous scenety hy the waters of Lake Atitlan,
Guatemala during their semester in Costa Rica.
Photo submitted by Janet McKnight
"One of my strongest memories is of saying goodbye to the four nuns
I had the privilege ofgetting to know in Krethiga, Lithuania. 'Be holy/
sister Alberta said, 'Whatever you do, be holy.' These ladies showed
me, though I only spent a handful of Saturdays with them, what true











Junior Mallory McClain and two other students at the
Contemporary Music Center at Manha's Vineyard wait lor rheir
ferry at the Vineyard Harbor Haven,
Photo submitled by Mallory McClam
Sophomore Chris Williams and |unior Alex Hoekstra put on iheir
best angry bull face dunng a weekend trip to Madrid, during their
semester in Seville, Spam,
Photo submitted by Alex Hoekstra
Sophomore Rachel Suttor spends time with the children at
CHERUB, the Children's Health and Education Rehabilitation Unit
at Beseniya in Uganda lot bet setvice ptoject during her semester
abroad.
Photo submitted by Rachel Sunor
"In Ireland the inevitable never happens and the unexpected constantly occurs." A line aptly stated by Sir John Pentland
Mahaffy. Upon discovery of this quote, I thought how poetic it was but, undoubtedly, a little overboard of a statement. Although I
tried my hardest not to create expectations before my arrival in Ireland, I realized that the above line applied incredibly well to this
semester in this land of magical mystery.
I had heard rumors about the unpredictable Irish weather, but never reallv comprehended nor appreciated the full extent
of it until the day we decided to take a group hike along our fittingly named "South Beach." It had been spring for a few weeks
already, but the sun had not yet shone like it did on this day. Walking along the beach gave evervone the sense of summer, and we
were filled with happy thoughts. On our way back home, I spotted an ominous cloud quicklv floating our way over the mountains.
As soon as the cloud was visible, I knew something was going to happen, but I expected rain at worst. Indeed, it started raining,
and then turned to sleet, then hail; finally it snowed almost horizontally. Like lost sheep, we all scrambled to get back as soon
as possible. Dressed for a hike on a warm day, none of us were clothed for this sort of weather. The experience would not have
been as ridiculous were it not that within 15 minutes of being safe inside and our stomachs filled with hot soup, the sun shone as
brightly as it had before.
Through many other stretching experiences like these, we learned that the unexpected indeed does occur and flexibility
is the key to surviving it. Frequently, in fact, flexibility was the word of the day. Ireland proved an adequate catalyst for many of




Sophomores Rachel Reichenberger, Brittany Rood, and Andrea Grehe, Gate Warriner. |unior Erin Hudson
from Huntington College, and junior Emily Nufziger pose along the scenic coasts of the Emerald Isle during
their semester abroad in Greysiones, Ireland,
Photo submineii by Andrea Grebe
Sophomore Jessica Wittebols had an opponunily id travel to the summer palace in
Beijing with two students from Lmfield University and one student from Germany during
her semester abroad in Hong Kong,
Photo submitted by Jessica Wittebols
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''My experience in DC was more than my internship at the
Department ofJustice, it was an evahiation of my faith, my
values and my pohtical participation in America. I was challenged
intellectually and I grew in my beliefs tremendously. I sought answers
to tough questions of truth, justice, power and the role of Christians in




Two scienlisis, seiiioi Aaron Leu and sophomore Andrew
Dawdy discuss the future of Charlie in "Flowers for
Algernon."
Phmo by Alisse Goldsmilh
Junior Jonathan Bennett as Professor Bhaer shares a
moment with |unior Laura Knosp as Jo in "Little Women."
Pholo by DJ Horton
The bakery owner played by freshman Rachel Woods and
one of her employees played by lunior Rachel Cusack talk
about Chadie's employment in "Flowers for Algernon."
Photo by AlisseGolrismilh
Being involved in theatre, I have had the privilege of meeting interesting, unique, and amazing people. With those people
come unique situations and stories. Every year is a great roller coaster ride, filled with new twists and turns. This year was no
exception.
During the first production, "Little Women," a costume change happened on stage. A scene later, the actress was to
change back into the first costume, still back stage. However, during a production, part of the costume was left on stage and a
quick substitute had to be found and through the quick cover of an actor on stage, the audience didn't know the difference.
During "Flowers for Algernon" we had more fun while the identical twin Burtness brothers were playing mind games with
the cast. Thev both could fit into the same costumes, and were close to both making an appearance on stage. At a dress rehearsal,
a boyfriend of an actress got permission to surprise her for Valentine's Day and through the help of some friends on stage and a
spare costume, was able to join the dinner party scene, and shock her with a heart-shaped box of chocolates.
The third and final show, though it only had two cast members, was just as exciting — especially with Aaron Leu and
Ashley Mabie. In one of the scenes, Aaron fell through the floor as a pile of things fall on him. On multiple occasions, he scraped
up his shins, and a dress rehearsal was interrupted to take care of his leg which liad bled through his pant leg. On the last night,
he stomped his foot too hard and the objects fell too early, then with a smooth cover, they were able to re-hang the objects only
to have them fall, but ni)t fall through the floor. He stood up and on the second try, eventually fell through. Another gi'eat part
of thai show was the pond water, complete with stench, algae and decaying leaves. Authenticity of smell was even taken into
consideration. No snapping turtles were harmed in the making of this production...
These are only a few of the stories from the shows. The joy of the theatre will never cease because of the incredible people
1 have had the privilege to meet. These amazing people will continue to breathe life into it. The rest of the stories will remain




lunior Anna Clough, senior
Annie Calhoun, junior
Knsii Thoryk, senior Laura
Knosp, and freshman Jenna
McCullough areMarmie
and her four girls, including




Junior Ashley Mabie and senior Aaran Leu act as Sally and Man trying to figure
out a complicated relationship in "Talley's Folly."
Phoio by Amy Wood
^' ^
Sophomore Andrew Dawdy analyzes Chariie, lunior Jason Burkey, as his psychologist in "Flowers for Algernon.'
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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"A director oj mine once said, 'Live in the joy of the moment. Because
that is the beauty and mystery of theatre. It only occurs in time and
space, and then it's just a ynemory. Fortunately the relationships and
the lessons learned live on.' That is why I enjoy doing slwws like
Flowers for Algernon. I made such great relationships with the cast and




Junior Gabnelle Henderson carries ihe Amencan Hag in the graduation processional.
Photo by Alisse Golilsmitli
Dr. Rediget and the Taylor Chorale sing "Father, Give Thy Benediction" to close the cetemony.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Where there was once laughter and jov now sits empty chairs and abandoned programs as the seniors have left Tavlor for
tlie world. Commencement is a bittersweet moment as we say goodbye to our friends and venture off into new territory.
The memories we have created will be the stories we tell as we reach our new destinations in life. Our times at Taylor are
treasured moments which have shaped the men and women we are today.
As a class we have been through a lot these past four years and even more so during our last month together. But through
it all we have witnessed the hand of God in our Tavlor community and a bond has been created that will not be severed.
We have been challenged to answer the SOS crv of our world, and we can do that by reflecting Jesus' love, acceptance,
compassion and peace. Stepping out of our comfort zone and taking risks is how we can reach the world for Christ.
As Taylor graduates we have two stories to tell. One is the time we have spent on Taylor's campus and the other is the
story of God's lo\e and the sacrifice of His son.
Now that classes are at an end, we must leave and discover our own destiny in life; none are the same except the final
one. Unfortunately many graduates will never see all their fellow classmates after commencement; but at Taylor we know we will
celebrate together again as we dance on the streets that are golden.
When will we reach that final destination, no one knows; but the adventure of getting there will create great stories and
memories that will last a lifetime. Class of 2006, it is time to write your storv and change the world for good.
Trista Hartman
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Abby Duncan accepts a posthumous diploma on behalf of
Laurel Etb. Laurel was given an associates degree in art.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Seniors Kevin Dufendach, Daniel Fisher, and Sean Wightman line up to teceive
their diplomas. Each received a Bachelor of Arts m chemistry and biochemistry.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Seniors Megan Elder and Kristen Favazza wait to tecieve then
diplomas. Both graduated with degrees in Communication Arts,
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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"Seeing our class come together to celebrate our achievements was a
great reminder of the fun times we've spent together, as well as the
struggles, and how God shaped us through those experiences."
-Bryan McCart
Senior Metissa Miinn accepts
hef diploma Irom Dr. Habecker.
Melissa graduaied mthe
psychology department wiih a
4.0 GPA after ondergoing three
maiotopen heart surgeries |ust
weeks before graduation
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
Lisa VanRyn shates a liug with Mafylmi HabHiicr as she accepts a ili|jliiiiia uii bKlic
her sister Laura VanRyn who was killed in the accident on April 26, Lisa graduated from
Taylor in 2002.
Photo by Alisse Golilsmith
Senior Lon Twyciuss ciijuys a lauyli willi Piulessor Donna Downs alter lire cereniony celebrating bet graduation.
Phoro by Alisse Goliisniiih
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Senior Melissa Goss turns her lassel in a moment that signifies all
she has worked toward for the last four years of her life,
Pfimo by Alisse Goldsmitti
Junior Abby Duncao, roommate of Laurel Erb, and sophomore
Heidi Smith, sister of Betsy Smith, accept posthumous diplomas
on their behalf. Laurel and Betsy, along with seniors Brad Larson
and Laura VanRyn. and Creative Dming Staff member Monica
Felver passed away in the accident on April 26 this year,
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
"The graduation ceremony was an amazing finale to four years well













Witat we learn is the road map by which our stories
are oriented, guided, and forrned. Academics are a












H Freshman Alysa Barnhan poses as junior Laurel
Erb shoots her picutres for her Photo III pro|ecl
Photo by AlisseGolrJsmiih
Junior Anita Kaul warms up on her violin with the
rest of the chamber orchestra before practice.













This year was met with some anxiety. Although we were verv successful with last year's opera.
The Gondoliers, we were faced with the challenge of Ii\'ing up to that le\'el of success with this
year's opera. The new opera, Cosi Fan Tittte, was a completely different style from last year's. It
only contained six main characters and a small chorus and was sung entirely through without spo-
ken dialogue. We were excited and nervous as to how we were going to pull all of the elements in
this opera together in less than six months. Bv the time January rolled around, we were basically
consumed by the opera. Add the extra strain of about two and a half hours of singing Monday
through Thursday during |-term, and soon tensions began to run high. One of the toughest as-
pects of yoice is that it takes a while to hear a significant difference from the start. But when that
change happens, things really begin to take off. All of us in the opera began to experience this
change as we experimented with our music and our roles. The elements that seemed so difficult
earlier began to come together. Dress rehearsals came and went, and before we could blink, open-
ing night was here! The two nights we performed really brought out the best in us. It was exhila-
rating to step out onto the opera set and bring to life a character that otherwise would haye been
words in a book. We ciidn't fully grasp how much the audience loyed the show until it had ended
with a standing oyation. The end was bittersweet. We were tired, no doubt, and were thankful
that we could get a good night's rest. The set tear down was long and retlecti\'e. It was difficult for
some of us to call this the end. But we were proud of the work we had done. And hopefully, the
TU Opera Theatre will in the future get to see many more operas that were as successful as Cos;
Fan Tutte was this year.
-Erin DeWolfe
Dr. Clin:jiij(jliKi Hadt Dr. Leon HarsliHii MaryMahan
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d Sophomores Nathan McCauley and Kyle King gool
off during free time at the Christian Education Retreat
m the Spring.
Photo suhmined by Kyle King
H Junior Ryan Daniels addresses his Bible class.
PhoiD laken byDJ Hoiton
Bl Senior Scott Williams is one of many students to
present in Dr. Heth's Bible class.
Photo laken by DJ Norton
U Dr Herb directs his class in the animated style he
IS so well known for.
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THEOLOGICAL STUDIES
Biblical Studies, Christian Education, Philosophy
Philosophy: hi the fall, Kate Dugan organized a dinner with Dr. Win and June Corduan at a nice
Indian restaurant in Fort Wayne. That evening, a small group of philosoph\' majors piled into cars
and made their way to the Taj Mahal restaurant, only to find that it was closed for the evening. After
a little dialectic and well-placed phone call bv Nathan Ricke, we ended up at another place that was
just as gooci. Upon getting settled and ordering our food we started picking the Corduans' brains
for interesting tidbits. We heard some great stories and laughed a good deal. Our evening with the
Corduans reminded me that Tavlor has been a great place for personal development. 1 fell that the
philosophy department has excelled in the area of working to develop the minds and lives of its
students. -David Schvvan
Biblical Studies: Although there are countless memories that come to mind, three specific experienc-
es have stuck out in my mind over the last year. First, the amount of pictures Dr. Heth takes of all his
students is unparalleled. The energy and excitement which he brings has encouraged me to approach
every day with joy. Second, Dr. Helver once brought an onion to class in order that we might find the
core by peeling off all the layers. This was a hands on, eve-watering, object lesson to demonstrate the
skeptical process some scholars take in searching for the historical Jesus. We then discussed what
our response should he in light of the uncertainty of who Jesus really was and is. 1 ha\'e also had the
privilege of meeting with Dr. Helyer on numerous occasions to talk about life and academics, and to
pray. This is one aspect of my education that 1 have appreciated the most. Not only do the professors
strive to make the classroom atmosphere one in which 1 can learn and ask c|uestions, but they also
take the time to invest in my life outside the classroom. Their friendship and discipleship lias been a
valuable addition to mv experience here at Taylor. Thank vou for all your hard work. -Tom Smillie
Dr, Jim Spiegel
Dr. Bill Heih Dr. Bob Lay Dr. Ed Meadors Amy R. Rowell
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Sophomore Enn Hinnen concentraies as she
courts her plants, taking data lor her genetics lab.
Phnio by Alisse Goldsmith
I
Junior Derek Weller and classmates take a trip to
the alley to master their bowling form.
Photo by DJ Honon
I
Sophomore Matt Suet examines his carefully
monitored plants, waichiiig (nr growth during his
genetics lab.
Photo by Alisse Goltlsmiih
I
Sophomore Chris Jeltei does squats during
weighllifting class, fulfilling his physical fitness teguit-
ment
Phriio by DJ Norton
Dr. Timothy Biirkholder Dr. John Moore Dave Bireline Dr. Jeff Regier
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LIFE SCIENCES
Biology, Physical Education, Human Performance
Not pictured: Erik Hayes
Dr, Jan Reber Denise Johnson
Dt. Paul Roihrock Tena Krause
Dr. Andrew Whipple Paul Patterson
BillBaur DrJoeRomine
AmyStucky Deb Carter
Steven Wilt Nancy Gruendyke
Larry Wmterholter
Dr, AngieFincannon
BIOLOGY: Throughout mv journev as a biologv major, I've grown to lo\'e the subject
as well as the people with whom I studv. Labs are time consuming, but it is time
spent learning with friends. The excitement of isolating mitochondria may not be
oquiwilent to a late-night Wal-Mart run or a Saturday evening in Muncio, but \yhen
you are designing your own project, mixing your own solutions, and grinding frozen
bovine liver while shivering in the cold-room, there is fun to be had when people vou
enjoy are doing it with you. The communal atmosphere at Taylor University seems to
catalyze a direct correlation between intense study and ardent relationships within the
major. Though often challenging, and sometimes downright rigorous, persisting m
what you love with other friends can be...well...fun.
-Brittany Belcastro
EXERCISE SCIENCE: For students in the exercise science field, this year was
intellectualh' and professionally challenging. It was marked bx the introduction
of a PHP student advisory council, department lounge, student managed wellness
program, accompanied by laughter and fun. While some journeyed from
manufacturer to manufacturer filling bags with free merchandise, others attended the
Club Industry Fair in Chicago. Also unforgettable vyas the bonfire at the Hayes' house,
in which we ate more s'mores than we should have (considering our area of study) and
Christmas caroling at the nursing home. Indeed, exercise science is more than a major
where fitness geeks unite to pump iron. It is an exciting, applicable, hands-on field,
that builds confidence and imit\' among its students.
-Kira Olson
Jeff Marsee Dr. Don Taylor Val Snyder Kay Williams
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^1 Junior Josh Lmderman collaborates with
sophomore Jarerl Schlak to fmd a solulion. Outside ol
the classroom, students attend physics study tables for
extra help on wotk.
Photo byAmy Woot)
I Sophomore Parker Haaga rinses out his test tube
after completing his lab in Chemistry for Living











Chemistn': Last summer I participated in a project with the biochemistry department. Through practical
lab experience and science in the "real world" of research, I learned more than just science, but gained
common sense. I now know that when a procedure calls for a reaction to be carried out in a fume hood,
it means it. I did not heed this warning, mixed a few solutions together, and failed to notice that the
mixture was producing a smell not unlike rotten eggs. Before 1 knew it, the stench had spread from the
Dungeon to the observaton,'. Surprisingly, most of the other people working there did not find it ter-
ribh' funny (it's not like the fumes were very toxic), and I still hear about it half a vear later. Chemistn,'
is a major of such thrills on a regular basis and I would not trade the resulting memories for anything.
- Andy Seyier
Physics: The night began with the standard stimulating physics banter: "All's you gotta do is bang it
out." "You can use Excel to do that. You can use Excel to do anything." And so it continued: six phys-
ics students on 2nd Nussbaum, slaying on physics homework late into the night until - at exactly 1:59
a.m. - the stairway door slammed. "Quick! hito the Optics Lab!" The students scurried for sanctuary.
If discovered, thev would shock their assailant with the Van de Graph generator. But when the Cam-
pus Safety officer walked by, all was calm and the bated breath of the hidden Physics students was
indiscernible. Finally, they were left to do their homework in peace. Where the twisted, masochistic
inner-driye of the physics student comes from, no one knows. The "measurable observable" is the fruit
of their labor, and that has been obvious this year in many ways: six seniors attained the opportunity to
spend 10 davs at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, where thev conducted an experiment on
the vomit comet, the airplane used to train astronauts for microgravitv situations; of course, the balloon
sat program is still flying high, thanks to our students' hard work; and to top it all off, this year we have
an astounding 18 graduates from the physics department.
-Jenna Hanchev and Chris Fink
. Ken Kiers Dr. DoiiTakehaia Barbara Michael
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llDr Mitchell lectures his macraeconomics class
Photo taken by Amy Wood
JJSophomme Allison Maybray and fteshmen
Ben Gteenman and Josh Gteenman focus on Dr.
Ringenberg's lectute about WWI in Wotld Histoty,
Photo taken by Amy Wood
|[|Kim Millet |ots dow/n some notes as Dt. Mitchell
lectutes in mactoeconoitiics
,
Photo taken by Amy Wood
Dr Ringenhetg lectures his World History class,
geneial education course that many students take.













History: Ahh... Reade Center 234, the best of all rooms in the histon.' department. Every history
major finds a home in this room, a favorite spot, a memory from Introduction to History or a
heart-pounding exam. The presidents peer down at us from the west wall, making sure we learn
their side of the story well. From the other wall an ominous map overwhelms us, reminding us
there is still so much to see. And, to our surprise, this year 40 new, metal desks replaced the rick-
ety desks from the 1950s with "I loye history" etched on the back of the chairs. Among the excite-
ment of new desks, the history department has remained true and faithful to its discipline. Walk
by the history alcove, and you will see devoted historv majors furiously typing awav at another of
Dr. Winquist's research papers or intensely studying for Dr. Ringenberg's next tough exam. We
are a studious bunch, who get excited over small things like desks, or a history publication just in
on the shelf.
-Meggie Lyzenga
Business: Everything is business. I learned this truth when 1 traveled to Washington, D.C. during
the fall semester with the American Studies Program. Through my studies and internship, I was
able to put my business major to practice. One of my largest internship responsibilities at the
Institute for Global Engagement was to assist in the coordination of their "Global Leadership Con-
ference." My background of planning and implementing conferences with TABS played greatly
into that success. The communication skills and leadership styles taught in Professor Coe's Man-
agement Analysis allowed me to effectively interact with politicians and business people alike.
Also, Dr. Mitchell's information packed lectures gave me the abilitv to quickly analyze informa-
tion, and formulate responses. In my four years at Taylor, these are only a few of the ways I have
effectiyely put my major to practice.
-Greg Matnev
5<SE,,,^py
Dr.HadleyT Dr. Thomas Jones Nancy Gillespie
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Senior Monica Rusu addresses ihe class in a
speech defending Mel Gibson's movie The Passion of
f/)fiC/)f«/agalnstanii-Semilic accusations dunng Com-
nnunication tor Change.
Photo by AlisseGolrJsmith
IjjFreshman Stanley Hoover facilitates a discussion
on culture through an interactive game in Interpersonal
Communication.
Photo by Amy Wood
Juniot Jusim Clupper interviews Jeff Sparks from
Heartland Film Festival, who was a guest on campus
for the Communication Arts New Media Open House
in May
Pboio by Alisse Goldsmith
HSophomores Tamara Shaya and Katie Todd
interact with the professor and other students in their
Digital Video class
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COMMUNICATION
New Media, Communication Arts, Theatre
This year saw the addition of the New Media Major to the Communication Department, and
with it came Professors John and Kathv Bruner. The New Media Major has two focuses in
the Communication department: writing and production. These are utilized in many differ-
ent media from the Internet to film. It replaced the Mass Communications major. As a New
Media Communications Major 1 have found having the two of them as professors to be a
great experience. They are both amazingly knowledgeable and they take a real and tangible
interest in their students. The Bruners invited their classes into their home, and even had
them over for meals, which is definitelv better than the DC. Thev want to help their students
in anv wav thev possibly can, and 1 have benefited greatlv from their dedication. 1 think they
are an asset to the Communication department for those reasons, but also for the things
thev have brought to Taylor's campus. They have helped improve our faculties so that those
interested in media production, like film and television, will be able to produce media of
professional quality. I'm really grateful for all they do.
-Dustin McLean
Life as a theatre major is unique, insane, and incredible. After pouring in countless hours
of blood, sweat, and tears, into a temporan- production, who wants their talent to be judged
by hundreds of people? The ability to hold the audience's attention with every word and
gesture, taking them into a new world which one has created through lights, sets, props,
costumes, sound, and makeup is an extremeh' powerful tool. There is an energ\- and fire
inside me, given by God. Entertainment is on the surface, but as a Christian, it is my goal to
challenge myself and others around me to live up to a higher calling and to use theatre as a
tool for communicating truth.
-David Phillips
One of mv favorite questions to field as a Communication Studies major is, "So what exactly
are you going to do with that major?" One of the blessings, and some might say curses,
of being in Communication Studies is the broad field of career choices and opportunities
open to its students. In mv classes 1 have peers who want to go into event planning, public
relations, corporate business, journalism, editing and countless other occupations. In what
other major could you have the same diversity of passions within a single classroom? I may
not know exactly where my career will take me after school, but when people ask about my
major I just smile and say, "Don't worry, I have plenty of options."
-Amy Horner
Dr. Jessica Rousselow-Winquist Judy Kirkwood Carol Owen JoshTaylof
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^1 In Physical Geography, sophomore Jenny Shaffer
and lunior Colleen Kehoe recieve help from the willmg
teacher's assistant, Melissa Werner.
PhoiobyAlisseGoldsmiih
Prolessor Roben Reber assists lunior Colleen
Ramsay with her questions concerning the assignmeni
m Ecology Lab.





Dr. Mit:hael Guebert Dr. Roger Jenkinson Dr. Paul Rothrock
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EARTH SCIENCE
Earth and Environmental Science, Geography
Environmental Biology: Dressed in mud-splattered pants and a sweater, 1 slowly worked
the drill bit of the rig down into the earth to open up a well shaft in the cold mountains of
rural Guatemala. Not the average day in the life of an Environmental Biolog}' major. This
is where mv major has led me; from courses in biologv and geology to a Lighthouse trip
drilling a well and hand-digging a 10 foot deep cistern in a land of volcanoes. No experience
could have been more ideally suited to a department whose motto is, "Science leading to
stewardship and service." The usefulness of highly technical and scientific academic learn-
ing in class became evident while completing development projects to improve the health
and environmental conciitions of distant neighbors. The environmental professors have a
strong passion for enabling students to live out their calling as stewards; through the Guate-
mala experience, I may have just found God's niche for me in a hurting ecosystem.
-Nathan Griswell
Geology Rocks! Over the past four years I've been able to study rocks all around Indiana,
South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, and Guatemala through Taylor geology courses. Class
projects include many late nights in the Environmental Science building with Polar Pops
as we evaluate the campus master plan and complete hydrologic studies. Field trips create
an amazing opportunity not only to experience class material first hand, but a chance to get
to know the other students in class as well as Dr. Guebert. Memories include camping in
tornado weather, walking though creeks, and crawling through caves. And van rides are an
adventure in themselves as Dr. Guebert stops to examine road cuts, groundwater seeps, or








^Jjunior Enn Haymond leads her Music for Teachers
class in singing "This Little Light of Mine," practicing fof
her future role as an educator.
Photo taken by Amy Wood
JjJSeniors Jenny Courtet and Natalie Uetrechi wave
thier "lights" in Music fot Teachets as they pretend to be
kids in a classroom for Erin Haymond's presentation of
"This Little Light of Mine."
Photo taken by Amy Wood
BlSeniot Satah Poelslta mounts letters for her
bulletin board, a requirement of the elementary educa-
tion department, for the completion of the thematic onit
Photo taken by Alisse Goldsmith
ll Sharon Gray, a secretary in the Social Work
department, looks at childten's books put on display by
the Education Department.









Dr. Alexandra Armstrong Dr. Joan Kittetmaii Df.Catl Slier
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EDUCATION
Enriching Minds, Leading tlie Way
The Taylor education department's goal is to develop competent, caring, and reflective
teachers prepared for world service. At the beginning of this school vear, I was apprehensive
about majoring in education. I was worried that it left few options for life after college. But
looking back on one vear of classes, I see how wrong I was. Whether one teaches in rural,
inner-city, public, private, or international schools the possibilities are numerous. I love talk-
ing to the alumni of Tavlor who were education majors and are now teaching. Manv of them
have told me that thev learned so much during their vears in Tavlor's education depart-
ment and that it has reallv prepared them for their teaching career. I am excited to continue
in the education major and learn more from mv professors over the next three vears. Mv
professors are themselves competent, caring, and reflective as thev seek to prepare us, their
students, for world service. -Eva Revnolds
The best part of Tavlor's education department is the experience I get in the local schools.
This year 1 taught a first period social studies class of sixth graders. The first time I taught a
lesson, the bov who sits in the back row raised his hand before 1 even began and said, "Miss
Levon, are vou nervous?" Of course, I was scared out of mv mind. But vou're not supposed
to let on about those types of things so I denied it, and then proceeded to trip over the
overhead projector! At that point it was obvious that I was Iving about not being ner\'ous,
and the entire class burst into laughter. It was kind of nice, actuallv, to release the nervous
energy in that way. I have loved the chance to experience what it's reallv like to be a teacher.
Although at times it's intimidating to be in charge of an entire classroom, the chances I have
had to do so will prove invaluable to mv future as a teacher. -Laura Levon
Taylor does a great job of helping iis gain a variety offield experiences, and this year I spent
30+ hours teaching or observing students. Being in the classroom is gi-eat; it allows us to ap-
ply what we're learning in all of our classes and gets us excited about education. As a juihor




Sophomote Vikki Arosen uses stuffed animals for
props during her presentalion of her one act play lor
Imaginalive Writing class
Photo taken by Alisse Goldsmitti
^'
BBSophomote Katie Wilson and junior Bnttany Davis
ptaclice their conversational Spanish skills.
Photo taken by Amy WoorJ
IMjuniof Anna Clough teads the lines of het one-act
play for Imaginitive Writing Class,
Phoio taken by Alisse Goldsmith
BBjuniot Meg Hillesland recieves help ftom Professor
Todtdutmg Spanish class.
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LANGUAGE
English and Modern Languages
Spanish: As I began the school year last September, I was a bit intimidated bv mv major. As a Spanish
education major returning from studies in Mexico the previous summer, I did have a bit more confi-
dence with my language skills; yet I could not help but fear for mv GPA as I struggled through my first
day of Intro to Spanish American Literature. Slowlv, over time, I started to become a bit more comfort-
able with the manv libros and articulos we read and analvzed. Not onlv have I increased my language
skills, but my study of Spanish has developed deeper things within me. Through the hard work and
patience required for studying a foreign language, I have unconsciouslv learned perseverance, respon-
sibility, and a growing sense of accomplishment which will remain with me for the rest of mv life.
-Shannon Wilson
English: We in the English Department read words, discuss words, and write words. And vet, this is
not all we do in the English Department. We also eat cheesecake. Cake made out of cheese. Cheese
molded and shaped into the form of a cake. Everv vear, the English Department hosts its annual
"Let's-Get-Together-And-Meet-The-New-Freshman-English-Majors-And-Also-Eat-Food." This celebra-
torv gathering is a time to reveal to the freshmen how much we reallv do know about the life and
times of Moliere anci to fill our stomachs with the taste of "Davton Delight." In addition to cheese-
cake, we also feast on hamburgers, chicken, anci other delectable dishes deemed appropriate to eat at
English gatherings (and yes, that is alliteration), English, of course, is more than just eating and words.
English majors understand that this worki is created bv God and meant to be explored. English is a
means for expressing all that is in this world in a way that is creative, informative, and engaging. That
is the appeal of language. That is the appeal of nonfiction, of poetrv, of fiction, and of drama. It is to
that abilitv of literature to present something in a new and distinct wav that English majors are drawn.
It is what keeps us reading, what keeps us writing. And yes, we do take a break from time to time - to
eat cheesecake. -Josh Zehnder
M.
Dr. DanTreber Kristen Todi
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^JSophomore Nalhan McCauley gives a prBsenialion
to his Artificial Inielligence class.
Phoio laken by Amy Wood
|Freshman Jonathan Goble works with a panner
for a "hands on learning" experience with 40 objects for
Investigations in Mathemaiics.
PliQto laken byAmy WooiJ
iFreshman Chatl Edwards and lunior Katie James
create tetrahedrons in Investigation m Mathematics.
Photo taken by Amy Wood
Not Pictured:
Dr. H. Leon Adkinson
Dr. Carl R. Daudt
Dr. Timothy Diller
IVlr. Noah Sheppard











Mathematics, Computer and System Sciences
CSS; The Computer Science/Systems curriculum at Tavlor starts students off running. After mv
freshmen year I wrote a piece of software called BloodStat and began a compan\' to market and
sell it. The department backed mv efforts to create powerful blood reporting software for physi-
cians and allowed me to receive academic credit as well. The two most significant contributions
the department made to mv efforts, m\' practicum and experimental software engineering project
courses, occurred in the past vear. The department allowed me to work on Bloodstat during last
summer for mv practicum, which was critical to the development of the companv. It was through
this joint effort of the CSS department and the Center for Research and hinovation that 1 was
able to develop the third major release version of the software. As an experimental effort to take
on real-world projects that would e\entuall\' produce revenue for the department, a two-semester
software engineering project was tested. During these two semesters 1 had the opportunity to lead
a team of Joanna LaForge and Nate Williams in an effort to create an online version of BloodStat.
With experiences like these, it is impossible to clenv the practical application offered by the CSS
department. 1 am proud to have been a part of it. -Matt Strehl
Mathematics: One of the things 1 love about the math department at Taylor is the family atmo-
sphere. Spending hours working together on impossibly long assignments forges a bond of soli-
darity in our nerci-iness. On March 14th, officialK' known as Pi Day (the number 3.14159..., not
the fruity dessert), mv class gathered for Linear Algebra at 2:00. We watched the clock tick down
closer and closer to the magical (or mathematical) time, and at exactly 1:59, a classmate recited
the first 100 digits of pi from memorx' as the rest of the class cheered him on. Despite the difficult
classes and the insane workloads placed on us by our dear professors, I have loved every minute
of belonging to the math department and knowing the people there. -Anna Hampton
Dr. Ken Cniisiiiintne Jeff Cramer Dr. Jonathan Geisler Dr. Ronald Benbow
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mProfessor Scoii Moeschberger speaks with
students over pizza and pop at a psych club meeting.
Photo by AlisseGoldsmiih
|juniaf psychology tnaiors Julie Fishbem and Alex
Flllmote have a good time conversing at one of the
psychology depattmeni's many events.
Photo by AlisseGoldsmiili
ISophomote Ktisiina Saietn and senitjt Mekaei
Teshome talk diiting Dt. Hoffmann's coutse on
Christian Political Thought.








POLITICAL SCIENCE; How should a Christian integrate his/her faith with politics? Some argue that
the two are incompatible. Some might say that faith, if real, must impact everything in life, includ-
ing politics. There is not an easy resolution to this issue, but the Taylor University Political Science
Department challenges students to think critically about this issue and a host of others facing our
generation. It will be up to us to direct policy and make decisions concerning the AIDS crisis, global
warming, debt in developing nations, abortion, same sex unions, dependence on foreign oil, and
U.S. foreign policy. It is often said that an education is only as good as the instructor who leads. The
Political Science Department has two very experienced and gifted professors. Professor Philip Loy's
expertise is American politics. Constitutional law, and Western films. His experiences in Washing-
ton provide valuable insight into the workings of the American political process. Professor Stephen
Hoffmann's expertise on international politics and foreign policy has developed from his years in the
Foreign Service, most notably, in Iraq. Political Science majors end up all over the countn,' and world,
seeking to live their faith in the political world.
-Jon Teune, Brian Dunkel
PSYCHOLOGY: Where do the richest memories come from for a psychology student at Taylor?
Perhaps it is sprinting across campus at 8 a.m. trying not to miss Abnormal with Dr. Snyder; perhaps
it's the minute vou discover that the initial's for Dr. Lund's infamous Life Span Development are, in
fact, LSD; perhaps it's the engaging discussions that can only come from a class with Dr. Cosgrove
or Dr. Maloney. For me, the most vivid memories came from the Advanced Research class with Dr.
Diane Dungan. There were only six of us enrolled, and while it was not necessarily the most glamor-
ous experience in the world, none of the work was in vain. I'm more prepared for graduate school
than I was prior to the fall semester, but that is secondary to the relationships with Dr. Dungan and
my colleagues that evolved through one-on-one meetings, class discussion, and timed competitions
to see who could enter data faster at 1 in the morning.
- Kat Kelleher
Df. Stephen Hoffmann Dr. Joe Lund Professor Philip Loy Dr. Steve Snyder
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BBSophomores Jill Rainford. Tyler Karnes, and
freshman Ben Greenman listen to Dr. Bird speak during
Ethnic and Minonty Issues.
Photo taken by Amy Wood
ElJunior Jason Kisller and senior Kimbra Fieldhouse
give a presentation for the five students in their group
for Social Research Methods class, a course that many
sociology and social work ma|ors take
Phoio taken by Amy Wood
BSophomore Leigh Anne Butcher takes notes off of
the Power Point slide in her sociology class.
Photo laken by Amy Wood
Llr Bird instructs Ethnic and Minonly Issues, a
popular class among students who desiie to learn more










Sociolog}': Much can be said about sociology' and the rigorous nature of the field where integration of
faith and learning pulls at one's heartstrings. To study reality within a fallen world is neither pleasant nor
comforting, and without a constant reminder of God's grace mv endeavors would be hopeless. Sometimes
God's grace can be most poignantly seen through the actions of our professors. This past spring one of
my professors showed grace when wrath was at hand. For one whole month 1 was supposed to be spend-
ing four to eight hours a week on my directed research. However, 1 kind of opted out. The dav finally
came when I had to face mv professor empty handed. Two hours before mv appointed meeting I just sat
in my room staring into death's eyes. As I sat there, my roommate made light of the situation bv spouting
off about some biblical gem he learned; it was obvious he did not understand the severity of mv present
plight. After praying and taking one last breath I opened the door of my executioner's office. Just when
eyer\' nerve ending was numb and e\er\' blood vessel boiling, my professor spoke. He said, "Now, Austin,
I'm sure vou have gotten a lot done. ..I mean it wasn't like vou were in a plav or running for SBP or taking
other classes or anything like that..." After realizing he understood, I shot out of mv chair and ecstatically
proclaimed, "That's it." I thank God for grace. - Austin G. Bennett
Social Work: This year the junior class attended the LEAD conference in Indianapolis. Social workers from
all over the state joined together to discuss practice and policy in different aspects of the field. Following
a morning full of presentations, all six hundred people were asked to march to the State House chanting
things like, "Social workers have a voice, we support client choice" (our group's personal favorite). This
made us a bit uncomfortable, as we are all from a small conservative Christian college in rural Indiana.
Upon debriefing, 1 learned quickly that advocacy on behalf of any individual means more than solely hay-
ing compassion and empathy. What may seem like liberal chaos and foolishness to me may very easily be
an incredible source of empowerment for someone else. This has been the consistent story of mv year in
social work—a constant battle between the ideals I claimed as a child and the realities of oppression that 1
have witnessed since beginning at Taylor. The study of helping people can never be easy and is certainly
not black and white, but understanding the inherent worth of even.- individual and learning how to help
them to see that, too, is what is so beautiful about the intensity of the process ... it is nothing more than
attempting to fulfill the demands of our Lord and loving it. -Tracy Yoder
Sharon Gray
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HEnglish Professor Joe Ricke takes advantage of a
beautiful Upland day and teaches his Shakespeate class
outdoors fof a change of pacB-
Pholo taken by Alisse Goldsmih
HMusic students en|oy presenting the Cosi Fan
Tutti opera to the local communiiy. For the second year
in a row, the music department undertook the planning
and production of an opera to give students a taste of
culture.
Pholo taken by Amy Wood
KBCommuiiicalion Arts Professor Kalhy Bruner talks
to a group about praiect SINBAD, a training video that
students shot and edited loi the Department of Home-
land Secunty, More than 20 students were involved in
the proiect filmed in southern Indiana.
Pboio taken by Alisse Goldsmith
llSenior Megan Elder discusses her experience in
the Irish studies program with fellow students in the
Rice Lounge at the library For the first time this year,
several freshmen spent their first semester in Ireland







More than the classroom .
.
When prospective students visit Taylor University, most often they Hke
to sit in on a class to see how the professors teach and interact with the
students. On any given day, a prospecti\'e might find a variety of classroom
situations . . . from Professor Joe Ricke teaching class outside to students
gathering in the library lounge to discuss their Irish studies experience.
After a day's visit to Taylor, many prospectives are impressed with the
friendliness of students, staff and faculty. Thev meet one on one with
professors to determine whether the school fits their needs academically, and
they stay in the dorms to see what Taylor's social life is all about. What they
often learn about Taylor is that we are who we are because of the community
. . . academics intertwined with social intertwined with spiritual intertwined
with cultural. And, frequently thev are impressed with those professors
who take their classes "above and bevond." For example, students in the
sciences were involved with the "Vomit Comet," students in communication
new media worked with the Department of Homeland Security to produce a
training \'ideo, education students went out into the school s\'stems at their
earliest convenience to determine whether or not teaching was really for
them . . . and the list goes on.
Taylor is definitely an academic community. In\'ol\ed in that is a
community of Cjualified, committed Christian facult\' striving to give students




Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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Each athletic event is a venture, teaching us
about our strengths and weaknesses. The







ii|aii rurnmg back, sophomore Anthony Lee Jr , runs up the middle fo[ a lew lough yards against Anderson University on opening weekend at Jim Wheeler
Memorial Sladium Taylor lost the annual "Wagon Wheel" Game, 14-62.
Ptmlo by AiisseGoldsniilh
^
OiKirierliack, senior Wes Krider, rushes llu; liiil
down the sideline against Anderson Knder threw
lor 1 84 yards on the day.
Phom by Alisse Goldsmilh
Sophoniote Jeremy Lochner returns a kick for the
Tfoians. Lochner led the Tmians in kick return yard-
age with a 23.4 yards/return average.
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
The Tiu|aiis huddle up closely and gel pumped up
belore the start ot a big game against confereoce
rival, Urbana.
PhoiobyAlisseGoldsmiib
TEAM LEADERS >> Passing: Wt's K'r/(/t'r, 1585 yards >> Rushing: Atithoni/ Lee Jr, 62i yards
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I
Tight end, junior Josh Brennan, reaches for a pass
against Urbane, Brennan led all tight ends with 3 touch-
downs and 3 1 2 yards receiving.
Phoio by Alisse Galdsinilh
A Tro|an ballcarrier streaks down
the sideline as several Anderson defend-
ers close in around him.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmitli
The Tro|an fans cheer their hearts
out in hnpes ol a Taylor victory while
;J
adorned in the "Game Day" t-shins,
Pholo by Alisse Goldsmilh
On November 5, we traveled to Canton, Ohio, to plav Malone College. What ensued
was an epic battle which tested the mental fortitude of all involved. Early on in the
game we found ourselves trailing by two touchdowns. Martin Luther King, Jr. once
said, "The ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort
and convenience, but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy." The team
responded to this challenge as we battled our wav back into the game. Finally, as the
fourth quarter drew to a close, the defense came up with a key stop giving the offense
one last opportunity to even the score. The offense promptly marched the length of the
field and scored; with only a two-point conversion left to cap what can only be de-
scribed as an incredible comeback. However, fate's hand was revealed as the two-point
attempt failed with just thirty ticks left on the clock. While the end result did not align
with the desire or effort put forth in the game, the response to adversity and individual
performance shined through.
-Wes Krider



























































overall: 22 21 conference 2-6
Freshman outside hitter, Jennifer
Peterson, looks to get the block. Peterson
was second on the team with 140 blocks.
Photo by Amy Wood
I
First year head coach, alumnus
Brittany Huyset Smith, challenges her
team in the huddle as freshman Jennifer
Peterson looks on. Smith was a first
team all-american when she was a senior
for the Lady Troians.
Photo by DJ Norton
Defensive specialist, freshman
Jaime Allen, and sophomore outside
bittet, Emilie York, both look to score
a block.
Photo by Amy Wood
When vou are part of a team with the average height of about six feet, vou learn quick-
ly that you are always noticed! Some people might find it embarrassing, but our team
never minded a bit. The night that I will always remember actually took place because we
weren't able to go unnoticed in a crowd in Phoenix, Arizona. We were in Phoenix for our
first tournament and during the week we spent a lot of time doing team bonding activi-
ties. One night our team sat on the courthouse steps and watched a group of line dancers
in the city square. We were enjoying the entertainment because it was a beautiful night,
the country music fit our style, and the dancers were actually really skilled. Exhausted,
we sat down with full intentions of enjoying the show...but Httle did we know that soon
we would be the show! Ten minutes after we sat down we were all discussing how much
fun it would be to be talented at something like line dancing. As if the caller heard our
discussion, she announced that the next dance would be a participation dance and she
wanted everyone to join them. Not sure if we actually wanted to embarrass ourselves,
we all sat there until the lady added, "especially that group of young ladies on the steps."
Some of us looked around to see who she was talking about, but then we realized she was
referring to our team. Without much hesitation, we decided to take our place with the rest
of the group to learn some line dances! Our coaches thought it was hysterical, the commu-
nity loved our participation, and of course we had a fabulous time. We ended up learn-
ing a few dances before we decided that although we were quite talented in Arizona line
dancing, it would be good for us to stick with something we knew better; volleyball.
-Emily Dye
< TEAM LEADERS >> Kills: Arlene Fricsen, 475
88
VOM.FYRAI.T.
Senior libera Eimly Dye prepares to return a serve. Dye moved up to seconrJ on the alkime digs leaders m Taylor's history She passed her head coach, Brittany
Huyser- Smith in her last game of the season, tallying 2254 career digs over her 634 games.
Plioio by DJ Honon
Outside hitters, sophomore Dons Mvano and fresh-
man Ashlee Zeigler, prepare for the upcoming serve.
P^oio hv '^lisse Goldsmitfi
Sophomore Emilie York rises up to block a spike by
an Aquinas opponent. York led the team vmh an
average of 1.13 blocks per game.
PhninhyAmvWnnrl
Senior Emily Dye prepares for the dig. Dye was
second on the team with 743 digs on the season.
Phoio by Amy UTood




Freshman defenders. Nathan Toldl and Joe Voldnch, hallle wilh a Madonna allacker Taylor's Ireshmen class were huge coninbuiors on ihe field this year
with lour oi them earning starting positions.
Phultj by Amy Wood
f^fi^
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MkHimIiIiii, Ii(!:Ji[|i;i[i Jiiiialhiiii Hiii|liii!,. Iiiiiks lii
pass around a delender. Hughes was second team
all-conference in his first year wearing the Tro|an
lersey,
PholD hy Aiiiv Wood
Freshman Joe Voldnch looks to beat a defender
around the outside. The Troian defense had seven
games in which they held opponents to one goal
or less.
Pholo by Amy Wood
Sophomore goalkeeper Ben|i Petrol|e looks to
distribute the ball. Petro!|e liad a 1 88 goals against
average and was named MCC player of the week
for his clutch performances against Bethel and
Earlham.
Pholo by Amy Wood
TEAM LEADERS Goals: Jake Edgerton, 7 Assists: Nathan Miller, 5
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Sophomore midfielder, Naie Miller, fights off a Madonna
forward Miller was third on the team m total points with 1








I began to sense the feeling of the season that we would have in a place far from our
usual home field in Upland, Indiana. The soccer team and I found ourselves in Ireland,
working with the vouth and trving to explain the gospel message through the vehicle
of soccer. We worked together, washed dishes, mopped floors, laughed, quizzed Coach
Ross on life with a wife, and competed against the rugged men of Ireland. In the midst
of passing out New Testaments and T-shirts, our team grew much closer as our friend-
ships and ministry opportunities seemed a bit more important than soccer. The transi-
tion back to the states was one filled with hard work and heat, as pre-camp proved to
be just as difficult as years past.
As the season progressed we found ourselves on a roller coaster, one filled with
short winning streaks and important games. One of these important games was against
our conference rival, Marian. The team that would eventually win our conference
tournament came to campus and lost due to our hot shooting and a stellar goalkeeping
effort from Benj Petroelje. This 4-2 victory was a highlight because it proved that we
were able to play with anyone despite the struggle of having four players go down with
broken bones on what was already a small roster.
- Jeff Brooke
wM Junior John Hornaday dribbles past
a defender, Hornaday was tied for fourth
on the team in sconng with three goals,
PholD by Amy Wood
U Senior Ben DeBock lines up his
cross DeBock and Jeff Brooke were the
lone seniors on this year's team
Phoio by Amy Wood
El Senior Jeff Braoke dribbles through
several opponents on his way to one of
his SIX goals. Brooke was named all con-
ference, all region, and honorable mention
all-american for his efforts on the pitch,
Phoio by Amy Wood



















overall: 981 conferencei: 3-3
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iM Sophomore Julie Beck celebrates
after netting one of her two goals on the
season. Beck was thiril on the team in
total points despite missing four games
due 10 an in|ury,
Ptiolo by Amy Wood
Q Senior midfielder, Melissa Willard,
splits the defense and heads towards the
goal. Willard had five goals on the season
and also led the team with three assists
Photo by Amy Wood
Q Jillian Burkhan, a freshman
defender, lines up a shot.


































overall: 613 1 conference: 2 5
It was the first round of tlie MCC conference tournament and tlie odds were against
us. We were lieaded to battle Spring Arbor University—a team we liad lost to earlier
in the season. 1 think deep down the majority of the team was pretty skeptical, but
the moment we stepped on the field, our demeanor changed. The music was blaring
and had our adrenaline rushing. Our hearts and minds prepared for battle. The game
began and it was a very tight contest to the end. Our shots didn't go in, but neither did
theirs. Our defense smothered Spring Arbor, setting the pace the entire game. We shut
them down, which ended the first 90 minutes in a tie—0-0. This sent us into overtime
and once again no team scored. Our second overtime came and the battle was just as
brutal vet still no team scored. This forced us into penalty kicks. Jackie Sanchez, our
freshman goalie, was nervous about this situation; vet her face showed no fear and her
demeanor was one of confidence. After a number of anxious shots, our team outscored
the Cougars 8-7. Sanchez stopped three shots to give us a victory I will never forget.
Our team rushed to the field, jumping around Jackie, grabbing each other in celebra-
tion of our victory. There were tears of joy and from the other team—tears of sadness.
We had beat Spring Arbor University and we were headed to the semifinal round of the
MCC Conference Tournament.
- IVIelissa Willard


























Sophomore Mackenzie Doepke beats an opponent
aroond the outside. Ooepke was a key contributor in
the midfield for the Trojans.
Pholo by AlisseGoldsmilh
Ashlee Lanphear, sophomore, makes a sharp cut
and looks to cross the ball into the middle.
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmiiti
Jonior Amanda llarsy passes tlie ball to a leaiii-
mate. Harsy was named to the lirsi team, all-confer-
ence team for the Lady Tro|ans. It was bet second
straight all-confetence nomination
Pboio by Alisse Goldsnin!




I ance Vandeiberg ( 1 69| and Josh Edgenon ( 1 62) look to sei ihe pace at iho Mid-Central Conference Championships. Vanderberg led the Troians with a third-
place finish m this race.
PhoiobyJimGarnnqer
A HiiihiM iiiiiiuM liiiiks to challenge sophumiiic Drew
Smith. Smith had a strong showing at the Little
State Championship, finishing 68th overall.
Photo by JtrnGarnnger
i.iiresfrM^. '!^^in^ ,.h^
fresliiiian Chris Leman gasps lur air while pushing
himself on in the MCC Championship race. Leman
repeatedly scored points for the Tro|ans during the
season.
Pholltbv.Iioi Gornot]i:i
Senior Josh Edgerton paces himself as an n|j|in
nent pushes him on. Edgerton was named an NAIA
Scholar Athlete for his success both on the Cross
Countiy course and in the classroom.
Phllii by Jim Gainnqiir
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r^5^ U Senior Lance Vanderberg legs it out down the home-slietch. Vanderbeig had an ouisiandmg season, leading the
Troians in every match and also placing 7th m the nation
in the NAIA National Championships, which earned him
ll-American honors.
A collegiate cross country course is 8,000 meters long. That's roughly five miles of
lain and intense competition. The first mile in the race demands strategy. The last mile
lemands pure heart and guts. Why? To begin with; your vision is blurred and your lungs
re burning. Your legs feel like a thousand pounds, but you have no choice but to move
hem faster. The finish line appears in the distance, but the best part of the race is just
leginning if someone is challenging you in those final moments. For a meet like the Mid-
lentral Conference Championships where every point counts, you absolutely cannot
iford to lose to whoever it is that wants to take the race away from you. You've come
00 far for that. In moments like these, the true essence of Taylor cross country becomes
apparent.
Although missing a bid to nationals as a team by the slimmest of margins, meets such
.s the Mid-Central Conference Championships showed what we were all about. Placing
hird overall behind two nationally ranked teams, the Jarheads (our team's nickname)
produced three All-Conference performances (Lance Vanderberg, Braxton Fritz, and Josh
idgerton) and showed once again that Taylor is capable of competing at the top level of
vIAIA competition. Defeating challenger Marian by only four points, the team's gutsy
performance at this meet was characterized by three of the above-described sprint fin-
shes. These individual victories greatlv affected team scoring and made a statement that
he Jarheads won't back down from anvone.
-Lance Vanderberg
wM Andrew Brooks, one of four seniors
on this year's squad, gams ground on
several intei-conference opponents,.
Ptiolo by Jim Garringer
^|Freshman Braxton Fritz focuses
amidst a tight crowd ai the staning line.
Fritz helped the Tro|ans out with a strong
performance at the NAIA Region VII Cham-
pionships with a 23rd-place finish.
Pholo by Jim Garringer
BB Michael Shon. a senior from
Richmond, Kentucky, looks to separate
from the pack.








NAIA Region 8 Championships 4th
NCCAA Championships 5th
NAIA National Championships 7th
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^Junior Laufa York pushes out her
siride. York had a iremendous season, sel-
ling the Indiana Wesleyan course record
and receiving All-Conference. All-Region
and All-Amencan honors. York placed
11th in the nation in the NAIA National
Championships.
Ptioio by Jim Garringer
Q Laura York sets the pace at the
Mid-Central Conference Championships
York finished second in the race with a
time of 18:17,
Photo by Jim Garringef
Q Freshman Rebecca Clause Stretches
in preparation lot a race. Clouse placed
ninth in the Huntington Invitational.
Plioio by Jim Garringer
Sophomore Elise Knapp strides down a hill as her op-
ponents try to make up ground. Knapp was consistently one
of the top scorers for the Lady Trojans this season.








NAIA Region 8 Championships 5th
NCCAA Championships 8th
NAIA National Championships 11th
Cross country is a sport ttiat leaves you witli memories. Wlio will ever forget the
dreaded dunes? This was mv first vear running collegiate cross country and I was
unsure of what to expect, but was ready to tackle anv challenge 1 was faced with. The
cross countrv team had a week-long preseason camp that took place in IVIichigan,
where we ran on several trails and running paths. I was warneci at the beginning of the
week that none would compare to our final work-out at the Indiana dunes. They're just
exaggerating, 1 thought to myself. But sure enough, they weren't lying. Imagine taking
one step only to lose half of it because there is no real foothold on the dunes. It is like
one of those dreams where it feels like you can't move. However, that work-out was
encouraging on various levels. First, we all gained the satisfaction and joy of seeing
ourselves do what we thought might be impossible. And second, we were able to see
the team pull together and push each other when it got hard. In fact, we all ran the last
dune together as a team and finished strong, cheering each other along. Oh, the dunes.
Coach Cinders helps us to grasp and understand the full meaning of running by con-
stantly impressing on us that running is a form of worship. Worship is merely an offer-
ing, or sacrifice, that we bring to God for His glory and honor. I have been challenged
more than ever to make running mv form of worship and to use my legs to bring him






Sophomore Amy Bmwn pushes herself m an attempt to separate herself from the paek. Teammate Tabiiha Grubb paces herself behind Brown
Phoio by Jim Garringer
1
Freshman Hannah Tabb stays remains focused on
the course. Tabb looks to be a key contributor on
next year's squaiJ.
PtiDIo by Jim Garringer
Despite the tight crowde, Senior Carulyii Betteridgc
attempts to distance herself from the pack. Bet-
teridge was one of two seniors on the team this
season.
Phoio by Jim Garringer
ouiiiui kdii Uiouii ^piiiilj iluwii lliu huiiiUoliijlLli
while an opponent closes in. Olson frequently
placed highly for the Traians this year,
Pbolo by Jim Garringer
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MEN'S TENNIS
Top doubles combination, sophomores Greg Brando and Jorge Burmicky, battle it out in conference play. The future looks bright for the Tro|ans led by these
two young stars.
PholD by Ian Kee
Sophomore Andrew Miller cracked the starting
lineup as the number fiue singles player this season.
Ptioio by Ian Kee
Sophomore Kyle Brown teamed up with senior
Scott Schmeissing to win the MCC championship
this season,
Pbmo by Amy Wood
Sophomote Greg Branda played as the number two
in singles and played on the Trojaos top doubles
combmatioo.
Phoro by Amy Wood
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Sophomore Jorge Burmicky solidly slnkes a forehand
return. Burmicky was named first team all-conference in the
MCC.
PhoiobyAmy Wood
wM Sophomore Kyle Brown eyes a serve
and looks to return it hack over the net.
PliDio by Alisse Goldsmith
^g Jorge Burmicky, the Tro|ans
sophomore ace. looks to make a tough
backhanded shot across the net.
Pholo by Ian Kee
H Junior Stephan Leman prepares to
luiurn a serve. Leaman played the number
SIX in singles play for the Troians.
Pholo by Amy Wood
This voung team ran into the harsh reahties of competition earlv on the season with
some close losses and disappointing finishes. Momentum grew as the season progressed.
Entering the conference tournament, the Trojans had secured the fifth seed in a hotlv
contested, regular season race. Not many expected much from this young and improv-
ing team in the conference tournament. The skeptics were forced to eat their words as
Taylor battled through the first two days of the tourney. Once the dust cleared after day
two, the Trojans were tied for second in the tournament and had one more day to prove
to themselves that the season was not for loss. Scott Schmeissing, Stephan Leman, and
Greg Branda all advanced to the championship day of singles play. Schmeissing and
his doubles partner, Kvle Brown, were in the championship in doubles. All the Trojans
fought hard on this last dav, but in the end, the team finished fourth in the tournament,
one spot awav from advancing to regional play in the Spring. Not all was lost on the last
day, though. Scott Schmeissing won his singles match and teamed with Kyle Brown to
win a doubles championship. Schmeissing had never won a championship in the con-
ference tournament, but this time through he didn't lose a match. He showed a young
team what can come from heart and dedication. fVIanv lessons were learned, and some
mistakes were made, but in the end the team learned a lesson in perseverance that will
















overall 5 6 conference 3-4
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H Twin sisters, seniors Lindsey and
Leslie Davis, played together as the
number two dnuhles combination for the
Lady Troians this season.
PtiDio byAlisseGoldsmiih
HFteshman Kelly King lunges fot a
volley. King was the only freshman to
crack the starting lineup. She, along with
sophomore Kristine Bollinger, formed the
Tro)ans number three doubles team.
PhoiD by Amy Wood
H Senior ace, Katie Clark, returns a
serve. Clark aod sophomore Kelly Pence


















overall: 9 3 conference: 6 2
Can you remember a time wlien you finally beat your rival? Throughout my four
years of college tennis, Indiana Wesleyan (IWU) has always been both the team's and
my personal rival. It never fails that Taylor ends up playing IWU in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association's (ITA) regional tournament. Then we play again during the regular
season and one more time, just for fun, in the Mid-Central Conference tournament.
Furthermore, 1 have been playing the same girls all four years-three times a season in
both the fall and the spring. Every time I have great anticipation before the match, but
usually finish defeated. This year, however, was a different story.
Just as usual, my doubles partner, Kelly Pence, and I played IWU in the finals of
the ITA regional tournament and fell 6-8 in a very close and tough match. However,
during the regular season, we were able to prove to IWU that we were also able to win,
which we did, 8-6. We were tied 1-1 when it came to the finals of the MCC conference
tournament. It was an extremely cold day for the finals, but it always is in October. The
stands were full; my parents and several friends from Taylor came to support me. Kelly
and I started off extremely slow and fell in the first set, 6-1. I almost didn't think it was
possible to come back, but we fought hard in the second set and won 7-5. I could not
believe we split sets! The third set was close and we won 6-4. 1 was so excited and this
was a great way to end my senior year season! I will never forget this match and it was






Sophomore Kelly Pence relurns a serve. Pence played m the number two slot all season and also teamed up with semoi Katie Claik to form Taylor's top doubles
tandem,
Phoio by Amy Wood
^^^^vJT^^"^
Senior Lindsey Davis plays a tough backhand back
across the net. Davis contributed this year as the
Tro|an's number five.
Photo tly Amy Wonrl
Senior Leslie Davis readies to return a serve.
Davis won two matches on her way to the MCC
singles championship, but faltered |ust short of the
championship game
Phoio by Amy Wonrl
Senior Katie Clark vollies a ball back over the net.
Clark has led the women's tennis team all four of
her years at Taylor.
Photo hy Matt yi/itjfiinao
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MEN'S GOLF
Sophomore Dave Downey watches his lee-off. Downey played strongly lo the Mid-Ceniral Conference Championship, aveiaging an 81 over the three-match
tournament, gooii for 24th m the conference,









Freshman Ryan Johnson strokes a pott toward
the hole, Johson led the Trojans at their match at
Stonehenge. shooting a 78,
Pltclo by Jini Gamnger
The Trojans play their home matches at Walnut
Creek Golf Clob, which is conveniently located jost a
few miles from campus
PlroiobyJimGarfinger
Senior Ross Bowen watches as his drive soars
down the middle of the fain/vay, Bowen was one of
two seniors to anchor the Tro|ans sguad this year.
PhDio by Jim Gaiiinger
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H Freshman Paul Connors lines up a pun Connors led the
Troians at the Universily of Indianapolis Invilalional. scoring
an 80.
Photo by Jim Garnngei
KB Sanior Stephen Downey eyes up his
drive. Downey, along with Ross Bowen,
were the lone seniors on this year's team.
PholobyJimGarnnger
n Coach Jon R. Ochs and Stephen
Downey analyze the Troians' play. Ochs
has been the head coach at Taylor since
2003 and IS a Taylor graduate.
PhoToby Jim Garrmger
El Freshman Ty Luther gazes out into
the fairway to pick up his diive. Luther
was a huge lift to the Troians this year,
leading the team in sconng at the NAIA
Region VII Tournament at Rock Hollow
Golf Course in Peru. Indiana
PholD by Jim Garrmger
This season was a story of contrasting teams. We would play well one tournament and
poor the next, but simpiv could not post consistently strong scores. A breakthrough for
our team came at Meshingomesia Countn,' Club in Marion, Ind. Many of us had played
the course before and knew it well, yet our team struggled there in the past. This year
was different. Our team showed up ready to play. Consistency we had lacked in many
tournaments was our forte on the course during this two-day tournament. The first day
was ideal for scoring and we responded by shooting a score of 309, leaving us in sixth
place. In many other tournaments our team had faded the second day, wilting under
pressure or adverse conditions. This was not the case this time around. We improved on
our first day total of 309, to shoot a 306 on the final day, which pushed us into fifth place.
What had been absent in manv previous matches was prevalent in this particular tourna-
ment-consistent scoring and complete team focus. This was a breakthrough for our team
because we played well under pressure and took advantage of a familiar course. The Tro-
jans were led bv Matthew Hall's two day total of 72-73 for a total of 145 which was good
for third in medalist play. Freshman Ty Luther was not far behind at 152. David Downey,
Paul Connors and Senior Ross Bowen contributed 160, 163 and 166 respectively. This
was our best tournament of the year as a team and was the highlight of our season.
-Matthew Hall
SCOREBOARD














































overall 28 7 conference 13 3
H Senior Doug Bell rises up for
a well-earned two points against
Indiana Wesleyan. Bell, a third-team
NAIA All-Amercan as well as a first
team AII-MCC player, led the Tro|ans
in rebounding with B.O per game and
was second in scoring, averaging
1 6.8 points per game.
Plioio by DJ Honon
H Eric Ford, a tour-year starter,
looks to pass around a defender in
the midst of the Indiana Wesleyan
fans. Seniors Ford, Doug Bell and B.J
Beuchler led the Troians in neady
every statistical category this season.
Phaio by DJ rtonon
H Junior Kevin Wright dribbles
around a defender and looks to pass.
Wright, the Tro|an point guard, was
25th in the nation in assist-turnover
ratio.
Phoin by Amy Wood
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Have you ever seen those MasterCard commercials? You know the ones that list a
couple of items and then finish with a resounding "priceless." That is exactly how I felt
about beating Indiana Wesylan in the playoffs this year. Just three weeks earlier they
came on our floor and beat us on a fluke shot at the buzzer. As the shot went in, their
fans stormed the court and made everyone wearing the purple and gold disgusted.
With the season series tied at 1-1, the playoff game was everything it was built up to
be. The game went back and forth, but with the ball in their hands and just 10 seconds
remaining, we had the lead. With four seconds to go Eric Ford stole the ball from an
IWU guard and sprinted down the floor. As time expired, our fans stormed the court
and it was sweet revenge on our cross-town rivals.
Though our season didn't end the way we wanted it to, we still accomplished a lot
of things. We became the first team to win a game at the national tournament since
1994. We lead the countiy in scoring defense once again and we tied for the confer-
ence championship with Huntington, the national runner up. We traveled all across the
country, playing games in such places as Disney World, Missouri, and Iowa. It was a
great year for everyone on the team, and it was amazing playing our games in front of
the greatest fans in the conference. Though all three years have been memorable, this
season will be one that 1 will never forget.
-Doug Bell








Senior, fiisl team NAIA All-Amencan Eric Ford penetrates the Indiana Wesleyan defense. Ford, who led the Troians in scoring, also leaves Taylor as the third
highest all-time scorer in Tro|an history, scoring 2.023 points over his four years. In addition, Ford was nanred the Gates Hovi/ard Male Athlete of the Year for
the 2005-2006 school year
Phnio by Amy Wood
%
Head Coach Paul Patterson enpyed a monumental
season, starting with being selected as a coach
for the 2005 USA Men's Basketball U21 National
Team Trials and crossing the 600-win milestone for
his career.
Pholn by Alisse GolrJsmith
Junior Josh Merrick pulls up his dribble and eyes
the defense Memck started at the power forward
position for the Troians and was respected fot his
gnlty defensive play,
PhombyAmy Wond
Senior R,J. Beuchler looks to dribble around a
Bethel defender, Beuchler led the Tro|ans in assists
and was thitd in seating, averaging 12,5 points a
game.
PhoiobyAlisseGnldsmiih








Sophomore Katie Madden eyes the hoop and
prepares to shoot a free throw. Madden led the
Tro|ans in scoring and was 1 5th in the NAIA in field
goal percentage, shooting over 52 percent.
Phnlf) iiy Ali^:;f^ri(ilit'-.frinh
Senior Mallory Hawkins looks to pass, Hawkins
was the lone senior on this year's squad and she





Sophomore transfer Jen Ferguson eyes a defender.
Ferguson was second on the team in scoring,
averaging over 10.7 points per game.
PhoiD by Alisse Goldsmith
TEAM LEADERS >> Scoring: Katie Madden, 14.71 ppg >> Rebounding: Katie Madden, 6.36 rp
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Freshman guard Stacie Myers
es down the court. Myers was
third on the team in scoring and third
on the team m assists.
H Freshman Paige Rudolph weaves
ciiQund a Bethel defender as sophomore
Katie Madden peels off and looks for
the entry pass.
Phoio by Altsse Goldsmilti
The highlight game of this season was definitely the Bethel game in the first round of
the MCC tournament. Bethel led the whole game by 10 or more. It seemed like we were
fighting the entire time just to stav in the game. Whenever we tried to inch our wav
back into it, they went on another run to stay a good margin ahead. Finally, our defense
picked up and we started making good shots in the paint to tie to the game with five min-
utes remaining. Bethel took the lead again by three with oniv a few minutes left. Then,
Katie Madden hit a shot and Jenny Dawes got fouled on another to take the lead for the
first time with less than a minute left. Bethel stormed back and tied the game, but on the
next plav, Allison Easterhaus nailed a three-pointer from an out-of-bounds play in the
final seconds which gave us the final lead. We finished the game winning 74-69.
This was definitely the highlight game of our season, but I would also say that it was
one of mv favorite games ever as a Lady Trojan. Throughout the whole game things were
just not looking great for us, but everyone just kept fighting. Going into the locker room
afterwards was amazing. I think we were as shocked as Bethel was. On the way back
home, we watched the game tape on the bus just to see how we did it. We all began veil-
ing and cheering for ourselves as we saw the desire and teamwork that got us the win.
Needless to say, it was a pretty sweet way to finish up the season!
-Mallory Hawkins



































overall 1814 conference 9 /
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I
Senior Lance Vanderberg stays focused on his course
as he stretches it out in the 1 0,000 meters. Vanderberg
competed m the NAIA National Championship m Fresno,
Cahfornia in this event.
PhDio by Jim Garrmger
Q Junior Milchell Jones plants and
attempts to clear the bar, Jones was the
Tro|ans' leading hudder this season.
Phorohy Jim Garrmger
^g Freshman Ian Brown legs it out in
the 1 00 meters ai the NCCAA National
Championship. Brown was second in the
Mid Central Conference in both the 1 00
and the 200 meter and qualified for the
NAIA National Championship in the 200.
Phoroby JimGarringei
HI Freshman JP Bodies flies over a
hurdle in the 400 meter hurdles. Bobles
placed fifth in the Mid Central Conference
m this event.
Phoro by Jim Garrmger
RESULTS
Emory Classic 2nd
Indiana Little State 8th
Anderson Invitational 2nd
Olivet Nazarene Classic 2nd
MCC Championship 3rd
NCCAA Championship 8th
The mo.st tlinlling race this sea.son was the men's 4x400 at the NCCAA Indoor Champion-
ships. Not only was the race the last event of the meet, but it was the first big meet Taylor
hosted at the Kesler Student Activities Center and we had plenty of fan support. With all the
other events completed, most teams and fans gathered around the home stretch. This created
an electric atmosphere near the finish line. The race was the first big test for our 4x400 team
with plenty of good teams in the mix. We had only one returning member of the Ail-American
squad we put together a couples years back, and Andy Marston, a freshmen, was leading off. In
this race, everyone is trying to get into to that inside lane. This means there is all sorts of bump-
ing, jostling, elbowing, spiking, and hustling coming off that first stagger. Our guvs did a great
job staying right in the hunt for the lead, and going into the 3rd leg, we were hanging around in!
fourth place. Josh Edgerton, a senior middle-distance ace, pulled out a quick split, passed t\vo
runners in the last 150m and drove our team into second place. However, when 1 got the baton
for the anchor leg, we were nearly 15 meters down to Olivet Nazarene. I just remember feeling
this incredible sense of focus, a pulsating in my ears, around my eyes, and all through my head
that blocked out everything else. Coming into the final lap (the KSAC track is 200m, which
means a 400m is two full laps), 1 saw that 1 was closing on the anchor leg from ONU. I realized
1 had a chance to catch him. This whole time this surging in my head doesn't stop. I'm just
driving mv legs, throwing everything 1 have into keeping my legs turning over for big, powerful
strides. With about 100m to go, 1 pull even with the ONU anchor, and then slingshot around
him on the curve. As I shoot out onto the final home stretch, all I see is a tunnel of people going
crazy. I had a huge surge of adrenaline, and I pulled away in the last 50 meters to win the race.
After I crossed the finish line, I knew that our relay squad had just run the indoor race of the
season. The other three guys came over to me and there was this understanding between all of
us that we had been a part of something special on the track that evening.
-Andy Long
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MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
V
Senior Andy Long pushes it out m the home sttetch against Btian Skattum of Grace College. Long finished with a 48 47, which placed him second in hoth the
Mid Central Conference and the NCCAA National Championship, He also qualified for NAIA Nationals with that mark.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmifh
Sophomore Mitchell Jones clears the bar while pole
vaulting. Jones gualified for the NAIA Nationals in
pole vault with his |ump of 1 B' 0.75", a new Taylor
record,
Phoio by DJ Honon
Junior Randy Dunbar strides over a hurdle in the
400 meter hurdles, Dunbar placed second in the
Mid Central Conference in this event.
Photo by Jim Gairinger
Junioi Brandon House flies thraugh ii.i, j^t ,i, i:iu
long |ump. House placed founh in the long jump,
100 meter dash and 200 meter dash ai the Mid
Central Conference Championship,
Photo by Jim Garnnger
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WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
V
SophoiiioieSlacey Jackson pushes over a hurdle dudiiy ilie400 ineierhiKdle race at the NCCAA National Championship nieel, Jackson lan a niiieol 1 08.6
which placed her sixth in the nation.
Pholollv Jim Gafrmger
Sii|)hiiiiiii(i: Amy Blown hands the baton off to
sophomote Rehecca Hegelein dunng a telay face.
Ptiulo by Alisye Gnldsmilh
Sophomote Vanessa Feteshetiao leaps a hutdle at
the NCCAA Nanonal Meel. Taylot hosted the NCCAA
meet this yeat
PliLiIi) by AlissG Goldsmilh
Joniof Lolly Yoik bioke the Taylot tecotd in the
5000 metetswilh a lime of 17:29.19, which brake
the pteuious recotd more than 24 seconds.
PhoiobyJimGainnger
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Junior HBalher Haskins focuses before running the 400
meter dasti. Haskins placerl fifth m the 400 and anchoreri
the 4X400 relay team, which took home sixth place at the
NCCAA National Championship.
The hot, Florida sun beat down on our ah'eadv sun-burned faces as we walked toward the
barren field—the location where the now-infamous pole workout took place during spring
break. Normallv, a single workout would not be documented, but those who completed this
workout would agree this one should. First, the pole workout was the unfathomable mixture
of speed and endurance, resulting in the ultimate combination of pain and fatigue. Sec-
ondlv, everv'one on the track and field team participated together, which never happens any
other time in the season. 100-meter hurdlers, 10k runners, pole vaulters, triple jumpers and
everyone in between stepped up to the starting line together. As Coach Bowers pulled his
istop watch out and yelled, "Go!" we sprinted towards the first pole and then continued past
I the seventh one. The memon,' of the pain of that workout has faded now, but the memories
I themselves have not. We were supposed to do six repeats of the seven pole-to-pole sprints. As
soon as we stopped gasping for air after the first repeat. Coach asked who could do another
one. Someone said she could and walked toward the starting line alone, but once she got
there, she turned around and saw the rest of the team behind her, encouraging each other to
do one more. The same question was posed after that repeat and the same answer was given
by a different girl as the rest joined her on the line. This trend comtinued until we completed
nine repeats—each one faster than the one before. Obviously, I was impressed by the efforts
and fast finishing times, but I was more impressed by the way the team was carried by differ-
ent individuals and how we were unified in the process. We started the workout as a group
of different "teams"—the distance runners, the field eventers, and the sprinters, but we ended
ias one team—the Tavlor University Track and Field Team. The pole workout made us faster,
but most of all, it created a unifieci team that lead us towards and through a successful season,
complete with a clinching of third place in the conference.
-Lolly York
M Kan Olson pushes past a competitor
while running in the 800 meter dash.
Olson finished third in the conference in
this event.
Photo by JimGarringer
KaFor the first time in ihe history of the
. :iool. Taylor hosted the NCCAA Track
and Field Indoor National Track and Field
Meet at the Kesler Student Activities
Center.
PHnrn by Jim Garnngef
Q Head Coach Ted Bowers instructs





Indiana Little Stale 11th
Anderson Invitational 2nd






































overall: 33 22 conference 13 11
11 Freshman Paul Passialessianed at
ttiifd base and was fourth in the team in
RBI's with 37. He hatted a smooth 335
on the season.
Phoio by OJ Honon
WM The Trojan bench looks on during
a game against Indiana Wesleyan
University, Taylor won a school record 33
games this season and advanced to the
NAIA Regional Tournament.
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmilfi
Bl Senior Trent Mast drives a double
inio ihe gap Mast dominated opposing
pitching this season, billing 382 with 7
home runs and 50 RBI. earning him first
team All-Conference honors
Phoia by DJ Hnnon
There were many memorable experiences this year on the Taylor baseball team. \n a
year that included setting the school record for wins and making it to the NAIA Regional;'
Tournament, the most memorable moment was our trip to the conference tournament.
After starting out 25-9, the entire team hit a slump. What at first seemed like an easy
South Diyision championship turned into a scramble just to make the conference tour-
nament and a chance to play in the regional tournament. After winning the one game
we needed at Huntington, we found ourselyes playing in the conference tournament.
We needed one win to break the school record and two wins to make it to the Regional
tournament. Our first game was against Goshen. The bats came aliye for the first time in
weeks and we won 14-3. The second game was against Spring Arbor who had beaten us
soundly two weeks earlier. It appeared that we might lose to them for the third time as
we trailed 4-3 heading into the ninth inning. Two outs later, we were still down 4-3 but
now we had a runner on third with Tad Litwiller up. Everyone was going crazy in the
dugout. He was quickly down in the count with two strikes against him. That did little to
quiet us down. Tad then saw ball one just inches off the outside corner. The next pitch
was another fastball on the outside corner of the plate, and Tad drilled a hit tfu-ough the
right side of the infield. Dustin IVIiller cored and the game was tied. 1 was the next hitter.
The count was quickly two balls and no strikes. Tad and 1 got the hit and run sign from
Coach Gould, and I hit the ball oyer the right field fence for a two-run home run. The
two runs proved to be the winning runs. We went on to the regional tournament and our i
great season ended there, the most exciting baseball season in Taylor history.
-Ricky Pease
<TEAM LEADERS Batting Average: Ricky Pease, .404
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BASEBALL
Senior Luke Baeslack hurls a fastball towards the plate. Baeslack, the tearrr's ace and a four-year sianer on the hill for the Troians, was 8-5 with a 3,27 ERA and
was named an All-Conference honorable mention for his performance this season,
Phoio by DJ Honon
Junior Tad Litwiller pushes out of the box while
watching to see if his line drive is caught. Litwiller
was named the conference's top catcher for his of-
fensive prowess and his impressive 40 percent rate
of throwing out potential base stealers.
PhoiobvAlisseGoldsmiih
Junior Ricky Pease picks a groundball cleanly.
Pease was named a first team All-Conference
player, leading the conference in hits with 72.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiili
Senior Chuck Burkhan connects with a ball during
a conference game. Bukhart, a three-year starter,
notched seven doubles and 21 RBI on the season.
Plioio by DJ Honoo
iome Runs: Tad Litwiller, 10 >> RBI: Trent Mast, 50 >> Strikeouts: Luke Baeslack, 61
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SOFTBALL
Sophomore Bmiany Beckham rebounded off an miury-plagued freshman season to lead all Tro|ao hurlers wilh four wms, Beckham was second on team m
strikeouts with 31,
Pholo byAlisse Goldsmiih
<*iiAiiii:iiii ] I 'iin.!
.Iiininr Amanda Eckman winds ii|) lo ihrow to first
base, Eckmao had an BBD fielding percentage
this season,
Pholo by Alisse Goldsmiih
Eckman connects with a high fastball fot one of
her f 6 hits on the season. She split time between
second base and tight field this season.
Pholo by DJ honon
Freshman Lmdsey Stone gtimaces in pteparation to
bit the ball. Stone started at fitsl base and was ibitd
on the team in batting witb a ,3 1 5 batting avetage.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiih
TEAM LEADERS >> Batting Average: E)itilif Pensinger, .391 >> Home Runs: Amy Richardson,
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I
Freshman Jill Tomaszewski winds up and prepares lo
fire a strike. Tomaszewski led the Tro|ans in ERA (2,80), in-
nings pitched (77) and strikeouts (45), She was named to the
MCC All-Conference honorable mention list for her efforts,
Pholo by DJ Honon
Coming into the final doubleheader of the season against Huntington University, we
stood in seventh place. If we lost both games, we would remain in seventh place. If we
split, we would be in sixth place. But if we swept the series, we would take fifth place.
These games were huge in determining our placement in the conference tournament.
With all this pressure on us, our team answered the challenge and won both games!
The first game proved to be a challenge. After several innings of plav, it was a score-
less game. Finally, in the sixth inning, we put two runs on the board. Amv Richardson
came up big for us, hitting a two-run homer. Jill Tomaszewski pitched an outstanding
game, giving up only six hits and no walks in seven innings.The second game was an
exciting game as well! Huntington started the offense early, leading 1-0 in the first
inning. We came back to take the lead in the fourth inning, 4-1. We were not done
generating offense, however. We finallv took full control of the game in the fifth inning
when we scored six runs on seven singles. When the dust settled, the score was 12-4.
The win was a complete team effort behind the great pitching of Brittany Beckham.
This Huntington series was one that I will never forget. As a team, we had a season
high of seventeen hits, we won two games and we had a great time as a team, glorifv-
ing God in the wav we plaved.
-Sarah Sarracino
RBI; Amy Richardson, 20 >> Strikeouts: //// Tomaszewski, 45 y>
|!| Junior Amanda Eckman and
sophomore Enca Yoder both look to catch
a popup,
Phoio by AlissB Goldsmiih
^g The Troians galtier around starting
pitcher, sophomore Bmtany Beckham,
The Lady Trojans got off to a tough start,
but rebounded to win seven conference
games,
PholobyAlisseGoldsmilb
EB Seoior Sarah Sarracino laces a single
into center field. Sarracino, along with
fellow senior, Emily Pensinger, was
a four year starter,

















Indiana Wesleyan 0-5, 5-6
Grace 1-2, 6-0
Tiffin 1-5,1-9





overall 7 24 conference: 7 9
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I
Juniors Ryan Spencer (33| and Jason Kisiler 1 1 B) pass
to each other m preparation for a big game against Grove City
Collge in Pennsylvania.
Phoio by Dan Kasie
iM SeniorLaura VanRyn, who was
killed in the tragic accident on Interstate
69, weaves down the field at practice,
VanRyn was an active participant on the
women's team,
PholD by Amy Wood
H The Troians gather around in front of
the charier bus they took to their games in
Pennsylvania, The team came away with
one win and one loss on the trip.
Photo by Amy Wood
El The men's team gathers araund
student coach Matt Rush as he lays out
the upcoming ptacticeplan



















So there we are, down 10-9 with 20 seconds left in the game. We had just blown our 5
goal lead and were facing the possibility of losing to Ferris State University. However,
a brief glimmer of hope came after a Ferris penalty sent a player to the penalty box and
we were a "man up" for one last chance to tie the game and send it to overtime. Not 10
seconds later, freshman David Batts scored the game tying goal after a great pass from
junior Joel Mostad, sending the game to overtime. The overtime did not last long. We
controlled the opening face-off and 16 seconds later Mostad scored the game winning
goal. 1 remember not being able to see what had happened because 1 was so far away.
I waited until I saw Joel throw both his hands up with excitement. With pure joy, we
rushed the field. I remember running right by Ferris players who were walking off the
field with their heads down. We almost crushed Joel during our celebration. The funny
thing is I remember our coach. Matt Rush, right in the middle of the pile. 1 thought to
mvself, "Coaches are not supposed to rush the field with the players!" But that is whv
1 play lacrosse for Taylor. That night in Big Rapids, Michigan, we had the honor of rep-
resenting Christ and Tavlor to a group of athletes who do not get to play against many
Christians and have fun doing it (not to mention we sent the 21st ranked team in the
nation home with their first and only conference loss of the season).
Walking off that field winning 11-10 was a great feeling. I will not soon forget that






Senior Jason Krueger dives across the goal mouth and fires a shot on the goalkeeper. Krueger was a captain oi the men's team this season.
Phoio by Amy Wood
Senior Kerry Porter works on her ball-handling skills
at practice. Poner was a four-year player on the
Lady Tro|ans this season.
Phoio by Amy Wood
Courtney Little, senior, weaves through the field as
she looks to pass to a teammate.
Photo by Amy Wood
Junior Jason Kistler winds up to shoot, Kistler, an
all-conference bruiser, was a key member of the
Tro|an defense this season.
Phoio by Ryao Speocer
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EQUESTRIAN
Megan McAlisier, a freshman on the team, soars over a |ump during the novice fences class ai the show hosted by Notre Dame University.













Sophomore Kaie Roselle trots her horse in the
Advanced Walk/T rot/Canter division of the show/,
PholubvChtisly Wong
Jessica Jones, a foor-year member of the eqoestrian
team, prepares to |omp a fence in the novice fences
class,
Phoio by Christy Wong
Sophomore Melissa Baum stands beside her coach,
Maggie Boyle, and her horse. Richie, alter placing
in the novice flat divison.
Photo provided by Melissa Baum
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n Sophomore Melissa Baum keeps
ner eyes ahead as she competes in the
novice flat division of the lotetcollegiate
Horse Show Association.
Phoio provided by Melissa Baum
H Freshman Meaghan McAlister
guides her horse over an oxer during her
weekly riding lesson.
Photo provided by fi/legao McAlister
Kl Senior Karin Sandstrom demon-
strates a sitting trot during the open flat
division at the horse show hosted by
Notre Dame.
Phoioby Christy Woog
It was still dark outside as 17 girls trudged sleepily into the DC atrium on a Sunday
morning. It is 5:30 on the second day of our home show in February. The frigid winter air
made some of us wish we had put on more layers or had an extra pair of socks. We piled
into several cars and made the half hour driye to our barn. Black Dog Farms in Marion.
The barn was all ready for a second day of horse showing since we had been there to set
up Friday night and Saturday afternoon after the first show. The dining commons gener-
ously provided us with more than enough food for the entire weekend, so we spent a few
minutes eating breakfast and haci a short devotional time before getting to work.
Everyone had an assigned job. Some people ran the draw table, others were the
judge's assistant or the announcer, the team secretary worked the secretary's table, and
everyone else became a horse holder. With such a small team, it was amazing that our
shows ran so smoothly. Though we were all tired and maybe a little cranky, everyone
worked hard and tried to be an example of Christ's servant heart for the other schools'
teams. Not all our team members competed in the show, so we took turns covering for
each other when someone had to get ready for her class. We encouraged each other after
each ride.
Some people may not understand why we give up our entire weekend for a horse





St. Mary of the Woods, October 1
Melissa Baum, Novice Flat 1st
Emily Wilson, Novice Fences 1st
Emily Wilson, Intermediate Flat 5th
Kate Boselle, Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter
Meaghan McAlister, Intermediate f-lat
2nd
3rd
Notre Dame, October 30
Melissa Baum, Novice Flat Bth




Karm Sandstrom, Open Flat 2nd
Kate Roselle, Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter
Meaghan McAlister, Intermediate f^lai
2nd
5th
Jessica Jones, Novice Fences 4th
Purdue, November 19-20
November 19
Melissa Baum, Novice Flat 2nd
Kate Roselle , Novice Flat 2nd
Lauren Glass, Open Flat 4th
November 20
Jessica Jones, Novice Fences 2nd
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat Ist
Taylor University, December 34
Decembers
Melissa Baum, Novice Flat 2nd
Emily Wilson , Intermediate Flat 2nd
Kann Sandstrom, Open Flat 5th
Kann Sandstrom, Intermediate Fences 5th
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat Bth
Christy Wong, Novice Flat 3rd
Alison Jerome, Novice Flat 3rd
Ashley Haag, Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter fst
Lauren Glass, Walk/Trot 2nd
Jessica Jones, Intermediate Flat 4ih
December 4
Kann Sandstrom, Intermediate Fences Isi
Kann Sandstrom, Open Flat 2nd
Jessica Jones, Novice Fences Bth
Jessica Jones, Intermediate Flat Bth
Christy Wong, Novice Flat
Kate Roselle. Novice Flat
Bth
3rd
Ashley Haag, Walk/Trot 7th
Lauren Glass, Walk/Trot 4ih
Heidi Beachy, Walk/Trot 7th
Taylor University, February 4-5
February 4
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat 3rd
Kate Roselle, Novice Fences 2nd
Kann Sandstrom, Open Flat Bth
Emily Wilson, Intermediate Flat 4th
Meaghan McAlister, Intermediate Flat 4th
Alison Jerome, Novice Flat 4th
Ashley Haag, Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter 4th







Kann Sandstrom, Open Flat 5th
Kate Roselle. Novice Fences 5th
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat Bth
Emily Wilson, Intermediate Flat 1st
Christy Wong, Novice Flat 4th
Ashley Haag, Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter 5th
Lauren Glass, Walk/Trot 5th
Alison Jerome, Novice Flat 1st




St Mary of the Woods, February 1 1-12
February 1
1
Kann Sandstrom, Open Flat 2nd
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat 2nd
Kale Roselle, Novice Fences 1st
Laura Bowen, Open Flat 5th
February 12
Kann Sandstrom. Open Flat 3td
Kate Roselle, Novice Flat 2nd
Kate Roselle , Novice Fences 2nd
Laura Bowen, Open Flat 5ih
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H Freshman Emily Gerard spins two
defenders in the women's championship
soccer game. First East were able to
score to win the game despite the rough
conditions.
Phoio by Amy Wood
Q Faculty member Steve Austin rolls
right and looks for an open receiver as
lunior Drew Hamer of Third West Wengatz
closes in.
Photo by Amy Wood
H Nate Porcher winds up and eyes up
his next prey. Porcher and his teammates
from First West Wengatz repeated as in-
tramural dodgeball champions. Their only
loss coming mid-season to Man Candy.




Runner Up: Tfiird West Wengatz
Women's Football
Cfiampions: Off-Campus
Runner Up: Second West Olson
Men's Soccer
Champions: Third West Wengatz
Runner Up: Off-Campus
Women's Soccer
Champions: First East Olson
Runner Up: 2Eand 3C Olson
Men's Dodgeball




Runner Up: First East Olson
Adam Reilly prepares to dodge an oncoming throw
while geanng up to fire his ball back across.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
.J* «b ^
"Who scores? Wo score!" Not onlv is this the girls off-campus intramural football
j
chant, but it also reflects the outcome of our season. Our off-campus team dominated the
field in every aspect and completed the season with an undefeated record. After win-
ning the championship game against Second West Olson, our team took on the top girls'
intramural team at Indiana Wesleyan University at the annual Backyard Brawl. We could
not wait to get out on the field and play the game we love. We found out quickly, how-
ever, that we had to make some major changes to our game. We had to adjust our line-up,
positions, routes, contact, and coverage throughout the game to play by IWU's rules. We
started off pretty shaky when we allowed IWU a touchdown and an extra point. Frustra-
tion was at an all time high because we were not used to their rules. During half-time our
coaches helped us strategize to beat IWU's defense by using four receivers, one lineman,
and Rachel Clemens as quarterback. We ended up tying the game at 1-1 when Clemens
threw a touchdown pass to Lauren Hess and then Clemens ran it in to score the extra
point. The game went into overtime and our tough defense stopped IWU from scoring.
Now it was our turn to take the lead. Before our offense took the field we had to do what
was most appropriate. We huddled up and veiled "Who scores? We score!" After two
failed attempts to put the ball in the end zone, we needed to make something happen on
the third down. Lineman Becca Miller hiked the ball and shimmied her heart out blocking
for Clemens who threw the ball toward the end zone. With the crowd in anxious anticipa-
tion to see if the pass would be completed, I caught the ball bringing the off-campus girls
team to victory. The rest of the team burst out onto the field surrounding the players. We




Third Wesier Jay McCann receives a pass and looks to gam some yards. Third Wii:,l lu;,l ihu championship football game lo ihe louijh, uiuliilcaied Ofl-Campus
team, 17-0.
Phoio by OJ Honon
Junior Brari Bowe from Third Center Wengatz eyes
up his opponents and prepares lo throw,
Ptiolo by Amy Wood
Senior Brad Klaver plants and looks to pass
Although the snow-covered fields were not ideal
for championship soccer games, the teams fought
threw the conditions.
Phnin hv n,l Hntinri
Jordao Stone, of the dodeball champs. Tirsi West
Wengaiz, fires a ball across the line,




Freshman Jen Howdid gears up for the pilch Taylor's intramural softbali prDgi"am leatures both nrale-only and coed soltball teams and is played in April and
May,
riMiifihyDJ Hnrnn
Senior Kyle Ouerpeck catches a lly ball as one ol his
teammates looks on.
Photo by OJ Horion
Junior Josh Ahlgrim tosses up the volleyball and
prepares to setve.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiih
Senior Bill Ridder jumps up (or a block during a




H Freshman Whitney Cerak, a
survivor in the tragic accident on April
26. was actively involved on her wing
;ind in mtramurals,
PhDio by DJ Honan
H Junior Nathan McCauley sets his
feet and prepares for the hump as his
teaoimate looks on.
Pholo by Alisse Goldsmith
H Intramural volleyball is coed and
teams compete at three different ability
levels.
Phoin hyAlissfi Goldsmilh
It wasn't a great pitch. I might as well have just let the batter take first base and, as
the batter connected with the ball, I knew I basically had. However, my team, Jhai's
Legends, wasn't solely playing to win. Victories weren't the focus of our season. In-
stead, we viewed Softball intramurals as a way to continue the magic our team expe-
rienced during our Lighthouse trip as we played aquaball in Trinidad. Softball games
proved to be a time of chatting, laughing, and catching up, much to the chagrin of the
team's general manager and coach, Seth Pietrini. Yet, as the ball soared to right field,
my competitive-side kicked in. There was a game to be won and this out could give
us the victory. It was a pop fly, but as 1 saw our right-fielder, Sara Hightower, running
toward the ball, confidence wasn't exactly what 1 was feeling. Sara stuck her glove up,
clearly feeling no more assurance than I. Miraculously, the catch was made. Sara first
checked her glove to confirm the result. Only after the verification of her catch could
Sara begin her celebration, which was complete with jumping up and down, scream-
ing, and doing a little (choreographed) dance. A team celebration followed and Sara
was the obvious choice for that game's most valuable player. Pop fly celebrations,
meaningful conversations, and a victory now and then made this year's spring Softball






















Nathan Diepstra & Amy Shortenhaus
Men's Tennis
Nathan Diepstra & Matt Harrell
Women's Tennis
Ellen Koch & Allison Barlow
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Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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Our destinations are determined
by the directions we choose or are
forced to take. The directions of these
clubs and organizations this year
have resulted in some unexpected
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Junioi Jessica Degenhardi looks ai the
yearbook ladder with senior Chris Horst during
a yearbook stafi meeting.
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
|Sophomore Amy Wood and othet
Echo staff membets work hard to meet theit
deadline.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
I
Sophomote Ktistma Satetn. Echo
editof-m-chief, edits copy for an issue of the
Echo.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
I
Junior Ashley Haag, senior Chtis Hotst,
and lunior Jessica Degenhardt en|oy a good
laugh while taking notes at a yearbook staff
meeting.
Photo by Aiisse Goldsmith
ECHO
The hedeiline read, "Habeckers Feed Leaders." Man' Lou Habecker certainly fed me that morning as I sat talking to her about her
husband, her faith, and her daily routine of deyotions.
I joined the Echo staff a few weeks into the semester. I had neyer considered myself a journalist before - my passion was fiction
writing. However, when Kristina Satern, editor-in-chief of the paper, offered me the position, I prayerfully considered the idea and
found myself excited about the new opportunity to both write and edit for the news section.
1 nervously set out for my first story, the new leadership breakfast the Habeckers were having for student leaders on campus.
I expected a group of students eating breakfast as they listened to President Habecker share his insights about leadership and the
Bible. To my surprise, both President and Mary Lou Habecker shared more than this - thev shared their hearts with the 50 or so
students in the room.
After the breakfast, I carefully addressed Mary Lou, expecting her to give me one rushed minute out of her busy day. She gave
me a slow-paced 20 minutes instead, even offering me her phone number or a personal visit to her home if my time permitted.
During those 20 minutes, 1 learned more about President Habecker and his delightfully down-to-earth wife than I had ever expected.
My story led me to a better understanding of the Habeckers and a greater appreciation for the Christian aspect of my university. I
wonder how many other universities possess a president and his wife who share their own personal struggles after reading from the
Bible about humility.
Story by Bethany Howard
ILIUM
When I graduated from high school with the production of three yearbooks under mv belt, I never thought I would again attempt
such a feat. But at the very end of my sophomore year at Tavlor, I found myself being hired by the communication department as the
editor-in-chief of the Ilium for the 2005-2006 year with only two and a half weeks to pull together a staff. Not being a communication
major, I had no idea where to begin. However, God worked in amazing ways and brought together an incredible staff that truly
exemplified I Corinthians 12. Each member of the staff brought unique strengths that made our team strong. There were times when
we had to push ourselves and each other harder than we were used to, but we got the job done. With the help of such a gi'eat, fun,
hard-working staff we pulled off the production of yet another yearbook. So here it is; we hope you enjoy.
Slory by Jessica Degenhardt
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ECHO
First row: Chnslianna Luy. Kristma Salem. Nate
Baggeit. Amy Wood, Joe Rmgenbetg
Second tow: Donna Downs, dated Bane, Jen
Moteland, Trevor Kight, DJ Hotton. Angela
Moote, Ryao Poe, Alisse Goldsmith. Ctystal
Pollock
Notpictoted: Bethany Howatd
Photo by Alisse Goltismitli
ILIUM
Top row: Chris Horst. Ashley Haag. Jessica Degenhatdt, Lindsay Achgill
Bottom row: Amy Horner, Alisse Goldsmith, Beth Westta, DJ Norton, Amy Wood,
Lolly York




First raw: Angie Poag, Michelle Ball
Second row: Luke Burket. Justin Clupper.
Brandon Downs
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiltt
TELEVISION STATION
Sometimes to go further in vour journey
vou have to take a few steps back. This is true
with the video production / TV station, which
received a total facelift this year.
Two professors joined our team this year,
John and Kathv Bruner, and immediately went
to work updating and changing the whole
system. Editing suites with Final Cut Pro were
added, four high definition cameras were
purchased, and the TV studio was completely
revamped.
A new system of operation was also
implemented. A check-out room managed by
Tavlor media students allowed students the
opportunity to create short videos or audio
segments for class.
Not onlv were new systems of operation
installed, but also new opportunities were
offered. For the first time the video production
team was able to film a Taylor theatrical
performance. Along with the show, the
production team added 45 minutes of behind-
the-scenes-footage to complement it.
Students also had the opportunity
to participate in a Homeland Security
production. Four teams were created and
each was responsible for filming a different
aspect of the shoot. A fake terrorist attack
occurred and local police, FBI, and CIA agents
had to respond to the fiasco. Students were
responsible for capturing their reactions so the
agents could evaluate what thev did right and
what they needed to improve.
This year was exciting and stressful at times
with all of the changes taking place, but an
eventful journey with wonderful experiences
Story by Trista Hanman
AUDIO/VISUAL MEDIA
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Senior Trista Hanman and sophomore
Trevor Kighl man the conirols for a TV broadcast
of chapel
PhoiobyAltsseGoldsmnh
Dr. Jessica Rousselow-Winquisl cuts loose
111 a hula hoop contest at Airband sponsored hy
WTUR.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Sophomore Chapel Tech Jonathan Wolf
uses WTUR's new station technology to broadcast
chapel Dvet the tadio.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Sophomore Trevor Kight wotks to ensure
that the TV chapel broadcast goes off without a
hitch.
Photo by Alisse Goldsroith
WTUR
Since June of 2005, WTUR has seen its handful of changes; a new advisor, new staff, new music, even
a makeover for the on-air studio. When we started this year, Kathy Bruner, our new advisor, came to
the staff with an expectation that we would be involved in or coordinating an event every month of the
academic year. This fit well with my goal as the General Manager to increase the station's visibility on
campus.
Whether it was a live remote before Airband or Oldies Night in the DC, we worked this year to put
ourselves out in front of the student body. We partnered with Real Life to have an Open-Mic Night to
raise support at Christmas. We broadcasted the Student Body President debates and provided a new
opportunity for those who couldn't be at the debate by listening through Channel 7 and instant messaging
questions for the candidates. We hosted an Oldies Night in the D.C. right before Nostalgia Night, and we
provided live streaming and broadcasting for Taylathon on the President's Inauguration weekend.
Our year was full of changes. Moving to a music format that fits the student body's listening interests
has been one of our successes. Students can enjoy artists like Jonah 33, Third Day, and Sanctus Real along
with live student programming like Afternoon Yak and Burket's Brunch, a Saturday morning sports-talk




First row: Brian Getz, Tala Allian, Miiiaiii Gin, Chrislianna Luy, Jessie Buske, Matthew Gir
Second row: Briitany Oauis, Jessica Hicks, Jess Cuthben, Beth Wemganner
Not pictured: Kate Yoder, Elizabeth Kuhns
Phuto by Lisa Riicliie
CREW
First row: Jess Petnsa. Aubrey Wnght, Miiirly Peterson
Second row: Kate Gates. Becky Vogler, Luke Owsley, Jason Rufenacht, Jake Slater
Third row: Amy Nelson, Erica Tappenden, Amye Harvey. Joe Lee, Erica Yoder
Fourth tow: Mark Heydlauff, Matt Seifert, Catson Wittig, Drew Smith




Enn Tobias, Keeley Mills, Jenny Brunk
Photo by Jim Garnnger
TELECOUNSELORS
First tow: Laura Levon, Come Church, Mary Beth Larson, Amy Wong
Second row: Jesse Wilson, Patrick Gray, Eric Miller, Kira Olson
Phoio by Jim Garnnger
GROUPS
VISIT ASSISTANTS
"So what is that vou do exactly?" is a
question that Erin Tobias, Keely Mills and
I hear on a regular basis. The job is not as
simple as it may seem but it is certainly
rewarding. Visit Assistants have the
privilege of organizing prospective students'
schedules. We set up meetings with
professors, coaches and other students. The
entire process, from start to finish, takes
a considerable amount of time but we get
to work with one of the coolest groups on
campus - the admissions staff. They are an
incredible team.
Each of us has spent numerous nights
working on last minute details, yet it is all
worth while when we see the prospectives
enjoying themselves amongst Taylor's com-
munity the following day. Nothing is more
rewarding than seeing a friendlv interaction
between a visiting student and a member of
our community. When prospectives visit,
they are told that Taylor is different, that
it is a place of community. Thanks to our
one-of-a-kind student body, this statement
is true. So thank you Taylor University, for
making our job such a pleasant one and for
making Taylor a place that we all hold dear
to our hearts.
Story by Jenny Brunk
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CHORALE
When those of us in the Tavlor Chorale refer to ourselves as a family, we do not exaggerate. New members may not
immediately understand the ways of the Chorale, and the first couple of months can be trying, but when they are willing to
persevere, rewards abound. Every hour in the practice rooms, every moment of anxiety over lotteries, every Sunday morning and
Saturday night in concert is a sacrifice well spent. Still, through these sacrifices we are not alone; just as a family we support each
other in all aspects of our commitment. Stucients join the Chorale with various motives: they love to sing, their best friend is in
Chorale, they think the flowing black dresses the women wear are just lovely—but regardless of any individual reason for joining,
it does not take long before our goal is common. We sing as an act of worship, we sing as a means for ministn'.
Dr. Jo Ann Rediger demands excellence and complete commitment from every member of Chorale because she knows it is
essential for effective ministry. When we have a concert, we attend to every detail so as to eliminate distractions. We strive to
point our audience to the power of Christ through our music so as to glorify God with our song. When we are able to accomplish
this, witiiout fail the members of the Chorale are more blessed and ministered to than our audience could ever be. Praise the Lord
for his living power at work within us.





First row: Leeann Ashhy, Laura Carlson, Caimen Spencer, Erica Tappenden, Jen
Moreland, Jnn Block, Jacob Elsis
Second raw: Erin Hinnen, Kinsy Fennig, Erin DeWolfe. Kelly Isaacson. Car Randall,
Eric Miller, Nathan Clark, Sean Wightman, Meghan Tapp
Third row: Aaron Leu, Laura Bonness, Sarah Todd, Nathan Jones, Conor Angell,
Celby Hadley, Luke Owsley, Sarsh Wilson, Anna Perkins
Fourth row: Brittany Hughes, Kathryn St Cyr, Theresa Henderson, Laura Almdale,
Renee Timbie, Andrew Strange, Marcia Ghali, Darren Harris, Brent Maher, Katelyn
Bennett. Charity While, Jeff Goodman
Fifth row: Nick Estelle, Bobby Sharp, Alexis Steury, Kale Todd, Christine Allen,
Janell Keller, Leah Madeia, Knstina Thoryk, Sheena llangakoon-Perera




First row: Megan VanDam, Renee Timbie
Second raw: Brent Maher, Cat Randall, Eric Miller, Erin DeWolfe, Andrew
Strange. Travis Booth
Third row: Kacia Hillesland, Alexis Steury, Bethany Riggs. Conor Angell,
Nathan Jones, Anna Clough. Chrissie Thompson
Found raw: Blake Sampson, Alex Frank





First row: Chanty White, Mary Lara Guanglia, Lissy Nelson, Kane Davis, Tryphena
Chu, Rachael Caldwell, Alison Orpun, Becky Hargrave, Gretchen Richards, Angie Poag,
DawnZinn, Amy Fata
Second raw: Anne Le Gall, JoAnna Kolbe, Angela Maihis, Lydia Bosensteel, Laci
Liggett, Kelly Pugh, Caitlin Herron, Jackie Sanchez, Lauren Johnson, Dons Mvano
Third row: Charity Chaney, Christine Sullivan, Becky Vogler, Bethany Saxe, Christy
Sopcisak, Laurie Yardumian, Chanty Smith, Jessica Bracks, Rosie Walker, Audra
Gustin




Firsi row: Amanda Taylor, Ashley Pixel, Chad Cowgill, Karmen Low,
Amanda Trumbower, Daniel Moore, Matthew Reichert, Michael Fisher
Second row: Tom CIme, Leeann Ashby, Sarah Norton, Ben Jones, David
Kasper, Lance Barnetl, Ashley Moore, Emily Evans
Third row: Alex Grayson, Bronwen Greenfield, Ann Ebert, Megan Saudei,
Ryan Thill, Joy Bernhardt, Emilie Boyes, Nicholas Helderman, Jenell
Richardson, Lydia Rosensteel, David Ricca
Fourth row: Krisima Kittle, Sarah Hudiman, Jacklyn Short, Hillary Dune,
Michelle Ball, Emily Schmeichel
Fifth row. Mateo Palos, April Bridgham, Brittany Matthews, Josh Graw,
Dr Ai ffarnson, Sarah Wardle, Brianna Nysirom, Jenni Bates, Elliott
Pinegar
Sixth row Megan O'Brien, Christy Carlson, Janessa Cole, Becky Margrave
Photo by Jim Gaiiiiiger
^'1^^ IHi RINGERSFirst raw: Dr. Richard Parker, Elizablh Franz, April Bridgham, Joy Bern-
hardt, Kara Gremaux
Second row: Nate Clark, Deanna Bobbins, Come Chase, Kelly Schmuaker
Third row: Amanda Jackson, Allison Hampton, Liz Linch, Melissa Munn
Photo by Jim Gairingei
BELL CHOIR
First row Annika Muoers, Emily fieel, Katie Ames, Brillany Matthews,
Sara Dreyer, Megan Percy






[| Junior Elizabeth Franz and mher Ringers
nave their bells reatly to play at a Taylor Ringers
:oncert.
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
181 Fresbman Lisa Richards plays the bassoon
during a rehearsal with the test ot the chamber
orchestta fot an upcoming concert.
Photo tiy Alisse Goldsmith
[y Df Chnstopber Bade directs a cbambet
ofchetta tebeatsal.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
ORCHESTRA
"There is no theory. You have only to hsten. Pleasure is the law. I love music passionately. And because I love it, I try to free it
from barren traditions that stifle it. It is a free art gushing forth, an open-air art boundless as the elements, the wind, the sky, the
sea. It must never be shut in and become an academic art."
-Claude Debussy
It is through music we travel the world without leaving the comforts of our home. We are presented with moving melodies
and haunting harmonies. In just 45 minutes, one can travel to Russia and "see" 11 paintings created by Viktor Hartmann. One
can travel to Germany and take part in the Reformation through Mendelssohn's Symphony #5 in D Major, Reformation. One can
dance is Vienna and take part in an old west gimfight. In Orchestra, we do not just sit idly blowing air through our instruments or
moving a bow across strings just making music. We dream and voyage around the world and back again just to travel again each
time we pick up another piece of music. It is not through words we speak of where we have been. Our journeys, our thoughts, our
dreams are conveyed through the power of music to stir the soul. So sit back and listen. Allow your soul to stir and do not fear
where it may take you.




"I want us to all camp out one night. I know of this great
place," read the late-September e-mail from Amanda Ek-
man, English Hall DC.
Great, I thought. It's freezing at night, and I won't get
any sleep. This is crazy! A few weeks later, however, I found
myself in another English Hall DA's minivan as we followed
Amanda to her perfect camping place.
She was right. The camping site was picturesque. Our
tent stood next to a pond that was home to two swans, and
swinging benches surrounded our little fire.
We sang praise songs that night, and the stars seemed
to join in. We made a gooey banana dessert over the open
fire, laughing at the mess. We prayed together, and we were
vulnerable with each other. It was beautiful.
1 slept well that night. Yes, it was freezing. Yes, 1 was
wearing more clothes than I had ever slept in before. Yes,
the sound of construction on a nearby pole barn woke me
up earlier than I had hoped. Despite all this, however, I
awoke with a tight support circle I knew would sustain me
throughout the year of stretching ministry.
Siory by Chnssie Thompson
DISCIPLESHIP ASSISTANTS
First row; Erin Tobias, Kelsey Welch, Kane James, Angela Moore
SeconrI row; Matt Larson, Michael Farnsley, Becky Hegelein
Phclo by Amy Wood
PERSONNEL ASSISTANTS
First row; Skip Trudeau, James Kim, Came Austin, Allison Maybray, Nallian McCauley, Ben Taylor, Jesse
Kahler, Justin Hetb, Nate Pelz, Adam Hanna, Ben Toll, Bradie Sears
Second row; Andrew Singer, Valerie Scbmitt, Julianna Hutcbins, Megan VanDam, Andrew Lossao, Andrew
Smiley, Katie Wilson, Tracie Vriezema, Katbryn Kendall, Anna Davis, Cyrus Keck, Ryan Veldbuizen, Alex Cole
Third row; Missy Chambless, Jenny Wilbelms, Jenna Hancbey, John Bundick, Mitch Young, Jordan Solem,
Courtney Wanemacher, Erin Haymond, Tim VanReenen, Adam Lehman, Caleb Farmer
Fourth row; Katie Rousopoulos, Katie Ostermeier, Nicole Novak, Todd Buersiatte, Josh Linderman, Ryan
Anderson, Jimmy Zimmerman, Brent Freeman, Noel Birkey, Kyle Dupont, Jonas Herum
Filih row; Elizabeth Tatum, Kerne Schene, Samantha Briggs, Kathenne Baker, Justin Joyner, Robbie Miller,
Jake Drake, Emily Hunt, Steve Motley
Sixth row; Jen Hillier, Julie Robrlack, Heidi Oliver, Joy Resetar, Heidi Prillwitz, Jenny Courier, Sarah Toldt, Laura
Rodeheaver, Natalie Irwin, Shelly Casbario, Mel Domsien, Elizabeth Davies, Jessica Beck, Jeane Baker. Kane
Heiiinga, Jen Walsh, Sara Hightower, Andrew Smith, David Ricca, Jill Godorhazy
PERSONNEL ASSISTANTS
While most Tavlor students were enjoying the last few
days of summer, PAs from all over campus packed their
bags (and spandex) and headed north for a weekend full
of biking, camaraderie, and of course, fudge. Mackinac
Island was the setting for the annual bike trip where
Taylor's PAs got together to relax and reflect before the
fall semester.
While we did enjov the beautiful scenei'v of the island,
a favorite part of the trip was making friendships with
men and women from all the dorms and shattering the
stereotypes some of us had once held. We were able
to share our aspirations and anxieties about the vear
ahead and spend time in prayer with one another. The
PAs returned to Upland with their renewed sense of
community, ready to lead the campus toward that same
unified destination.





First raw: Sara Bonness, Corrie Chase, Alicia Cliew
Second raw: Man Read, Philip Byers, Cody Cramer
Not pictrued: Amanda Ekman, Ashley Mabie
Photo by Amy Wood
DISCIPLESHIP COORDINATORS
The first week back after summer didn't start slow
or gradual as we jumped on our hikes at 8:30 a.m.
Tuesday morning with the Chapel Coordinators and
Randy for a 45 mile bike trip on the bike path in and
around Muncie. Some of the group ended up missing
a turn, but after about two miles and a dead end,
realized this fact and reunited with the rest of the
group. Halfway through, Patt\' Stigers, the campus
ministries secretary, but so much more, greeted us at
a picnic site with delicious homemade pasta salad and
Gatorade.
Although this lunch didn't make us readv to jump
back on to a bunch bikes, borrowed in many cases,
with our novice aching rear ends, we kept on trekking.
We were far from cycling connoisseurs, with the
exception of Sara Bonness, but we stuck together
until the end with Sara, Corrie, Alicia and Amanda
finishing first with a lot of pushing from each other.
That bike trip set the tone for a vear that has been
filled with pushing one another towards holiness, an
amazing level of vulnerability, and a lot of prayer,
fasting and sharing more meals made by Nancy
Gruendyke. Amen.
Story by Amanda Ekman
CHAPEL COORDINATORS
As the Chapel Coordinators plan and promote cor-
porate worship across campus, they ensure that chapel
is always a fast-paced and invigorating experience that
keeps us focused on Christ and the Scriptures. We often
say that "it only takes one chapel to change a person's
life." We plan chapels, audition groups, and work with
speakers in anticipation that chapel will be a life-chang-
ing experience. We are encouraged and satisfied to see
students hurrying into chapel, readv to bring an offering
before their Creator.
This year we have placed special emphasis on the role
of diversity in our chapels. As we discover how immense
our God is, we see that He is trulv larger than the
styles of corporate worship that we are accustomed to.
Therefore, we plan a service that is entirely liturgy from
the Book of Common Prayer. We plan chapels in which
no words are spoken. We plan chapels in which we sing
music that requires us to leave our comfort zones and
forget ourselves. We plan chapels in which we see truth
in the beauty of skillful dances and poignant dramas. We
experience and respond to God in ways that represent
the diversity of His creation. We consider it a privilege to
facilitate a program in which a loving community comes
together to discover and apply God's Word to their lives.
Story by Brenl Maher
CHAPEL COORDINATORS
First raw: Brent Mahei. Brian Field, Brad Hariiig






Knsti Yoderand Ross Chapman
Photo by Jim Garringer
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WORLD OPPORTUNITIES WEEK CO-DIRECTORS
Ashley Gale and Kan Barrows
Phoio by Jim Garringer
ACTING ON AIDS CO-DIRECTORS
Andrew Miles and Laura Knosp
Phoio by Jim Garringer
TAYLOR CHRISTIAN ARTISTS CO-DIRECTORS
Rebecca Roeiiibke and Heather Arcana
Photo by Jim Gatnngei
SPRING BREAK CO-DIRECTORS
Carols Moran and Jason Kisller




Michelle Jongsma and Betsy Smith
Photo by Jim Gatimget
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CO-DIRECTORS
Drew Hatnei and Btad Klaver
Photo by Jim Gatringei
WORLD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CO-DIRECTORS
Margie Davis and Val Hatle
Photo by Jim Gartinget
COMMUNITY OUTREACH CO-DIRECTORS
Jacob Wilson andChtisHorst













Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
ESL DIRECTORS
Amy Wong and Krisien Long
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
V
MENTOR MOMS DIRECTORS
Dan Hallei antl Stephanie Sutton
Photo hy Alisse Goldsmith
LIONS CLUB
In late November, a group of over
20 Taylor students gathered in front
of Rediger to sort lenses for Hurricane
Katrina victims. It was so great to see a
variety of students come together and
donate their time to the Katrina victims!
It was such a great opportunity because
it was an easy way to help the Katrina
victims from where we were, since
most of us could not go on a mission
trip to New Orleans.
Our task was to get all the same
prescriptions grouped together in one
box; we felt like we were plaving Go
Fish! We would be veiling down the
line, "Does anyone have any -150s?"
The over 35,000 lenses we sorted were




The Mentor Moms ministry has
undergone many transitions and
changes this year. The people in charge
at the YWCA have come and gone,
many of the families have moved on and
new faces are coming in. It's so neat to
look for the places that God is at work
within this organization.
A special element of Mentor
Moms this year was the individual
relationships that were built
throughout the year. Many of the girls
spent time at their 'mom's' home with
her and her kids, or sometimes thev
even had a chance to go out to one of
Marion's lovely establishments. It is







NURSING HOME MINISTRY DIRECTOR
Lauren Johnson
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ONE-ON-ONE DIRECTORS
AmantJa Jackson and Natalie Itwin
Photo by Alisse Goldsttiiih
180 DIRECTORS
Stephanie Sullon and Bliss Batbet
Notpictufed:Gabe Hendetson















Kendia Millmgton and Ryan Fuoss




Taylor Disability Outreach has blessed me in ways
that I cannot even begin to describe with words. The
beauty and simplicity of these people have taught me
more about Christ than I ever thought possible and my
time with them each Saturday is priceless. The Lord
knew exactly what He was doing when He gave me
the opportunity to work with such an incredible group
of people who consistently love me.
Tracy Yoder
REAL LIFE DIRECTORS
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TAYLOR DISABILITY OUTREACH DIRECTORS
Tracy Yoder and Chris Horsi
Pholo by AlissB Goldsmith
BALL STATE OUTREACH DIRECTORS










Not pictured: Man Voss, Mane Bonioirr
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
BASSYCS DIRECTORS
Laura Levon, Joe Manier aniJ Justin Clnpper
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
BASSYCS
BASSYCS was busv this vear, with record-
breaking numbers of kids streaming through the
doors of UCC on Wednesday nights. Even though
we have had a blast on our swimming, laser tag,
and Chuck E. Cheese trips, one of our most exciting
events occurred on a normal night of club when 20
kids committed their lives to following Christ! It's




Eitiily Aikms and Cofie Botoski
Not pictured: Chns Williams, Brandon Kightlmget, Sara Schupra
Photo by Alisse Goldsmiih
CITY LIFE DIRECTORS
MattMuftay and Julie Heih
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
OUTREACH
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TAYLOR CHRISTIAN ARTISTS DIRECTORS
HKaiherArcano, Rebecca Roembke
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Firsi row; Ben Slutzmen, Rob Bedinghaus, Eli^abelli Davies, Elizabeth Kuhns, Dtew
Totnasik, Noel Bitkey, Christy Catlson, Sata Bonness, Julie Rahb
Secobd row/' Mark Penner, Wes Krider, Brad Klaver, Kyle Holloway, Drew Hamer,
Philip fiyers, Tom Smillie. Lili Vargas, Heidi Prillwilz, Kelsey Cunmngham
Phoio by Kyle Holloway
V
ACTING ON AIDS
First row Krista Symington. Meaghan O'Neil, Jaclyri Ziemba
Second row: Laura Keiley, Valerie Long, Jenny Hunt, Jenny Gill, Keyin Little, Mekael
Teshoma
Thitd tow: Laura Kriosp, Andrew Miles, Marcia Ghali, Bekah Shenk, Stephen Leman
Not pictured: Man Mancinelli, Kate Todd, Kaitlyn Dugan. Jessica Hyne, Ben Jones,
Josiah Hatfield, Dar Fieberg, Heathet Jordan, Becky Hargraye
Photo by Alisse GoliJsmith
WORLD CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
First row: Jenny Gallagher. Valerie
Hade, Margie Davis
Second row: Megumi Johnston, Tab
Grubb
Third row: Rebekah Bergens
Not pictured: Matthew Josten, Rachel
Dodge. Kaitlyn Dugan, BritlKroll
Photo by Amy Wood
ACTING ON AIDS
"History will record this moment in time as the time of the
Internet and the war against terrorism... but it will also record
how we deal with Africa and AIDS and how a whole continent
burst into flames while we stood around with watering cans."
-Bono
This year, Taylor took these words seriously. Thanks to the
work of our parent organization, the former World Christian
Fellowship, this year Acting on AIDS (AoA) was born as a
new organization under TWO and headed toward a goal of
educating the Taylor Campus about the AIDS crisis and raising
a million dollars toward the situation.
Besides hosting yarious speakers, running the Rice and
Beans dinner, sending a team of artists to Emmaus ministries
in Chicago oyer spring break to paint a mural, holding a March
for Orphans, and doing a petition signing on World AIDS Day,
two large eyents stood out this year. The first was the first
annual AoA Christmas Catalogue, sent to the entire student
body and faculty, which raised $46,000 for AIDS in Swaziland,
Thailand, Kenya, and yarious other countries.
The second was the first national AoA Student Leadership
Summit in February at Taylor. Oyer 40 uniyersities and 600
people came to learn more about the AIDS crisis around the
world. As the students filtered onto the campus and into
sessions, they learned about how AIDS is being spread, and
how they can be involyed in dealing with the AIDS crisis, and
they had a chance to network with other students who care
about the issue. It was a landmark year for Taylor Uniyersity.
Story by Andrew Miles and Laura Knosp
TAYLOR WORLD
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Sophomore Rob Bedinghaus and lumors Drew
Hamer and Noel Birkey play wnh some of the local
boys on ihe Habnal for Homanny spong break trip to
El Salvador.
Phoro by Aiisse Goldsmith
Senior Megan Betus helps students sign in at the
Acting nn AIDS Student Leadership Summit held on
Taylor's campus.
Phom by Alisse Goldsmith
Kl Freshmen Meg McAlister, Mike Tokarski. and
Anne Lacuesta lead worship at a fall concert of the
'nylor Christian Aaists.
' :i.ilo by Amy Wood
y Junior Laura Knosp interviews Prmcess
Kasune-Zulu during chapel prior to the Acting on AIDS
Leadership Summit.
Phoio bv Alisse Goldsmith
WORLD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Five students are sitting at the nicelv set table, contentlv
eating their lasagna, garlic bread, gourmet salad, and chocolate
cake. The rest of the students are in two groups; 15 are seated at
desks in a circle, eating a light meal of chicken and rice, trying
awkwardly not to look at those indulging so close to them. The
other 25 students are scattered on the floor trying hard to eat the
meager rice portion set before them, with their hands and scraps
of plates. It is amazing how even though you think you are aware
of the issues, God can still speak to your heart. The students who
participated in the hunger banquet were distributed in a ragged
attempt to represent the world's population and how it eats. The
five represented us, overfed Americans.
Bv participating in World Christian Fellowship this vear, I
thought I would be helping others to see the need around the
world, but instead, my eyes were opened further than I could have
ever imagined. The amazing thing is, with all of the phvsical need,
the spiritual problems are what exist under the surface. God has
called us. "The Sovereign LORD will wipe away the tears from all
faces; he will remove the disgrace of his people from all the earth"
Is. 25:8.
Story by Rachel Dodge
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
This vear Habitat for Humanitv was all about new destinations.
Taylor's Habitat for Humanity chapter was a part of several
projects within Marion including an exciting Blitz Build that
involved nearlv 80 Taylor students, parents and communitv
members. Within the course of a dav, what started as a simple
foundation became a freestanding home with windows, doors and
a roof. It was a blessing to have so manv Tavlor students participate
in this unique experience and serve for a genuine purpose.
Another destination for Habitat this year was a spring break
trip to El Salvador. The purpose of this trip was to share the love
of Christ with people through assisting in building homes for
families in need. The 16 students and two sponsors were given the
intense responsibilitv of digging and laving the foundations for
four different homes. Throughout the week these students were
able to see the heights and depths of the Lord's astonishing work
and experience just how big the God that we ser\'e is. We are all
thankful for the destinations that Habitat for Humanity has been
taken to this year and hope that in the future the Lord will provide
more destinations to serve through this ministry.
Story by Brad Klaver
OUTREACH
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El Jason Gay lighls up ihe
stage as a guest olAHANA for
a coffeehouse dutmg ihe Acting
on AIDS sumnnit. Scott Erickson
paintetf a moving picture betiind
the performance.
Photo by Amy Wood
II Sophomores Rachel Caldwell
and Luke Owsley lead worship during
International orientation.
Photo by Amy Wood
UJ Three Rivers Jimbe Ensemble
perform tradiuonal African music and
dancing at the invitation of AHANA.
Photo by Amy Wood
19 Senior Thomas Jackson battles
lor the ball during a soccer game at
MuKappa'sspnng retreat.
Pholo by Amy Wood
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SOCIETY
We had a few interesting times this year; one in particular was the trip to Chicago for Fall Break. We stayed at a hostel in
the rural part of the city, not the one we originally planned on staying at, but it was quite an experience none-the-less. Our goal
in taking trips like this one is to have our students bond, enjov activities outside of Taylor, and at the same time make it an
educational experience. For example, this trip we took a tour of the Field Museum. Being from different countries with all kinds of
great foods, we also often get together and eat up a storm. One evetit oriented around food was last semester's "International Food
Night" at the International Souphouse. Students cooked various dishes from the Caribbean, Asia, Africa and the South Americas
to share. It was a lot of fun, and a learning experience for those who had never tried some of those dishes before.
Story by Krislen Johnson
MUKAPPA
I've alwavs enjoved spending titne with the MKs and TCKs (a person who has lived between two or more cultures for a
significant period during his developmental vears) involved in MuKappa. When I was a freshman I was welcomed and soon haci
a passion to help those people, who like myself were adjusting to the US and Tavlor, feel comfortable. This vear, I have had the
privilege to be the president of MuKappa and invest in new ways in the ministry God has placed me in.
Somethitig we do regularly is get together and make homemade Chai tea (the recipe has been passed on over the years and
perfected by many). We call these gatherings "Chai Chats." We've had two this year that stand out uniquely in my memory. The
one in February was one on travel advice. I enjoyed learning new things about countries 1 could only dream of visiting. Need some
tips? If vou go to Bolivia and are the guest of honor- you may get the chicken claw in your soup- just smile and chew on it! If vou
have recently moved to Papua New Guinea, be sitre to take good care of your cat- if your neighbor takes it and \ou haven't seen it
for a while-try to be happy for them, they may be having very a good dinner!
Story by EfoabeihGiBenmfiO
ASIAN AWARENESS ASSOCIATION
The Asiati Awareness Association is a student-led organization that seeks to promote Asian heritage, traditions, and art
through fun events and social gatherings with the intention of developing globally minded Christians. During the fall semester of
this year, Professor Takahara of the Physics department spoke to Taylor students about the Japanese internment camps during
World War II. Being a second generation Japanese, his parents came to the United States and settled in the west coast before the
war broke out. After the Japanese troops attacked Pearl Harbor, Japanese emigrants throughout the United States were forced out
of their homes, stripped of all belongings, and relocated to live in the Japanese Internment camps until it was "safe" for them to
return to their homes. Professor Don Takahara conveyed many gripping, untold, stories experienced by his parents during WWII.
Many students where unaware of what really took place during the tumultuous period of the mid-1940s, but those who attended
the meeting left well-informed and with a greater sense of gratitude for peace in the United States.




Fksi row: Sarah Hayhurst. Rachae! Caldwell, Kaye Patron,
Megumi Johnston, Elizabeth Owsley
Second row: Andtew Miles, Jonathan Hamilton, Alicia Chew,
Ashley Black, Ian Kee




Alicia Chew, Kristen Johnson,
Chfistine Lee, Dionne Ositiar
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
AHANA
On September 23, 2005, AHANA brought in Berto
Ramon, a Latino Jazz/Hip Hop band to Taylor. Ten band
members entertained the crowd with their lyrics and
energy. Berto Ramon sang songs such as "Native Tongues,"
"Concrete," "La Libertad" and more. About 200 students
sang to the band's lyrics and moved to the Latino music.
The multicultural band used the violin, congas, guitar, bass
and more to create a vibrant sound for the student body.
Students such as junior Brittany Davis benefited from
the concert. "It was fun to experience music from another
culture and 1 reallv enjoyed the style and message of the
band. Berto Ramon brought a fresh cultural insight to Taylor
students," Davis said.
After the concert, students enjoyed Latino cuisine,
consisting of rice and beans, plantains, arroz con leche (rice
pudding), salsa and chips and more. The concert was a huge
success and both students and faculty talked about the
performance for weeks.
Story by Tamara Shaya
AHANA
First row: Lindsey Cokkmias. Tala Alhay, Berkeley Robison
Second row: Beniamm Rosado, Tamara Shaya, Crystal
Campos
Not pictored: Anna Weissman, Austin Bennett
Phoio by Amy Wood
MUKAPPA
First tow: Lara Banker, Dave Bramer, Amy Wuod, Heathet James,
Beth Eisinger
Second tow: Steven Clegg, John Wah, Eli Gteenman, David
Bensche, Mane Kuehl. Mike Assis





Susan Jeven, Kendia Millingion,
Amanda Jackson, Tim Burkholder
Not pictured: Scott Schmeissmg
Photo by Amy Wood
TAYLOR ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS STUDENTS
hrst raw: Meredilli Anderson. Mark Lewis, Ben Rosado. Jessica Wiliebols
Second Row: Rachel Hughes, Junice Czamecki, Becca Miller, Joy Bernhardt
Third row: Ross Bowen, Mallory McClain, Tim Conrad, Jnel Kempson. Jake Edgerton. Chip
Adams. Greg Eiheridge
Not pictured: Kelsey Cunningham
Phoio by Aaron Bengison
TABS
The 2005/2006 school vear was an
exciting vear for the Tavlor Association
of Business Students (TABS). Our central
focus this year was the annual TABS
business conference. Our conference
theme was titled "Dream Big: Discovering
True Direction Dav bv Dav" which focused
on the three areas of dreams/goals, finding
direction in Christ, and making each day
matter. Twentv-one guest speakers in
the fields of business, law, engineering,
and communication came from all over
the country to share their wisdom and
experience by way of keynote lectures
and breakout seminars. The three keynote
speakers were Doug Kight, vice president
of The Boeing Companv, Cindv Marrelli,
'84 Taylor graduate and former senior
VP of Electrolux Corporation, and Clvde
Rauch, CEO of Tuttle Services, Inc. Over
200 people attended the conference, which i
consisted of Tavlor students, alumni,
facultv, and local communitv business i
leaders. While reaching our destination
of having a successful conference was '
exciting and fulfilling, the lifelong lessons
we learned along the journe\' leading up to
the conference are what we will take with
us long after we leave Taylor University.





Anderson introduces one of the
speakers for this year's TABS
business conference.
Photo by DJ Horror
wM D' Gregory Poland, a physi-
cian at Mayo Clinic, talks to the
members of Alpha Pi Iota about
bow ro prepare for and apply to
medical school.
Photo by DJ Homn
Q The keynote speaker of the
TABS business conference, Doug
Kight, brings advice from his own
experience as a vice president of
the Boeing Company
Photo by DJ Horion
ALPHA PI IOTA
Jumping into a car with three upperclassmen anei a Taylor alum, all of whom I had never met before, to drive six hours
down to Lexington, Kentucky to stay with a couple none of us had ever met, and to go to conference I knew little about was a
bit intimidating, to say the least. But going to the Global Missions Health Conference in the fall of 2005 had to be one of most
inspiring trips I have ever taken. Uniting with undergraduates, graduates, med students, residents, doctors, nurses, and so many
other Christian heahh professionals helped me to see the goal that God has for our lives. It became so much more than just fetal
pig dissections and evapotranspiration and cellular metabolic processes. I was able to see into the hearts of men and women who
were seeking to serve our Lord's people bv offering healthcare, not just to the people around us, but also to those who live in
war-torn or impoverished situations all over the world. The most important thing, though, was that they did not just want to offer
temporary physical healing, but wanted that to complement the eternal spiritual peace that comes with knowing who our Savior
really is. The encouragement that they provided me and each other must have been what is written in 1 Thessalonians 5:11;
"Therefore encourage one another and build each other up, just as in fact you are doing."
Slory by Rachel Dodge
TABS
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tm Sophomores Becky Vogler and Brad Harmg
lead worship drrrmg the sophomore coffeehouse
sponsored by Inter-Class Council.
Photo by Amy Wood
mU Sophertiore Jasmin Snyder prepares the
tefreshments as part of Iniegration of Faiih and
Culture for this year's Film Fest.
Photo by Alisse Goltismith
Kl Junior Rachael Cusack and senior Aaron
Baldwin kick off Film Fest as this year's emcees.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
El Junior John Teune, freshman Blake Sttalton,
and senior Brad Johnston present the award for
best supporting actor at Film Fest.
PhoiD by Alisse Goldsmilh
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
The purpose of SAC (Student Activities Council) is not onlv to create fun and meaningful events for the student bodv but also to build
and maintain relationships through those events. Sometimes that may seem difficult because of setbacks we run into, but bv God's grace,
everything works out.
For SAC, this year has revolved around change. The Ice Cream Social being the first event of the year took place inside the Dining
Commons due to rain. My cabinet was a bit dispirited because the traciition of having it in front of the Sammy Statues meant a lot.
However, the Dining Commons proved to be the perfect location and made for a wonderful event.
Another change that occurred this year revolved around the Taylor Lake. Because of the lack of water, the SAC/ICC Boat Regatta
never took place and the Tin Man Triathkm iiad a slight adjustment. Through it all, things worked out even if plan A turneci to plan B. It
just goes to show that God was behind it all and this year of change was not so bad.
Slory by Yumi Kim
INTEGRATION OF FAITH AND CULTURE
IFC has spent the vear toiling tirelessly (also known as swapping wisecracks over show and tell in our meetings) to bring to light new
and intriguing art, thought, music, or just good stories. We've had book discussions with Lauren Winner and David Dark, tapped our feet
(never dancing, of course) to Lovedrug, Denison Witmer, and our own campus songwriters. We also perused cleverlv illustrated issues
of our joLirnal, the integration of Ink and Paper, while anticipating watching films like Nortli Country, Million Dollar Baby, or Sini^iii' In The
Riun with our fellow students in trustv Metcalf 002.
1 think most importantly, though, IFC has become more than a group of people meeting to talk about what made them think or what
seems trendv, we've become friends interested in each others' diverse interests—from comics to art films to architecture to philosophy
to fashion to theology- to world travel to food to surfing to computers and bevond. This is what we've endeavored to share this vear—the
richness of our diverse culture, colored brilliantly by our faith.




Inter-Class Council, no, we're not SAC,
But creativity and fun we do not lack.
We plan Airband, the Christmas party, Taylathon, and
class events.
Yeah, those are really the onlv things we represent.
Hiltv's our Pres. with seniors Ela, Courtnev, and Chad.
Without their leadership (and awesomeness) we'd all go
mad.
Juniors Gabe, Adam, Caite, and Erin K. are the creative
bunch,
While sophomores Natalie, Mark, Erin F., and Beth get
stuff done in a crunch.
Josh, Jessica, Jimmy, and Emily are the spirited freshmen.
Your trusty class officers, we'll provide fun time and time
again.
Sioty by Elizabeth Peiffer
INTEGRATION OF FAITH AND CULTURE
First row: Rachel Cusack, Jasmin Snyder, Elise Romines
Secontl row; Joe Pennington, Mall Larson, Joe Rmgenberg, Natasha Kaminsky, Aaron
Harrison, Sean Moriany
Third row: Michael Gootlrich, Stephen Sper, Matt Helmholz, Nate B. Clark
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
INTER-CLASS COUNCIL
First row; Erin Fitzgeralt). Natalie Beange
Second row: Emmanuela Rusu. Catie Kokrda, Coonney Wanemacher, Emily Bergstrom
Third row: Mark Boone, Man Hllty, Jimmy Glasheen, Josh Hibschman, Adam Pechlel, Chad Cowgill
Not piclured: Enn Kinzer, Beth Peifler, Gabe Henderson, Jessica Brooks
Photo by Amy Wood
STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
First row: Alyssa Allen, Kristen Marsh, Ashley Donnell, Abby Baldwin, Yumi Kim
Second raw: Justin Zimmerman, Ion Twycross, Mike Harrell, Joel Donnell, Emily Wallace




First row: Alexandra Fillmore, Jill Hamilton
Secontl raw: Jillian Marsh, Jessica Cuthbert, Kathryn Kendall
Third row: Naie Antiel, Drew Tomasik, Andrew Marston, Ryan Veldhuizen
Not pictured: Andtew Miles, John Chako, Beth Wemgartnet, Shaena llangakoon-Perera, Ashleigh Green-
well, Justin Noelle, Kinsey Fennig
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
V
STUDENT SENATE
First row: Chad Urbanick, Kristina Saietn, Meaghan O'Nei
Second row: Matt Stallings, Mark Heydlauff, Leslie Leak, Tom Ganz
Not pictured: Joel Brunk, Adam Dolce, Matgarei Gulhtord
Photo by Amy Wood
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
Leadership Development is dedicated to the
Leadership Initiative of Taylor (LiT) that seeks to
disciple, train, challenge, and encourage leaders
so that their Taylor experiences are valuable long
after graduation. Vice President Jill Hamilton and
16 students make it happen.
The Habeckers jumped on board this year by
sharing lessons from Scripture with students
during Leadership Breakfasts on Tuesday
mornings, coordinated by Christine Lee and
Sheena llangakoon-Perera. Jonathan Chacko and
Kinsev Fennig took Lightw'Night seminars to new
heights with challenging speakers like Dwight
Knight and Dr. Bill Heth. Alex Fillmore made
sure that 10 outstanding servant-leaders were
recognized for their participation in LiT with 10
percent of tuition scholarships for the 2006-07
school year.
NSLC 2006 focused on learning to lead in
a culture of constant change. Soong-Chan Rah
challenged our foundational beliefs about leader-
ship, emphasizing the importance of truth and
authenticity in a post-modern world. Author
Lauren Winner focused on the role of technology
in changing our culture and hosted a book talk
about her newest release. Real Sex: The Naked
Truth about Chastity. Interactive workshops,
swapshops, and interaction with student leaders
from other universities rounded out this weekend
of intense leadership training.
Nate Antiel, Jess Cuthbert, Ashleigh Green-
well, Kathryn Kendall, Jillian Marsh, Andy Mar-
ston, Andrew Miles, Justin Noelle, Drew Tomasik,
Ryan Veldhuizen, and Beth Weingartner handled
communication, encouragement, details, budgets,
and web site design, making this an exciting vear
of growth as individuals, friends, and leaders.




Barb Bailey, Laura Rizzo, Jeff Waye, Laci Liggett, Cat Kelleher
Photo by Amy Wood
ORIENTAION LEADERS
O-leaders understand the responsibility thev have
in orienteering freshmen to the jovs and wonders of
Taylor. They realize the importance of meeting with
freshmen every week to ease them into the college
lifestyle, and they know how to drive the campus
vans. Before he or she is allowed to receive freshmen
into his or her grasp, every O-leader is required to
learn to operate the campus vans.
As part of our leadership training week, we were
required to watch the van training video. This video
enlightened our understanding about what it truly
means to be a leader. A leader looks both ways
before stepping on the gas. A leader makes sure that
he can alwavs see the person directing him as he
backs into a parking spot.
However, an O-leader never drives a campus van.
1 know 1 speak for every O-leader when 1 say that we
thoroughlv enjoyed our movie-going experience.
We also learned through being O-leaders the
art of organizing nametags. Nothing says fun like
500 nametags and 60 groups to stick them all in!
So, evervone knows that O-leaders are experts in
leading freshmen and helping them grow. O-leaders
are experts in the art of nametag-placing and van-
driving. So if vou are looking for someone to make
nametags for vou, drive vou around town in stvle, or




Trees must hate the Press Services Board. Each
week the staff went through several reams of paper
to promote TSO events via handouts, posters, the
Interchange and the News of the Day.
Unlike other TSO cabinets. Press Sen'ices
advertised events rather than planning them. Under
the leadership of senior Zack Barker, the six member
team employed design, layout and editorial talents
to serve the student body's information needs.
Graphic designers seniors Katie Brose, Aaron Leu
and Vanessa McCants produced fliers for concerts,
lectures and activities. Editor Chris Salzman, senior,
published essays and ideas in his weekly Interchange.
Public Relations Officer Amy Wood, sophomore,
disseminated basic information about upcoming
events to various campus media. I edited and
designed the bi-weekly announcement bulletin the
News of the Day.
While advertising for TSO created an excellent
outlet for our creative juices, the job made for a lot of
dead trees. At least we recycle.
Story by Megan Elder
PRESS SERVICES
First row; Zack Barker, Aaron Leu, Vanessa McCanis
Secontl row: Amy Wood, Katie Brose, Megan Elder
Not pictuteii: Chris Salzman
Phoro by Alisse Goldsmith
ORGANIZATIONS
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I Seniors Ross Chapman and Justin Joyner
lead worship for the Men's Conference which
addressed the issue of homosexuality.
Photo by DJ Honon
H feslie Ludy and her husband Eric address
the Taylor women as the keynote speakers at this
year's Women's conference.
Photo by Amy Wood
Km Michelle Bade speaks on the Women's
Confetence theme o( princes and princesses
dunng one of the many available workshops.
Photo by Amy Wood
MEN'S MINISTRIES
The Men's Ministries Cabinet decided to take Men's Conference in somewhat of a different direction this year. Wanting to
address something that we felt the Church as a whole was failing to appropriately address, we chose to confront the men on our
campus on the issue of homosexuality. Men were challenged to think about and respond to homosexuality (an issue we believe
is not soon to go away) the way Christ would respond. We were excited to see men respond to the conference by becoming more
open to sharing their struggles, whether thev are with same-sex attraction, or one of myriad other struggles men have. Other men
had their eyes opened as they saw the relevance of the issue, as some of their own brothers and sisters struggle in this area. We
were thankful to see God working in the lives of the men who attended Men's Conference.
Story by Andrew Ulasich
WOMEN'S MINISTRIES
There is a beauty within every woman that belongs to Christ, a beauty that must be nourished and developed. Too often it is
ignored, thought of as foolishness, but there is nothing foolish in the approval of Christ. The desire of the Women's Ministry
through events such as Women's Conference and B.Y.O.C. is to help remind the women on campus who their true prince really
is. Not the cliche, not the knight in shining armor upon his faithful steed with the happily-ever-after attachment, but a king in all
his glory who has gone to war to win the heart of his bride. A king who has come to displace the lies of insignificance, of potential
perfection, of control is waiting. He is the destination. He is the story.




First row: Dionne Osman, Kelly McGiinnigal
Second row: Yumi Kim, Jil! Hamilton, Gloria Havyarimana, Cammy Miller, Natasha Kammsky
Third raw; Steve Austin. Matt Mancmelli, Zach Barker, Man Slallings, Matt Hilty
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith










Photo by Amy Wood
TSO
WOMEN'S MINISTRIES
Fust raw: Jenny Walton, Allie Laman, Kristin Wong, Deanna Haney
Second row/: Brittany Davis. Lmdsey Davis. Jennifer Kistlet
Not pictured: Caroline Poland, Megan Speicher
Phoio by Alisse Goldsniilh
MEN'S MINISTRIES
First mw. Neil Aeschliman. Luke Ovusley. Seth Barnes
Second row: Justin Nevies. Peter Schweitzer. Tyler Kesler, Andrew Ulasich
Photo by Amy WoDiJ
CUMMUNTY LIFE
First row: Cammy Miller, Erin Meffley, Kristen Wong
Second row: Neil Aeschliman, Jessi Nagel, Brittany Davis, Andtew Ulasich




First row Larry Mealy, J.T, Demaree
Secorrd row: Kim Duncan, Shannon Wilson, Rachel DoiJge
Thirrl row: Julie Rabb, Dons Mvano, Krisia Ely
Fourth row: Nick Helrierman, Man Rifka
Photo byAlisseGoltJsmirh
^1 Junior Carmen Speocer, freshman Meghan Tapp, |unior Kinsey Fennig,
sophomore Kelsey Dufendach, and |unior John Chacko belt out a praise song with
the rest of Unity for corporate wotship during chapel.
Photo by Alisse Golrismirh
n Sophomore Krista Ely helps freshman Aaron Hoesli use the computer m the
new Pra Shop.
Photo by Altsse Goldsmith
^1 Seniors Callie Bradley and Brian Field lead worship for the first chapel of
the school year.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
V
SPIRITUAL LIFE COMMITTEE
First tow: Matt Read, Brent Mahet, Btad Hating
Second row: Amanda Ekman, Callie Bradley, Becky Vogler, Sara Bonness, Corrie
Chase, Alicia Chew
Third row: Randy Gruendyke, Cody Cramer, Briao Field, Philip Byers




First row: Kacia Hiliesland, Joe Essenburg, Brandon Fiizsimmons
Second row: Cam Brennar. Rob Bedinghaus, Ben Taylor, Michael Farnsley
Photo by Alisse Goldsmilh
UNITY
First tow: Celby Hadley, Zach Meyer
Second row: Lance Barnen. Jeremy Millet. Kinsey Fennig, Catmen Spencer
Third row: Chris Jettet, Kelsey Dufendach, Meghan Tapp
Not pictuted: John Chacko
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
WORSHIP BAND
First row: Audrey Beesnn, Callie Bradley
Second row: Jonathan Mathis, Jeremy Millet, Btian Field, Joe Essenburg, Aaron Harrison
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmith
WORSHIP BANDS
This year was an exciting one for our chapel band. We
love to introduce new songs and to see our campus come
together and sing to, for, and about Jesus, and we love to see
people get enthusiastic and passionate about it.
1 think my favorite moment of the year was when we
played for Community Outreach chapel earlv in second
semester. I picked out some old-school camp songs to fit
the theme for that day. Honestly, 1 was a bit nervous about
singing songs that involved motions and jumping around.
College students tend to be a bit more - how shall I put it?
- reserved. However, when I got my Trinidad Lighthouse
team to come onstage with us to lead in the motions, and we
started to play "Scratch a Friend's Back," 1 could not believe
my eyes. Everyone in the auditorium was following along,
smiles on their faces and jov in their dancing. I cannot wait
to get together and do it all over again somedav before the
throne of God.
Worship is about pleasing God, giving Him glorv,
and delighting in the peace and jov that comes from His
salvation. Praise God that He has given us hearts that desire
to worship Him. It has been an honor to lead this campus in
worship and to see people use their gifts to praise God.
Story by Ben Taylor
CAREER PLANNING ASSISTANTS
As senior lulie Rabb can testify, it is possible for
our passions, our natural abilities, and our vocational
opportunities to be united in pursuit of God's life-long call.
Julie (now a Career Development employee) came in to Taylor
with an undeclared major, hesitant, at first, of how to handle
her ambition for practicing art therapy. Her sophomore vear
revealed the importance of studying something that was both
a natural talent and a source of enjoyment; without knowing
how this would play into her future career, she went ahead
and decided to major in Studio Art.
Now she finds herself on the doorstep of graduation,
about to embark on an art therapy internship in Kenya.
Certainly a minor in psychology was able to prepare her
somewhat for an interpersonal vocation, and the overseas
experience plays a practical hand in opening the door for
graduate school. Most of all, however, as this step-by step
transition into her future unfolds, Julie's Taylor experience
has allowed her discover the practical intersection of God's
calling with her own creative dream.
Story by Krisla Ely
SPIRITUAL LIFE
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BB Senior Jared Bane introduces the team
members and the first skit of the Rice Pilaf sprmg
show.
Photo by AlissE GolrJsmith
H Sophomore Phil Burnier and |unior Ashley
Mabie act out a scene from a play while only one
of them sees the script.
Phnlo by Alisse Goldsmith
H Sophomore Kevin Little and iiinior Trevor
Clifford act out a skit based on a movie about dog
walkers.
Photo by AlissE GolrJsmith
El Sophomore Elizabeth latum reciles her
poem which appears in this year's Parnassus,
Photo by Alisse Golrtsmirh
RICE PILAF
The shinning jewel in Taylor University's clubs-and-organizations crown was definitely Rice Pilaf. In the groups private
meetings we decided to solve world hunger, find an actual road to peace for the Middle East, and raise and restore the Titanic.
Sadly we were only able to organize a few improv comedy shows.
We then decided maybe this was the year for an actual world tour, instead of our regular dorm-to-dorm world tour. But, after
we scratched together all of our spare change and sold off Ashlev's wicked sweet van. Blue Steel, it became apparent that we
would have to sell plasma just to get enough cash to drive to Fort Wavne.
So in the end, after NOT salvaging the Titanic, (we were going to rename it the LTC Titanic, thus making it unsinkable) and
NOT going on even a town tour we watched a few episodes of "Cheers." It made us feel better, because there, evervbodv knows
your name.
Story by Dustin McLean
PARNASSUS
This year I served as the senior editor of Parnassus, Taylor's literary journal. Our name comes from the mythic mountain just
shy of Olympus where the nine muses sit to disperse their creativity to humanity. Our particular Parnassus dedicates itself to
collecting submissions of poetry, prose, and artwork in order to collect the best of them into a spiffv looking book that we hand
out towards the end of every school year.
A variety of majors comprised this year's staff, including a few art majors that helped immensely with layout. We all worked
to advertise, organize and make decisions in order to create as professional a journal as possible. Speaking of professional, the
meeting where we, as a staff, chose the rather odd cover design of a bathroom floor with manly feet on one side and a drain on the
other was particularly memorable for me. On the whole, the cover is surprisingly artistic and I think shows how we managed to
produce both an aesthetically interesting journal as well as one that does a fantastic job of providing a place for the varied artistic
voice of Taylor University.




First tow: Kevin Little. CatKelleher
Second raw; Phil Buinier. Ashley Mabie
Third row: Trevor Clifford. Jared Bane. Kasie
Abnei. Dustin IVIcLean
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
PARNASSUS
First row: Natasha Kammsky. Caellyn Evetson
Second tow: Thom Satterlee. Sarah Kautzmann,
ChfisSalzman, JatedBane













When we arrived at Taylor, our past stories merged
as we were introduced to our new wings, teams, and
classes. As the year progressed, new experiences
were shared that united us, yet shaped us differently,
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CtMuniuniCLilion Studies
Andrew Brooks Brookliek!. Wl
Milhenialics/Svslcms
Kalhr^n Brnsc Maineville. OH
AM
Christopher Brounint; Aurora, CO
Management
Jessica Brunimer Roseau, MN
Health & Physical Ediicalum
Rachel Bubar Saint Joseph. MI
MarkeiLnn
KH/abeth Burgess Whealun. IL
1 Icmentarv Education
Luke Burket Plymouth. MN
Mass Communication/Joumalism
.[ohn Burtness Urhana. IL
I nginccnn;^ Physics
Mark Burtness Urbuna. IL
Engmccnn-: Physics
Melissa Cairns Aurora. CO
Social Work
Jennifer Campbell Norwell. MA
An
Kost Carkcet Duboiv WY
iiilL'mdlinn^il Sludies
1 li/abeth t'arlislc Ci>lon. Ml
llo|„ov
Katrina {'arlscm Easi Tmv, WI
l'hil,.s,.|iln
Matthew Carmichacl Belmlcre. IL
rs\Lhulogy
Kashel Cary Friscn. TX
M.inagcmcm
Michael Casey Elkhart. IN
Social Studies Education
MP1^ Kimberlev Casuscelli Grecnsburg, IN^ Marketing
1 Ross Chapman Neuburgh. IN
> - 1 Christian Ildiic Mmislries
'i Corric Chase Auburn. IN
i£t » Christian Educ MinistriesV îm Christopher Clark Charlollc. NO^W Biology
^ '}
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Nathan Clark Mounl Vernon. OH
Music
Nathanid Clark Wuudviilc, <.)H
Piiiioscipliy
Christini- Cleary Plymouth. Ml
bnfiinL'cnng Physics
Rachel Clemens Orange City, lA
CommuniL-alion Studies
Kathryn Clum Whcjion. IL
Hk-nicnliiry Education
.hiniin (lukhi-r Palmyra, PA
Mass Communication/Journ; lisni
John Cnker Wilmore. KY
PsyL-hnloyy
/achary Collier Sparla. NJ
Markelmg/Syslems





\lii(^uil Crenshaw Cunihcriand Center. ME
lllsU'f>
Eli/ahelh Culver Waukesha. WI
Social Studies Education
Jessica Cuthbert Cassopohs. MI
Comniunicalion Studies
Phillip Dunielson Piano. TX
BibliLal Lilcraturc
Alyson Dau^htrid^e Hdgcrstuwn. MD
Psychology








Leslie Davis Qumcy, IL
liniimecnng Physics
Lindsey Davis Quincy, IL
Psychology
Pcler Davis LaPorte. IN
I-;ngiiiccriny Physics
Timothy Deal Avilla. IN
Mass Cnimiiunication/.louni; lisni
Benjamin Debock Big Rapids, MI
M.ilhcmalics F.ducalinri
Jessica Decker (incinnali. OH
1 k'liicnlary l-Alucatinn



















"I Slephen Doune> Vernon Hills. IL
MjTui^enicrK
Kl^in Dufendach Rockford, MI
( licmisin
Kirk Duncan Oak Ridee. NC
lirian Dunki'l Indianapolis, IN
['"lilical Science & HisIor\'

















"The most memorable part about being at Taylor was my study abroad
to Trance. I discovered that God really cares about the things I am
passionate about; and once I surrendered it to Him, He became the
center of my desire; and the more I talked about Him, the more people
wanted to as well!"
-Priscila Podesta
Megan Elder Evanwille . IN
Mass Communication/Jnijmalisni
Kendal Emery Girandville. MI
Marketing
Lisa Entrckin Linden. MI
Social Work
Caellyn Everson L.;vington. KY
Art
Krislen Favazza Lipiand .IN
Theatre An s
Alisa Iilke lipland., IN
liiology
I'haddeus Fennig Foley. AL
Si'cial Studies Education
Darlene Ficberg Galena . IL
InlL-mjlinrKil Studies
Urian liild Moke n a . IL
Hin|,,.-,
Kinihra 1 icldlmust Demotic,, IN
al Onented Major
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Adam Footc* Fairlawn, L)H
Psychology
Drew Fortson Aurora. IL
Marketing
Erin Fowler New Berlin, Wl
Elementary Education
Andrew Fredrickson Bndgman. Ml
Engineering Physics
Slacie Frey Whealon. IL
Miirkeiing
Ncal Friesen Upland. IN
Mass ConimunicaliDn/Joumahsm
Ryan Fuoss Havertown, PA
Hisior,' & Math
Jacquelyn Gaines Greensburg. IN
Elementary Educalion
Ashley Gale Daleville. IN
Biology
Derek Garrison Goshen, OH
Miilheniatics
Matthew Garver Grosse Poinle Park, Ml
Engmcering Physics
Sara Gerig Wilhamsville. NY
Psychology
Brian Getz Valparaiso. IN
Christian Educ Mmistrics
Alison Gili Livonia. Ml
History & Inlcmatumal StuL es
Miriam Gin Upland. IN
Biology
Rachel Goble Adnan. MI
Eiemenlary Education
Melissa Goss Waxhaw. NC
Computer Science/Systems
Elizabeth Greenman Upland, IN
Sociology
Nathan Greuel Gentry. A R
Computer Graphic Arts/Systems
Mark Grunden Lake Mills. Wl
Biblical Literalure
Margaret (Jullilbrd Piano. TX
Compulcr Graphic Arts
Kirby Hall BLirnsvillf, MN
Knvironmcnlal Geology
Jonathan Flamilton Kadua Kona, HI
Physics
Jessica Hammon Essex. MA
Social Work
Sarah Haney VdhiHrlls. KY
Psychology
r> »*\
"My roommate and I were roped into going on a Qidck Pick just a few
weeks into our first semester here at Taylor. Through a set of unique
circumstances, we met up with the two fellows in the room next to us.
Through these same circumstances, we saw one of these fellows fall
over the tailgate of a moving Dodge Ram. We thought he was dead, hut
he wasn't. Instead, he became one of my best friends at Taylor, and will





Vak-rie Harle Upland. IN
English
James Harrell Whealon. IL
Management
Darren Harris Pitisgrove, NJ
Fin.inLC
Trista Hartmaii MiddlIchurg Heights. OH
Mass CuniinuniLalinn/Jounialism




Mallitry Hawkins Broukv.lle, IN
Chrisluin Edrn.- Ministries
Sarah Hays Danville. IN
MusiL liduealion
Gretfht'n Heiden Pl\ mouth. IN
Psychology
Schyler Helms Warsaw. IN
Iniemaliona! Business
Mr. Herald Upland, IN
Iniiuiuinicution Studies
Lauren Hess Lancasier. PA
Hlcnicnlary Education
Chelsea Higgins Mount Zion. IL
Spanish Education




Matthew Hoekenheimer Enon. OH
Computer Engineenng
James Homaday North Webster. IN
History
William Horst Lancaster. PA
Spon Managcnicni





Jtihanna Huilsing West Chicago, IL
PsvLhuIogy
Tyler Humphries Cnilorado Springs. CO
Bihlica! Liieralure
Katie Hunhul^ Elkhan Lake. Wl
Biology

























Heather James Upland. IN
Christian Educ Ministries
Sarah Janke Wauwatosa. Wl
Art
Kristen Johnson Upland. IN
Biology
Lauren Johnson Richmond. IN
Psychology
Bradley Johnston Fairfield, CT
An
Emily Jones Lafayette. IN
Management
Je-ssica Jones Centerburg, OH
Biology
Joseph Jones GlenEllyn, IL
Biblical Literature
Nathan Jones Indianapolis. IN
Music Educalion








Lombard, IL [l-'f-^'i-^-'-Jennifer Kappel
Elcmcntan,' Education
Cyrus Keck Bremen. IN
Computer Science/Systems
Erik Kielisch Oshko.sh, Wl
Mass Communication/Journalism
Sarah Kim Upland. IN
Biblical Literature
Bctheny Kinney Fishers, IN
Psychology
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Lindsey Kirkhride Plymouth. MN
CommuniCLilion Studies
Jennirer Kistler Upland. IN
BLhlical Literature
Bradley KJaver Grand Rapids. Ml
.
Conununiciiicn Studies
Marti Klayder Olalhe. KS
English Education
Weslon Krider Marlinsburg, PA
i-mnomics & Finance








Ryan Lane Ramsey, MN
Visual .\rts-Ncw Media
Bradley Larson Elm Grove, \VI
Histor\'
Sfott Lawlon Winona Lake. IN
Enginccnng Phvsics







Iniomalional Business ^t Spanish
Alyssa Lin Napervillc. IL
Psychology
"Living off-campus changed a lot of things my senior year. . . having
seven meals a week gives me reason to explore local eateries. The first
weekend of senior year my roommate and I went to the Upland Lion's
Club pancake breakfast and ate all we could eat while rubbing elbows
with some local families. The Other Place in Van Buren is famous for
their loaded baked potatoes that are as big as boots. Tor me, becoming
part of the community outside of the Taylor community (and supporting
the local mom and pops) was important in my growth here."
- Brad Johnston
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E-^li/abtlh I,inch Weslerville. OH
Biblical Lilcralurc
Heather Lindsey Boone. lA
Polilicul Science
Courtney Little Topslield, MA
Social Work
Timothy Lofton Avon. IN
Hislurv
Brittany l.on}> Lisle. IL
Exercise Science
Andrew l.ossiiu Charlolte. NC
M:in.igeinenl
Karis Lotzt Matlhews. NC
Biblical LilerLilure
Wei-Hsin Lu Upland . IN
Inlernjlmn.il Business
Elizabeth Ludin)jton Br.ickport. NY
Sociokigv
Rachel Malinskv Columbus, IN
Spanish [:duealiun
Erin Maloncy Upland. IN
AnEducalion
Matthew Mancinelli Hdrper WlxxLs. Ml
Biblical I-i!cralurf
Jostph Manier Escanaba, M[
Engineenni; Physics
Sherif Mansnur Hudson. OH
Hislorv
Gregory Malncy Greenwood. IN
Manage nicnl
Vanessa McCanLs Hilo HI
An
Bryan McC'art Sj nl Charles IL
Marketing/Svslenis
Carol McClanalhan Frceport IL
Social Studies Education
Kyle .McClure Whcilon IL
Cttristian Educ Ministries
Wendy McConnell Bl loniington IN
Ctiristian Educ Ministries
KelU McC^unni^ul Galcsbury. IL
Managenieni
Emilv Mtinlyre WcM Chester. PA
Art HduciiiKin
Rvan \k-Kenna Crown Poml. IN
Biuloyy
Erin McKevitt Wheulon. IL
Elementary Kducalion

















Nathan Miley Carmcl. IN
Elcmenliiry Education
Becca Miller Plymouth. MN
Marketing
Cameron Miller Muncie. IN
Psychology
Eric Miller Middlebury. IN
Psychology/Systems
Kendra Millington Hudson. OH
Psychology
Kelh Mitchell Rising Fawn, GA
Hiwlogv
Melissa Mueller Arh ngton Heights, IL
Histon
Carlos Moran-Facanha GlenEllyn, IL
Management
Janice Moreland Avon. OH
Biology
Jennifer Moreland Avon. OH
Marketing
Bradley Moser Bcme, IN
Computer Engineering
Nathan Moyer PI umsicadvillc. PA
Computer Science/Systems
Melissa Munn Wheaton, IL
Ps\ch.*logy
John Murphey Ellettsvdlc, IN
Mass Cuminunteation/Joumalism
Lauren Myers Oil City, PA
English Education
Jessica Nagel West Salem, OH
Chnstian Educ Mmisirics
Joshua Nathan Woodbndge. VA
Computer Science/Systems
Shelby Neier Roachdale. IN
Elementary Education
Justin Ne\ ius Eort Wayne. IN
Marketing
Benjamin Nicholson Greencastle. IN
Accoiinlmg/Systeins
''Being involved in Taylor Disability Outreach has been one of the most
challenging and shaping experiences in my time here at Taylor. Through
volunteering with TDO, I met and was challenged by over 100 Special
Olympians (and their families) who live right in our community. There




Rvaii Olil Lima. OH
Exercise Science
Kari Olson Rio. Wl
Managcmcnl
Blake Orlando Crv'stal Lake. IL
Marketing
Dionnc Osman Aurora. CO
Psychnliigy
Anthony Ollaviano Wa.xhaw, NC
InleriKiliimal Sludics




Sara I'allansih Fox River Grove. IL
SocuiKigy
MalL-c) Palus Louisville. KY
Rnglish
Ann Parker Mechanicsburg. PA
Coinniuniealion Sludies
Lauren Paul Canlon. MI
Social Work
Nalhan Pel/ Spcncerville. IN
An [ulucalinn
Emily Pcnsinger Chamhersburg. PA
Social Sludies Educalion
Michelle Pietcrs Dclavan, Wl
Soeiiil Work
Seth Pietrini Arlington Heights, IL
Inlernalional Business
"Getting to know professors in and out of class has helped shape my
Taylor experience. My CE professors have taken interest me in as a
person, not just as a student, and their encouragement has contributed
to the direction I'm headed today. I feel prepared to follow God's call to
ministry because of the affirmation I've received from those professors

















( alheriiie Randall Livonia. Ml
Musu
.las.m Redelmun Whcalon. IL
Psvchology
Anna Reeve Maincvitle, OH
l-lciiicntary Education
Kathleen Reiter Bcthesda, MD
l-.k-nicritary Education
Amundn Reusser Blullton, IN
Coniiiiunicalion Ans Education
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Iressa Rihaudo Charlotte. NC
l:\ercisc Science
Rebecca Richard Whcalon, IL
I\ychol..-y
Nalhan Ricke Huntington, IN
llisiorv \ l^hilosophy
Allison Riddle Richmond. IN
Musk
MatlhtM Rifka Watcrtord. VA
I'olilical Science
Joseph Ringenbcrg Middlebury. IN
Phikisophy
Eric Rivi-ra Humingdon Valley. PA
English
Thomas Roberts Dalcville. IN
AccDunting/Sysicnis
Adam Rockwell Portland. IN
Mass Ctinimunicilion/Joumallisni
Meredith Roeber Indianapolis, IN
blemenlary EiJucaliun
Juliana Ruhrlack Miouni Prospect. IL
MalhciiialiLS r.i.iik jliun
Benjamin Rusado Chicago. IL
Management
Mallhieu Rush Elberon, NJ
Mass CiimmunicLilion/Jouma!hsm
Alicia Russell Beaverlon, MI
Heallh L\i PE
Emmanuela Rusu Whcalon. IL
Intemaliunal Business
Christopher SaUman Whcalon. IL
English
Karin Sandslrom Glen Ellyn. IL
Psycholngy
Sarah SarracJno MonrocvilJe. NJ
Elemenlary Education




Juhc Schill Carmel. IN
ComniuPLcalion Studies
Rachel Schlotterheck Indianapolis, IN
riiristian Education
Scott Schmeissin^ Mount Sidney. VA
Biology
Derek Schmidt L'pland. IN
l-nginecnng Physics
Sara Schupra Canton. Ml
Span. si,
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Esther Schwandcr Sain Bonifacius, MN
Social Work
Laura Scott Mentor, OH
Spanish EducLilion
Michael Short Richmond, KY
Managemeni
Amy Shortenhaus Delavan. Wl
Health & Physical Educaiion
Caitlin Simms Crown Point. IN
Marketing
Andreu Singer Cincinnati, OH
Chnsiian Educ Ministries
Brittany Slagle Midlothian. VA
Elcmenlary Educaiion
Betsy Smith Mount Zion, IL
Exercise Science
Jarrod Smith Belvidere. IL
CompLilcr Science
Stephanie Snider Powell. OH
Mass CcmniunKJlion/Jouma sm
Julia Snyder Glen Mills. PA
Social Studies Education
Luke Snyder Kalama/oo. MI
History
Philip Soen Itasca, IL
Philosophy
Carolyn Sparks Colorado Spnngs. CO
Elementary Education
Megan Speicher Twin Falls. ID
Elcmenlary Education
Christine Spier Perkasie. PA
Communication Studies
Jessica St Clair South Bend. IN
English Education
Brittany Stebel Urbana. IL
Internalional Business
Kristen Stevens Dallas. TX
Christian Education
Lance Stockton Plamheld. IN
Christian Educ Ministries
''Taylor has not taught me how to he perfect, hut how to turn to others
when I need help. I did not learn during my time here how to hold a
liter of alcohol hut rather how to speak up in class, to work with my
colleagues, and to integrate my faith into every aspect of my learning
and life. I was not taught here that chapel is mandatory and spirituality
superficial hut I have heen guided further down the trail to heing a man
of God, given opportunity to learn, share, follow, and lead. My education
at Taylor has heen different, even unique, when compared to others. . . my
lessons have heen different, my professors a world apart. As I go out into




Jordan Slunc Florence. OR
Spon M^indgLMiicni
Lindsay Stonecipher Pouell. OH
I'liilosophy
Audra Stratton Balavia. IE
Art f-.Juwiiinii
Frank Slrehl Wheaion. IE
( 'nmputcr Sciciicc/Sysicms
Nathanael Sutlor Bremen, IN
NLLOunting/Sy-itcms
\m> Snaagman Bumelt. W|
("hnslian Educ Ministries
Philip Tabcr Van Meter. lA
Biolivs>
Mt'kael Teshome Lewis Center. OH
I'l'Ulical Science & Intemjlional Sludie
JipiialhanTcune Wheaion. IE
llisloH' & Political Science
MarkThoniason Bamngton. IL
M>irketing/Syslcms
KatiTinsIey Van Buren. IN
Sncul Work
Sarah Tudd Champaign. IL
Musk
Karen Torppe) Wheaion. IL
Bihicd Studies
hrank Tozser Omaha. NE
I n\ironmenlal Biology
l.ori Twycruss Newburgh. IN
(.'onimunicatiun Studies
Brynley I'mplcby Ml nomonee Falls. Wl
M;injgeiiieni
l.ance Nanderherg Muskegon. Ml
S.icial Studies tducaliun
Ashley Vanderschaaf Lake Mary. FE
I ninmunicatinn Studies
1 aura VanRyn Caledonia. MI
I '•inmunicalKin Studies
Kristin Villescas Indianapolis. IN
i Icnieniary Education
Ht'idi \bs!^ F-lmhurst. IL
hlemenlary Education
Matthew Voss Upland. IN
Managenienl/Systems
Stephen Wachtmann Archbold. OH
•Xccnunlmg/Systeiris
Lauren Walton Zionsville. IN
[lemenlary Educulion
Court ne> WancmaiiuT Fayette. OH
I'sN.hnloL'V
Addie Walernian Nohlesville, IN
Nhinagement
Julia Waterman \\'hea(on, IL
Elementary Education
Jeffrey Wayt Hudson. OH
psychology
Scan W iyhtman Prospect Heights. IE
Clicnti'li^ ,t Spanish











































'7 still vividly remember moving into my dorm at the start of my
freshman year, almost four years ago, wondering what might possibly
be in store for me. Looking back, I find myself thankful that God
brought me here to Taylor University, setting a foundation for the
rest of my life. What a blessing it has been to be here. 1 graduate still
wondering what life holds for me. I anticipate III look back four years
from now and be able to see just how my Taylor experience shaped





Student Development faculty Cathy Weatherspoon, Skip Trudeau, Mary Rayburn and Bob Neideck stand mime to greet the graduates as they walk through
the path lined with faculty from all departments. Taylor's tradmon is to have faculty greet students for the last time m their college career as they march
toward their destination: graduation.
Little did the seniors know as the year began that their lives would be drastically changed
the last week in April. Senior Melissa Munn was rushed to the hospital with blood clots in
her lungs on Monday, April 24. (After surgery, Munn was later released and able to walk
at graduation.) Then Wednesday. April 26, around 8 p.m. a van load of dining commons
employees and students were struck by a semi-truck, and three seniors were killed. Brad
Larson, Betsy Smith, Laura VanRyn and junior Laurel Erb died at the scene, and freshman
Whitney Cerak was airlifted to Parkview Hospital in Fort Wayne. Also killed at the scene was
Monica Felver, an employee of Creative Dining. Employees Vickie Rhodes, Michelle Miller,
and Connie Magers were also rushed to the hospital.
Additional emotional turmoil resulted when the coroner discovered on May 31 that
rescuers had misidentified one of the deceased, and the surviving student was not who they
thought she was. Those who had mourned Cerak's death celebrated her life while those who
had stood by the bedside of who they thought was VanRyn's were devastated by the news.
At a time when seniors were beginning to emotionally separate themselves to move toward
graduation and a new destination in life, they were suddenly entwined in emotion and grief
the night of April 26, and then again at VanRyn's memorial service on June 4.
This turn of events has led many to re-evaluate their lives and where they will choose to
go. At graduation, references were made to Sammv Morris and the impact his death had on
so many. At a press conference on June 2, President Habecker said, "It will not surprise any
of us associated with Taylor University that the global impact of the graduates of 2006 may
be among the most significant of any graduating class ever in the history the University . . .
because they have lived through this reality, and we have these incredibly competent Christ
followers . . . who are fully academically prepared, but now they have this additional focus.
They have lived that reality of life and death, and that creates a sense of focus and energy and
direction that perhaps an event like this otherwise would not create."
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1st BERGWALL
Hannah Buur Pr. Glcnnalicn, AK
Amanda Dvturk Fr,, Fort Wayne, IN
llillarv Durit' So.. ElMiun. IN
l.aunn (Jlass Fr. Ballwin. MO
Daiiiflk'Con- Fr.. Grand Rapids. Ml
Ashkit;h (Iri'tn^t'll Fr.Litllclon.CO
Amanda Jaikson Jr.. Culler. IN
Alison .liTiinu' Fr . Ncwlown. PA
Krll\ Kmii Fr . F-orl Wavnc, IN
Kariii Kdslaroll Si>. Dearborn, Ml
\n;;i-lina l.indahl Fr, Sainl Joseph. MO
Karnivn \m\\ Fr. Greenwood. IN
1 mih \hrt Fr . DeKalb. IL
lUlh I'ntkr Su.Coldwalcr. Ml
l.inilsi\ Stnni- Fr. Latavetlc. IN







.So . Millcrsburg. IN
Pr., Lima. OH
The girls of First Berg liad a unique opportunity this vear to he the first girls to ever live I
on BHONE. We had quite a few freshmen on the floor, which added to the fun change. We
had so much fun together as a floor just hanging out in each others' rooms, plaving games, 1
eating sundaes (way too late at night), and plaving on intramural teams together. ,
One memon,' that we will never forget was our fall floor retreat. We piled into our cars,
i
and we headed to the famous Matthews covered bridge festival. After spending time look- i
ing through the quality goods for sale and eating fair food, we headed back to the Stuart
(
Room for the night. Here, in the freezing room below the chapel, we were able to bond as wel
played games, had an awesome time of worship and prayer, and read a bed time story.
The most exciting part of our story took place at 2:00 am when our guy friends from
[
Sigma Beta brought us donuts in an effort to lure us outside to pelt us with water balloons.
;
Through laughter and games we bonded as friends, and through the worship and fellowship!
we bonded as sisters in Christ. Our story reflected more than just a fun night: it represented
;
our new vear together as the first girls to ever take over First Berg.
j
Stor\' b\' Kathr\n Kendall
Taking time to enioy a brisk fall day. the girls of 1 st Bergwall smile alu'
an active game ot loolball Playing sports togethet outside was one ol


















Kvie Bro«n So.. Fort Wayne, IN
Benjamin Burnett So., Bolivar, MO
Thomas Cline Jr.. Danville. IN
Brandon Diiwns So., Fairmounl. IN
Patricli (ira\ So., Lalavctle, IN
Mark HeMilaulT So , Slureis, MI
Nathan Kanuelif)k So , Collinsullc, IL
So., Frcmnnl. OH
So.. Wooslcr. OH
So.. Kouls , IN
So., Fort Coihns CO
So., Cedar Rapids , lA
So., Zionsvilk , IN
feyA-
Passed down for generations (at least since 1989) by the men of Sigma Beta is the annual Sigma
Beta Fest. Each year we strive to achieve greatness in this lofty tradition. But this vear, it we went
above and beyond; we achieved excellence and soared passed it.
Many floors have nice open houses, but only we were able to claim Sigma Beta Fest. We spared no
expense as we purchased only the best recycled cardboard and borrowed anything and everything
from the DC. Then construction began. We made and christened a pirate ship, and landscaped a de-
serted island in our lounge. Complete with a flowing waterfall, buried gold coins, and every pirate's
favorite food (Doritos,) we created our own pirate experience. However, what would a pirate ship be
without violin-playing pirates? It would not have been a true pirate ship; so, we had violin-plaving
pirates in the form of Paul Kuzma (Smooth) and Andy Trozan (Tarzan),
We even commissioned the temporary removal of Patrick Gray's leg in order to have our own
peg-legged pirate (it was restored later with minor complications and a large payout from Taylor
student health insurance). With great experiences like a pirate ship Sigma Beta Fest and a brood of
nice-guv pirates, it is no wonder that Tavlor loop-walkers share in the campus-wide description of
Sigma Beta; "The Best Kept Treasure of Bergwall Hall."
Stor\' bv Ryan Veldhuizen
Aflei a night of fun and games at then piiate open house, the men of 2nd
Beigwall display then enthusiasm and camaiadeiie. The night was filled with
everything fiom Doiitos to violins, and created memones that would long be
lemembeied with laughtei and smiles.
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3rd BERGWALL
Ki-ri AniipricsttT Fr . Bocj Rjlon. FL
Shijrdf Armslnmy So..Mishawaka. IN
LindsL'> Arnnid Fr. Indianapolis. IN
NLide;il) Bikuui Fr. Cleveland. OH
Rachuel Caldwell So., Norwich. OH
Alicia Chew Jr. Upland. IN
Anna Daniels Fr. South Haven. MI
Jena lre> So., Waynesboro. PA
Alejandra (lil Fr . Wai-sjw. IN
Irene (Ikiss So,. Sun Jose. CA
Lisa (iudemyn Jr. Elgin. IL
\hl>e\ Kadera Fr. Lake Villa. IL
Kristiiu' Kalliiia Fr , Ballimorc, MD
(.ahrielle Kusner Fr. Aurora. OH
Christine Lee So., Seoul, Korea,
Mailory McClain Jr , Upper Sandusky. OH
Aimika Mnuers Fr, DclalielJ, \V1
Ruth MiKirman Fr, South Bend, IN
Kniily Nnfziger Siv, Deliancc, OH
Krtsten Osborne So.TippCily. OH
Shawna Puul Fr. Arlington Heighls, IL
Anjiela Poag Fr . Waynesburg. PA
.U'lineli Richardson Fr, Clinton, WI






Alter another uiciory. the imtamural football
team, "Mean Girls," are all smiles The girls
worked well together on the field, which was
a direct resolt of their close bonds that they
made ihioughout the year on their floor
Most people think that the state of hidiana is boring, but I happen i
to disagree. There are things you can do on campus that will keep you J
entertained for a few hours but there is an endless amount of things tc[
do off campus. I know, late night trips to Wallv World or being stalkeo
by animals at the Gas City petting zoo is fun, but I know a great way ;
to cure boredom if the opportunity knocks. Pick-a-dates. Being a !
senior and living on 3rd Berg my whole college experience, I can say '
with full assurance that most pick-a-dates are silly and very awkward i
except for one that I attended this year.
This pick-a-date was not the typical "lets go on a scavenger hunt
and eat dinner at Fazoli's" event. It was a Gas Citv Race Tracks pick-
a-date. Some of the girls on my floor dressed special for the occasion,
saw cars flip midair, and kept one another cheerful when the cold
discouraged us from hollering for our favorite car.
What made this event so memorable was that it was the most fun the
remaining upperclassmen had on a pick-a-date since freshman year.
In the same light, the freshman had a wonderful time experiencing
their first pick-a-date. This event brought a completelv new level of
amusement to all different ages. Who knew that the Gas Citv Race
tracks could unify a floor?



























Life on Fourth Berg: from marshmallow-shooting projectiles, to
courtesy vomit-bags, to laser-tag. Fourth Berg was about the busi-
ness of having fun. Kicking off the year with an Airband debut, we
got in touch with our inner-gangster as we dance with the Sammvll
boys to "Switch" and "1-2 Step." The winter retreat in Michigan soon
followed, where we did some incredible sledding. Another favorite
event was the floor dinners that occurred weekly, as three tables were
jammed together and 4th Berg girls invaded the D.C. near the Mexi-
can Hut.
We had manv fun events, but our favorite happened in December,
when we transformed the floor into "Christmas in Hawaii" for our
open house. We had a great time seeing our friends, but the real mer-
riment began when all the boys were gone. We then we transformed
the hallway into a huge slipping slide. Clad in shorts, t-shirts and
goggles,we ran, dove, got splashed by a bucket of water as we slid on
a kickboard the length of the hallway.
Our fun times clearlv showed us how a group of girls of everv age,
from different majors and with different interests can come together
and have a great vear. It is no surprise that we had so much fun—after
all Fourth Berg is kind of a big deal.




So.. Fort Wayne. IN
Fr. Pendlelon, IN
Bundled up foi sledding, the ladies of 4lh Beigwall
lake a break to capiure the fun times on film. The
winter retreat in Michigan was a great time for fun and
floor-bonding. RowV Erin Haymond. Laura McGrath,
Christy Carlson Row2: Emily Bowerman, Counney
Wanemacher, Rachel Aigner, Sarah Wardle. Christine
Foster, and Jen IVIiller.
So.. Indianapolis. IN
Fr.. Bcnllcyville. OH
Fr. South Bend. IN
So., Saline. MI
































































Fr, Fon Wayne, IN
So,, Fon Wayne. IN
So . Mason. OH
Contrary to popular belief, Cellar English is a happening place. A light in the darkness
of the depths of English Hall, Cellar is a place of dedicated study, spontaneous laughter,
beautiful praise, worship and fun. We might have been rejected by eyerv brother floor on
campus, but we didn't take it personally.
This year Cellar said goodbye to some old fayorites and welcomed many new faces-
freshmen, transfers and upperclassmen alike. WeVe laughed and cried together, struggled
and perseyered together. Overall it was a year of growing for each of us, coupled with new
friendships along the way. We are sisters in Christ and we Cellar sisters stick together.
Highlights of this year included the annual pumpkin picking and party at the Keller's,
scaring trick-or-treaters with L. Shea's crazy singing cat, random movies in the hallway, an
amazing floor retreat where we served the victims of Katrina through the Red Cross and
local churches, two ring downs, Kat's interesting dinner stories, a terrific ice cream open
house in the winter complete with Christianna's famous homemade wafHe cones, a posh
pick-a-date to the Imax and a chocolate cafe on the Circle in Indy for Christmas, as well as
a Cellar girl's night out to the Melting Pot in Indy. It was trulv an unforgettable year.
Story by Lauren Shea
A night out to Indianapolis
was a tun change of pace
tot the gifls of English Cel-
lat. The special fondu meal
at The Melting Pot was






Daphne Able Fr. Indianapolis. IN
Blake Bachman Fr, Sainl Louis. MO
P^slher Barnes So.. Gainesville. GA
Al>sa Barnhart Fr . Warsaw. IN
Julia Brantle> Jr. Pcnsacola, FL
Samanlha Briggb Jr., Nonhbrook. IL
Lydia Crenshaw So., Cumberland. ME
\hieail Duntan Jr. New Albany. IN
\shle> (,etl> Fr. Id.iho Falls. ID
Brook (liryis Fr-. Oak Brook. IL
Ahsse (ioldsniith So., Plainlield. IL
Daci Hermann Jr.. DeLand. IL
Erin Hinnen So.. Burlington. lA
Teal Justice So,, Indianapolis. IN
Ellen K(ieh Fr . Indianapolis. IN
Alib> Marlin So.. Mansfield. OH
First North English—we love it because we don't have to go up stairs, we are close to the
laundry room, and we all get to listen in on the DTR's that take place outside our windows.
These perks are not what made First North extra special this \'ear, though— it was
the girls. Every individual on the wing brought a unique flavor to the wing. Growing
and strengthening relationships seemed to be the unspoken theme of our wing as we
shared our hearts and allowed God to use us. Whether we were having a campfire at the
Trudeau's, plaving the family game, playing sardines, sharing meals, ci'ving and mourning
together, or sharing our testimonies until three in the morning, it was a special time.
I think almost everv'one's favorite memory was Alvsa's bridal shower. We competed bv
making toilet paper wedding dresses and ate chocolate fondu. Even more, we were together
laughing and loving. Memories of God's blessing allowed us to praise Him in the midst of
the huge storm that followed. We mourned the loss of our wing-mate. Laurel, who left an
empty spot that could not be filled. She brought beauty to us; she filled the wing with her
wood shavings, stories she told while laughing at herself, sunsets ancl simrises, the winning
Open house decorations, a true moclel of a servant, and all the love she had.
We realized throughout the \'ear that First North English is more than a wing; it is a pre-
cious place that God has blessecl.
Storv bv Allison Barlow
Gathering close for a photo,
the girls of 1st North English
show their crazy sides. One
of the highlights of the year
mclurJed a fun weekend re-






Rachel Foster Fr . Alpena, MI
Megan Godfrey So., Bamnglon. IL
Emilv Hart Jr., Millcrsburg, OH
Emilv Henderson So.. Crestwood, KY
Susanna Hinkle Jr., Mattawan, Ml
Stephanie Isaacson Jr., Dalion. OH
Janell Keller Jr.. La Grange, IL
Brittany Learn Fr. Unionlown. OH
Angela Mathis Fr.. Napervillu, IL
Sara IVlerillat So.Wauseon. OH
Sarah Norton So.. Harvard. IL
Brittnn Pollard Fr. Alpena. MI
Colleen Ramsav Jr.Wooster. OH
Mary Rousopoulos So., Indianapolis. IN
Rachel Sawyer Fr , Lexington, KY
Kelly Schumaker Jr. Bowling Green. KY
Robin Snyder So., Morristown, TN
AmeUa Wales Jr.. Oisego, Ml




After a lun Easier egg hunt, the girls
of I St South show off their winnings.
Creative events like this Easter-themed
one was what these girls were known
for this year.
Each year, all the denizens of First South English file into
Suite 101 in preparation for the most anticipated wing event
of the year: Miss First South. Each person who signs up has to
brainstorm her own secret theme and divulge it on the night
of the pageant. This year, the four contestants included Miss
Spice, Miss Warrior Princess, Miss Bedside Baptist, and Miss
Nerd. Each paraded onto the red carpet donning her everv
daywear, bathwear, and eveningwear. Especiallv popular were
Miss Spice's photo-shoot winks and Spice-Girl accent. Miss
Bedside Baptist's guitar ballad and penguin sleep wear and Miss
Warrior Princess's homemade shield and "warrior call" tutorial
[
generated plenty of laughs as well. The audience cheered when
j
Miss Nerd, clad with prescription goggles and a plaid skirt, sang
her original production of "The Quadratic Formula." As is wing
|
tradition, the former Miss First South was present to pass on hei
Burger King crown and a new Miss First South sash.
The viewers' votes were cast and tallied and the audience
i
held their breath as the winner was announced. Steph Isaacson,
playing Miss Nerd, emerged from the hallway as the 2006 Miss
First South English! She graced the red carpet as "One in a
Million" from the Miss Congeniality soundtrack blasted in the
backgi'ound. It was truly a history-making moment.
As the members of the audience returned to their normal
activities, they no doubt began anticipating the next Miss First
South. PA, Katie Rousopoulos, said, "I enjoy Miss First South
because it allows us to see a different side of the girls; their cre-
ativitv comes out and it brings a lot of laughter!"





Jaime Allen Fr.. Muskegon. MI
>»^\. Sarah Anindio Fr. Whcaton. ILf\ Kwunjit Bat/ini^er Fr.. South Bend. INh ~% Natalie Beanjie So. MarkhamONL6CIA6.
1 ^--^ A April Bridiiham Ir . Crawfordsville. IN
i 'k l.aura Briitker Fr,. Canheld. OH
1 #» Kari Brubaker Jr. Warren. IN
J Anna fhmiih Jr . Fon Wayne. IN
L MW
Rehekah Deal So.. Midland, MI
J0ti^ Kathryn Krieksiin Jr. Hartford City. INf\ \anessa Fereshelian So. Turner. ME
J- -f Alexandra Fillmnre Jr. Hollis. ME
_., J Julie Fishhein Jr. Wildwood. MO
l.ani Martshnrn Fr. York. PA
/
" ' - Lauren Hartshorn So . York. PA
ft' mm Brooke Jant/en So,. Crystal Lake. IL
» 1^
Me^umi Johnslon Fr.Pemberville. OH
JiJIian Mursh Fr. Elkhart. IN
Katie Ostermeier J r. Milford. OH
Ashley Pikel Fr. Rochester. MN
Rachel Ki(;shi e Jr.Fnsco.TX
i.aura Ki//ii Jr , Chippewa Falls. WI
Christine lurner Fr Bismarck, ND
Throughout the vear, we have criecd and held each other
as we walked through trials and laughed as we celebrated
and learned to love life in a new wav. From waking up at
1a.m. and going to Steak n' Shake in order to welcome the
new freshmen, to being fed tons of food from the Habecker's
kitchen fridge as we said a final goodbve, we became a familv.
Ever\' girl made Second North English a special place to live
as they shined God's love and showed in so many ways the
uniqueness of the Master's plan.
I will never forget Christine's beautiful eves and love
for Christ, Jaime's constant hugs and sweet smile, Sarah's
enthusiasm, the matchless servanthood of Faith, Natalie's
sheik and classv wavs, Jessica's honesty, April's cheerfulness,
Laura Brocker's gentle spirit, and Kari's listening ear - not
to mention her laugh. Anna's authentic personalitv, Bekah's
sinceritv, Kat's way of accepting anyone and ever^'one, zany
Vanessa, and the wav that Alex can alwavs make me smile.
Julie's loving heart that is bevond compare, Lani's unabashed
affection for others, Lauren's wit, Brooke's helpfulness, Megu-
mi's encouragement, Jillian's humble heart, Katie Nelson's
constant giving, Ashlev's thankfulness, Rachel's genuine
spirit, Laura Rizzo's zest for life, Heidi's incomparable love for
people, and Christie's continuous joy.
As 1 sit in an emptv dorm looking back on the vear and
thinking about leaving English Hall for the last time, 1 real-
ize that this is the wav I will alwavs remember each of these
ladies. Every one of them has taught me so much and words
cannot begin to describe how proud 1 am to be able to have
called Second North my home and each of these amazing
women mv family.
Story by Katie Ostermeier
Galhenng inio ihe suite, girls from Second Nonh
English take a break from tfieii busy schedules for
a photo opponunily. This was a very comfortable
setting for a group shot, since the suites were the
common meeting place for working on homework,
watching movies, and late night chats.
185
=2nd CENTER ENGLISH:
A.ihi-I} Bourqut So Hiiihland Village. TX
Brillanv Couk So.. Rapid Cuy. SD
Sarah Dreyer So., Lexington, MA
Sarah Fropgatl Fr.. Sainl Joseph. MI
Katherine Gates So,, Louisville. KY
.Ivnna Hanchey Jr. Sain( Joseph. MI
Candice Harris So.. Lyndhursl. OH
Amanda Harsy Jr. Cheslenon. IN
Amy Hickey r. Saint Charles. MO
Dehcirah Kaltina Jr. Towson. MD
Allicl.add Fr. Guthrie. OK
lA'slii l.iak Jr.Wilham.spor[. IN
.lana Meulink So-. Weslmont. IL
Ashley t)rlandn So . Crystal Lake. IL
Kaye Patton So-. Champaign. IL
Grelchen Rkhards Fr. Upland. IN
Jacquelyn Sanchez
Bethany Saxe





Fr , Fori Wayne, IN
Fr., Elgin. IL
r, Fori Collins. CO
So., Rochester, Ml
So., Kokomo, IN
So , Villa Park. IL
r . Indianapolis, IN
In November, the incredible women of Second Center English went on a nature hike bv
Taylor Lake. Debo uprooted trees with her Yukon while Kate picked berries off of bushes
and said, "Mmm. Treats." Ashlev and Lauren Z. played Trading Spaces while Sarah S.
looked on, Amanda got distracted by the possibility of fishing for trout. Leslie handed
her a fishing pole she purchased in Oxford. Amv pretended to become deaf as Cassie and
Candice had an abbreviated partv. Sarah F. painted a vivid portrait of Jess while Bethanv
played joyfullv in the mud. Jen was inspired by the natural surroundings and performed
a traditional Hawaiian hula dance, while Heather, Stephanie, and Jackie Sanchez envied
her innate folk dancing abilities. Allie skillfully steered her black truck while she went
off-roacHing through the thick green foliage, and Gretchen blissfully celebrated the pres-
ence of the foliage, because green is her favorite color. Brittanv performed a soulful rain
dance, and Kaye gave a hand massage to a grateful Lauren J. Jaime guided Sarah D. and
Ashley through the forest, informing them of the Greek words for different plants, but Jana
inadvertently tripped on a tree root as she ran through the forest singing Lifehouse songs. |
Chrissie threw a javelin at a stjuirrel, but she missed and hit one of the tires of Jenna's car.
i
It was a dav we will never forget, as we were able to all enjoy our unique interests, while
still spending qualitv time together as a wing. Our D.A. and P. A. make a great team; after
all, the nature hike WAS their idea.
j
Storv bv Candice Harris i
Taking advantage of ihi;
3 beautiful fall day, tfie
gifis on 2nd Center Eng-






Al>ssa Allen So.. Crystal Lake. IL
Hi-ather Bele^ki So-. Piscaiaway. NJ
Kmilv Cline Fr. Danville. IN
Kayla Cochran Fr. Franklin, IN
Alicia Ciiok Fr, West Chester. OH
Havlf\ Floren Fr.Tralalgar. IN
Kli/abelh Kran/. Jr.. Hamilton. OH
Kli/abfth Fuqua Fr.. Clarkslon, MI
Krislina <.>arM'link Fr. Holland. MI
Annt' Har\e\ So., Lexinaton, KY
fassondra Hedj;es Jr.. Terrc Haute. £N
Bt'thanv Jones So . Fairmount, IN
Nicole Novak Jr. Zccland. MI
Caillin Peters Su..An>:ola, IN
Amv Reid Jr. GrossL- pMinlL' Park. Ml





Quirkv is mavbe the onlv word that sums up the
uniqueness of Second South English. From crazy Nerf
wars to backrub circles, we found any excuse to congre-
gate and make some noise.
One of the best parts about our wing is that we love to
start and carry on traditions. This year, we took a week-
end for our annual wing retreat to Caitlin's lake house
in Angola and had an incredible time boating, swim-
ming, eating and sitting around the bonfire. We also had
the second annual "Falloween" open house, and it was
smashing. From the Breakfast Club to vampires, Taylor
kids came out in droves for our party.
One tradition that we are not so proud of includes our
losing record in intramural football. Sports may not be
our thing, but we know how to have fun while trying—our
specialty is turning the game into mud wrestling! It was
freezing and a beast to clean up the bathroom afterwards,
but it was totally worth it. They don't call us Diiiirrrty
South for nothin'!
Second South is definitely the place to be. Whether we
are hanging out downing chips and salsa in our trashed
suites or praying together at "family time," South girls
just like to be together. Backrubs, movie nights, Star-
bucks, ice-skating, game night, and the occasional pick-
a-date are always options too. What more could you ask
for?
Story by Nicole Novak
So , Indianapolis. IN
Fr , Carol Stream, IL
So.. Spencerville. OH
Jr., Lederach. PA
All bundled up, the giris of 2nd South English
en|oy bonding with the wing on the ice The
wing's inp to Ft, Wayne to go iceskaling was a




Kuunjiii Hul/inKer Jr. South Bend. IN
Heidi Bt-ach) Fr. Paoli. IN
Brittuny Bokaslro Jr.. Duylon. OH
Audrt'V Ennlish Fr, Upland, IN
Cj p:\vinn Fr.Noblcsvilic, IN
Kinsty Fcnniy Jr. Bryani, IN
Shunna (Jrunewold Jr, Ramsey, MN
Mar\ I.ara (Juarif^lia Fr. Sainl Louis. MO
( iiitliii Hrrrnii Fr, Marysvillc. OH
.lissiia Milks So , Warren. Ml
Ann lioriur Jr. Marion, IN
Amanda Marsliall Fr.Canficld. OH
Slfphanir MiDonald So . Kokomo, IN
Ketliy Mills So , Bclmoni, Ml













On March 3, we had our second annual Coffee House. This was by far one
of the highhghts of the year for Third North English. We left Taylor on a Friday
night, anxiously awaiting the upcoming performances. After a short twenty min-
utes, we arrived at Amy Horner's house in Marion to start the entertaining eve-
ning. The night started off with a humorous skit and ended with a reenactment
of Thriller from Airband 2005. A great variety filled the middle acts, from the
infamous Romeo and Juliet balcony scene, to the reading of an original dramatic
story, and a new workout routine.
There was also much musical talent in the room. The Disney songs from
Aladdin and The Little Mermaid seemed to be very popular with singing and
even dancing! The violin was played beautifully to Canon in D. Following this
piece, two girls did a duet on the recorder to Hot Cross Buns which left everyone
crying from laughter after the duet attempted several times to play three notes.
The night was topped off with delicious homemade cookies and chips and dip.
With the great success two years in a row, the Coffee House is sure to be a Third
North tradition that not only provides gi'eat entertainment, but brings our wing
even closer together.
Story by Amanda Marshall
Enioyingiheirwrng-outing
10 Payne's Coffee and
Custard, the giHs pause
for a quick picture. After
some dessert and coffee,






C'aitlin Akurd Fr, Indianapolis. IN
Jenna Albni So,.Spencerville. IN
Abii;iiil Kiildwin Jr.MiUbun.OH
Am\ lirimn So.. McFarland. WI
Briltynv L'ruw Jr.. Bethesda. MD
Katht'rine Davis Fr . Indianapolis. IN
Rebekah Debock Fr.Big Raptds. MI
Stacev Foster Jr.Scdlid. CO
Rebecca Hegelein So , Rochcslcr. MI
Sarah Jones Fr . Manchester. MO
Rachel King So . Hulmevillc. PA
Marv Koon Jr. Bexlcy. OH
Amanda Laur Fr . Kent Ciiv, Ml
Laci Liggett Jr . Portland. IN
Leah Madeja So. Wonder Lake, IL
Brirtanv Matthews Fr..Tmmhull,CT
Sarah Neel Fr. Upland. IN
Melissa Olsen Fr. Mamn. MI
I was afraid of what being a senior on the wing might mean—having to always have the right words,
having to always be a good influence-in other words-to never mess up. As 1 look back on our wing's
fall retreat, that took place second weekend of school, 1 remember the bonfire flickering in each other's
faces. It bonded us through secrets and pain. 1 tried to think of consoling words, words to somehow say,
"I know how evervthing seems lost right now, but you grow from it all, 1 promise!" But there were no
words to tell them. I knew thev must learn for themselves.
Through this year, I have learned from these amazing girls, from the maturity they either brought in
or gained while here. I have seen them grow and 1 have seen the sophomores, juniors, and ves, even us
seniors grow from shared experiences from mourning, rejoicing, laughing at dinners, giggling and reflect-
ing in chapel, to even fighting for wins on the intramural field. These girls have meant so much to me and
I know I will miss them for years to come. 1 only hope that while the words may not have come, they will
remember these days for all that they were worth. Thank you, 3CE, for another fantabulous year.
Storv' by Hannah DeRegibus
Squeezing together, the 3CE wing |oins together catch a picture of the entire
wing. "The wing was increrJible this year. I am so glad that I was able to be























So . Palatine, II.
Jr.. Hanford Cily. IN
Jr. Normal. IL
So.. Columbus, OH




Jr . North Muskegon. Ml
.So.. Lovcland. OH
Jr.Northlk-Id. IL









It was a cool fall dav when several cars of girls piled out into the Baker Family's drive-
way. This vear was yet again a part of a three-year running tradition: the ladies of Third
South English came all the way to Ohio for another fall retreat. Many great memories flood
mv head when 1 think of the cool experiences most of us all shared. We had fun, relaxed,
and served God's people in a food and clothes distribution center for the hurricane victims
of Katrina. This retreat, along with many other events marks a wonderful school vear in
process. The women of Third South English are absolutely incredible.
There have been ups and downs, but 1 am honored to say that this year, I got to be apart
of these women's lives. 1 will never forget this year—broomball, scavenger hunts (with the
pumpkin fight). Thriller, one-on-ones, random trips to random places, the dollar theater,
etc. I know that we will always remember this special year—a year that reflected that God is
so amazing and His love for us will never change. We experienced many of God's attri-
butes through the amazing girls on the wing this vear.
Storv bv Katherine Baker
Row 1 (bollnm iow| from
Lett II) Right Leslie Biock-
elsby, LindseyCokkmias.
Connie Asliei, Kale Todd.
Bethany Long
Row 2: Bethany Syveison,
Corlney Koishak, Christie
King, Anne Mane Haidy, BiiL
lany Davis, Rachel Woods
Row 3 |loprow|: Rebecca
Catbarl, Kan Barrows, Laura
Kashian. Bethany Stopher.































0,. Mount Vernon. WA
Fr„ Ardsley. PA
Although Second Gerig represents less than two percent of Taylor's student body, we
make up for the difference in our involvement around campus. Involvement includes Ado-
ration, bells, pep-band. Chorale, orchestra,
jazz-band and more. We ha\'e budding scholars, talented athletes, brilliant artists, and great
cooks—believe me the frequent fire drills are rarely 2G's fault.
There is a lot of diversity on the floor, but these differences only bring us closer together.
There is a yer\' real sense of humilitx' and lo\'e on the floor. These are girls that are willing to
be open and honest with each other. Thev are willing to hold each other accountable, and
thev are also willing to pray and support others in times of joy and times of need. These are
girls who love God and love each other deeply and this has been evident this year on the
floor. Some of the things that best characterize 2G are back massages, good conversations,
fun movies, and laughter—a lot of times no one even knows why, just say something like
twenty- page papers or "eighty percent guvs" and we end up laughing. This year each of us
has gone on cool road trips, played fun board games, had shopping excursions, inside jokes,
and lots of hugs. This year has been full of great memories.
Story by Katie James
Gathering outside
of center suite, the
girls show that even
group shots are not




floor, the flavor of






Jr. Ft Wayne, IN
Fr , Warsaw, IN
Fr , South Whitley, IN
So,, New Haven. IN
Jr., Upland. IN
Fr. Danville. IN
























Jr , Greenwood. IN
Fr,, Anchor Poinl. AK
So . Louisville. OH




So , Coral Springs, FL
Jr , Norlh l-orl Myers, FL
Fr , Arlmjzlon Heights. IL




So . Corry. PA









So , Rorenee, SC
Jr, Findlay, OH
Fr, Lexington, KY
So, Metro Manda 17S0,
With our tents and sleeping bags loaded
and cars packed full of girls, we headed off to
our floor's Fall Camping Retreat, not know-
ing what to expect. Little did we know that
the weekend would be such a blast! When
we got to the camp ground, put the tents up,
and rolled the sleeping bags out, we began an
evening of fun and fellowship.
Looking back, 1 see now what a wonderful
time it was getting to know the other girls on
our floor. The evening and earlv morning trail
hikes and roasting bagels around the camp tin
definitely provided a unique atmosphere. But
the most significant experience was the wor-
ship and praver that evening. It was a time of
openness and sharing that God used to grow
us together as sisters. We had the opportunity
to carrv each others' burdens and rejoice in th^
Lord together. That weekend set the tone for
our floor for the rest of the vear—one of love
and support.
Storv bv Hannah Troutman and Jenny Gill
Making funny taces, the girls on 3rd Gerig take
advantage of tfie opportunity to really laugh. Tfie
cfiain reaction of laughter only made it more dif-
ficult to guit, but It showed the fun spint that was
evident on the floor this year
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iFOSO
RobtTl Anderson Fr. Warsaw, IN
Philip Hmts ScJeffersonville, IN
Nathiin Downhour Fr. Montpeher, IN
JtTem> Kriiksim Fr . Peoria. IL
1 hiimas (iiin/ Jr . Chesiertield. MO
Murk Hunim Fr . Franklin. PA
\arnn H:irriMin Jr.Carmel.IN
Slank'> Hc.int-r Fr. Franklin, PA
Bryndnn .lytnh Fr.Wcslampton, NJ
MaltheM Joslun Fr , Vcnlura, LA
Kyle Kinji So . Richmond, IN
Kyle Lot'wen So,, Derby, KS
Nathun VkCauley So . Economy. IN
David Phillips Jr. Fon Wayne, IN
Mdttheu Reiihert Jr . Bozeman, MT
Andrew Revnulds So . Keiihsburg, IL
Fourth Gerig and cooking rarely share company, but when we collided this year it was a tasty
experience indeed. FOSO visited our floor hookup's house one night over J-term for a movie and
some bread making training. We learned the arts of kneading, mixing, and let-it-rising all under
the direction of our loaf-leader Professor Cramer. This was real bread making—not just tossing
some ingredients into a bread maker and calling it good.
We patiently and expectantly waited for the bread to come out, and we were not disappointed
when it was done. The loaves that emerged from those ovens existed for a very short period of
;time as they were devoured by the hungry men of FOSO. The fellowship, learning, and eating that
took place that night will be stored for a long time in the hearts of those who participated.
Story by Nathan McCauley
Trying out bread making at the
Cramer's house. Kyle Laewen,
Kyle Fox. Peter Schweitzer, Mikey
Skoglund, and Tim Taylor survey
the situation and dig in. The
experience was rewarding as
everyone, including the Cramer's,
enioyed the warm fresh bread




Kathr>n Amos Fr. Succasunna, NJ
Autlrc> Bteson So. WtnonaLakc. IN
Anne Brady So. Cross Plains. WI
Erin Iluchult So.. Crown Point. IN
Kathryn Cot- Fr. Rochester Hills. MI
Erin Crabtrce Su.. Mundclcm. IL
,K'nn> Dawes Jr. Wabash. IN
Ltnnea Edslrom Jr. Arlington Heights. IL
Julie (iabrielsen Fr.Grecnhcld. IN
Mafidalene Henss So.. Champaign. IL
Kaitlyn Hilk-sland Fr.. La Cros.se. WI
Sarah Hurliman Fr. Dantbrlh, II
Cassandra Johnslon Fr.Sharonville. OH
Ahby Miller Jr. .Angola. IN
Darey Miller Fr.Muncic. IN
Kimherly Miller So., Goshen, IN
Diiris M\an(i So.. Kanipal.i,
Meniin Perey Fr. Ripon. WI
Anna Perkins Fr. Ripon.WI
Kelsey Randall So , Lawrence. K.S
Kelly Rhuads Jr., Muncic. IN
Eaura Rddehea^er Jr.. Hudsonville. Ml
Elisabeth Romines Fr, Fori Wayne. IN




Celebraling a birthday al Taxas Roadhouse m
Muncie, the giris [ram 1 st West Olson take the
opportunity to skip out on a DC meal The gitls also
were able to see a few 1 st West alumni that night,
which shows ihai these relationships formed last
much longer than the four years spent here.
The beautv of the sisterhood on First West Olson
has been seen through a variety of different events this
vear. Something new we tried was adopting a com-
munity family to help in their yard and around their
house. We were able to make it out there each semestei
this year, both times with our brother floor. Second
East Wengatz.
It really was a bonding experience for both of us.
Some got to use saws for the first time to cut down
trees, ride huge lawn mowers, clean out giant garages,
build a bridge, and construct odds and ends to help out
the family. We also enjoyed the company the family's
adorable young boys, who were ready to offer a helpinj
hand! We felt rewarded as we received home-cooked
chili and cookies from the family for our work.
We were so grateful for an opportunity to use the
ability of service that God has given us all beyond the
Taylor campus, in spite of busy schedules and other de
manding activities on campus. It was truly a rewarding
experience to be able to work side by side as brothers
and sisters in Christ and know that we were not only
working as a team for our family, but for the Lord!




Fr, Oak Rldgc. NC
Jr , Edina. MN

























So.. Western Spnngs. IL
Fr.. Littleton, CO
Jr.. Logansport. IN
So . Gumec. IL
Fr. Gaylord. .Ml
Jr . Belmont. Ml
So.. Valparaiso. IN
So. Ada. MI
So . Balavia. IL
Fr . Holland. MI
Fr. Cumming. GA
So . Gobies. MI
Fr. Lowell. MI











I have spent the last four \'ears on First East Olson,
and this place has become not only mv home, but my
family (which has grown by 38 members). Spending
my last year on campus, rather than in the apartments
or in a house, was an easy decision, and I am so glad
that I made it. This year has been filled with amazing
memories of shower parties, Wednesday night IHOP
runs, yelling the lEO chant at intramural games, and
the frequent late night chats. We have had great times
and some rough ones this year. We experienced many
happy times as we bought Footloose, won a few cham-
pionships, saw some fimny baby pictures, and found
Easter egg's at Connie's,
Our favorite, of course, was adding championships
to our lEO championship records. It was great to see
how intramurals brought our wing together. From
the new freshmen to the experienced seniors, we all
bonded as we put on our cleats and battled it out on
the field. The happy times were many, but the difficult
times were incredibly hard as we thought we had lost a
beloved wingmate and friend, Whitney Cerak, During
this time, our wing displayed the body of Christ as we
literally held each other up. Family is what carries us
through the rainiest seasons, so even though good and
bad times come. First East Olson is and always will be
family.
Story by Julie Rohrlack
All diessed up foi the freshman Hoe-Down, ihe
girls on 1st East get ready for a night of country
square dancing. The night of outside dancing
and eating was a great way to start off the
beginning of the new school year.
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=2nd WEST OLSON
Mc'nyji Hiiird Jr.Madisuii. WI
Jcanc IJykcr Jr. Kirkwood. MO
Kathtrine Berlrand So.. Miniioka. IL
.fillian Hurkharl Fr. Fort Wayne. IN
Leijih Butcher So.. Grosse Poinic Farms. MI
Emily Chase Jr.Carmcl. IN
Rebekahl)a^is Fr.WcsUicld. IN
Amy Dawes Fr.Wab;ish.IN
Kell> Duncan Jr . Oak Rid-c. NC
Sarah K(Inionds<in Fr, Si Louis. MO
Jade KU)ra-H(ilmqui<it Fr, Batavia. IL
Lindey Fox Jr. Canmi. IN
Laurtn Cohel) Fr. Avon. CT
Ashle> (Jniss Fr. Columbia, MO
Slacfv Jackson So.. Alma. MI
Jane Johiislon Jr-. LibertyviIlL'. IL
Rril1ati> krnll So., Upland. IN
FJi/ahelh Kuhns Jr.. CinciniKili, OH
Amanda Probst So.. Lov.'Lmd. OH
Nalahe Koherts Jr.. Murphysboro, IL
Mimica Kusu Jr..Whcaton. IL
Heather Saunders So. Sainl Maries. ID
Jessiea Shanebrook So . Woodbum. IN
Ka(hr>n St. Cyr Fr. Arnold. MD
Christine Sullivan Fr.CroCion. MI.)
Mollv leune Fr.Whcalon, II.
Renae Timbie Jr. Upland. IN
As we sav on Second West, "It's not just a wing, it's a lifestyle." It has been incredible
to see how even though we are different people with different backgi'ounds and interests,
we are all proud to call ourselves Second Westers and excited to be part of its legacy. As
a leader on the wing, it was wonderful to stand aside and see God's work in relationships
between the women on the wing and outside the wing as well.
Even though our traditional Cubs pick-a-date did not work out this year, we replaced
it with the sweet Hummer pick-a-date. We all piled into a few stretch Hummers for a ride
around Indianapolis. We had so much fun, and our dates loved it, too.
The addition of our 14 new freshman added a new spice to our wing this vear. We suc-
ceeded in showing them how 2nd East works-we work together, as one unit that encour-
ages, helps, and is there for whoever needs it. As all the Juniors leave the wing, passing the
torch on to our vounger sisters, we lea\'e \ou with the wise words of Michael Jackson, from
our beloved 2WO (Free Willv) theme song, "I'll never let vou part, for vou're always in my
heart."
Story by Jeane Baker
After a great homemade dinner, the
girls of 2nd West Olson gather to-
gether for a picture. The wing retreat
was a great way to get away from
campus for the weekend, and the girls












Allison AiidiTson So., Western Springs, IL
Juiiannt' Ik-jdner Fr. Grand Rapids. MI
Jessica Beck Jr., Archbold. OH
Julie Beck Jr., Arlington Heighls. IL
Katelyn Bennett Fr. Greenwood, IN
(.orif Biiniski So.. Elmhursi. IL
Kelsev Briiun Fr, Troy. Ml
l.indsex Burkilt Fr. Balavia, IL
Rebetta flouse Fr. Greenwood. IN
Rachael Cusack Jr,Gr:ind Rapids, Ml
Elizahell) (;agiiardi So- LoNcland, OH
Kacia Hillesland Jr.. La Crosse. WI
[.aura l.avison Jr.. Chambersburg. PA
Katie Marklumi So., Ars'ada, CO
Ashlin;; Mifiann So.. Havertown, PA
Jessie Oddtjeirsson Fr. DcKalb, IL
Olivia Odie Jr . Dan\ die. IN
Sharun Rousseau Fr.. Batavia. IL
Fn. Wauseon, OH






Late night Airband practices, deep talks in the lounge, in-
tense football practice, all-nighters on the gold couch, sardines
in the library, runs to Ivanhoe's and Handy Andv...This is life
on Second Center Olson. With o\'er half the wing comprised of
freshmen, these women have tons of energ}' and enthusiasm.
This energy overflows into all areas of life: schoolwork, relation-
al community, worship, and deep discussions.
Energy often produces laughter. Extremely comfortable with
one another, these girls are not afraid to "let loose." I have wit-
nessed countless strange events on 2CO accompanied bv gales
of laughter. The carefree attitude of these girls combined with
their jov in life makes Second Center a crazy and fun place to be.
Laughter is fun and good, hut the energ}' these girls have also
produces deep passion for the Lord and for each other. To use a
Taylor cliche, these girls are "solid." I have been blown away by
their depth and their desire to draw closer to the Lord through
the Word and His Spirit. Almost every Wednesday night, a
group of us gathers in the lounge to talk about recent insights
from the Word, personal struggles, ways in which the Lord is
working in our lives, and individual prayer requests. No mat-
ter if there are two girls or 10, it is always a meaningful time of
fellowship.
And that fellowship does not just take place on Wednesday
nights. These girls are committed to keeping each other account-
able, discussing tough issues, and spurring one another on to
further growth on a daily basis. This is Christ's bodv in the flesh.
This is Second Center Olson.
Storv' bv Jessica Beck
Always up fo[ a fun ouimg, the girls on 2nd Center
Olson go out lo lunch in September to get to know the
freshmen belter. There was never a liull moment on
2nd Center, as PA, Jess Beck, was always planning and



























Fr., Rolling Frame. IN
So, Auburn. IN
Fr, West Trenton. NJ
So,. Houghutn Lake. Ml
Jr. Greenwood. IN
Fr. Mishawaka. IN
So . Roachdale. IN
So., Greenwood, IN
So-. Rochellc, IL
Fr, Prospect Heights, IL
Fr, Franklin, TN









ll , IV..M.1 \/
So, PejchlteeC'in.UA
Fr , Tucson, AZ
Fr , Florissant, MO
Fr.. Wheaton. IL
Jr. Saint Louis. MO
Jr. GrcLMiwond, IN
Fr. Grand Rapids. Ml
On the first weekend of school, our wing took a retreat. We headed down to
a town called Roachdale, Ind,, to Whitney Neier's pig farm. Now for the most
part, with a few exceptions, the girls of second east come from big cities and are
not quite use to smell of the country air, the manure on the ground, and the pigs
themselves. After we all ate and had our praise and worship, Whitney wanted
to give us a tour of the farm. She took us on a tour of the furrow wing barn. In
this barn piglets that are two davs old go through processing. Most of us ciid not
know what processing a pig meant, so Whitney showed us the whole process. It
was definitelv a memorable moment! Most of us were totally shocked, but now,
we look back on the memory fondly.
We returned to campus as the same group of diverse girls that left: we were
all from different backgi-ounds and home-states, had different likes and dislikes,
and each had our same unique personalities. However, we returned to campus
with a greater love for each other, and we now all had one thing in common: we
knew how to process a pig.
Yes, it may be gross, but this is just a representation of how the rest of the
year unfolded. We lookecl past our differences and created incredible friendships
rooted in our common love for the Lord.
Story by Kvler Faust
CDiTiiiig lugelhm lata
photo at theif tail wing
retreat, the ladies on
Secont) East make their
friendships evident
through their smiles.
The retreat to Whitney
Neier's pig farm was an
unforgettable weekend
that helped unify the
wing from the very







































Fr.. Trophy Club. TX






Fr, Oak Brook, IL
Jr, Harlcysvillc, PA
Jr, Portage, MI
So , Upland, IN
Fr. GilbcrlsviIIc. PA
So . Indianapolis, IN
Jr , Upland, IN





So , Uakdale. MN
Jr. Vecdcrsburg. IN
Fr. Bclhcsda. MD













So., Clay Cily, IN
Fr. Upland. IN




Jr, White Lake, MI
Third West Olson started off the vear under construction but as
first semester continued, we grew to become a family, September
brought many new upperclassmen and freshmen to our wing, but
it was not long before we became like sisters. At first, our conversa-
tions revolved around our old stories, but it did not take long before
our old stories were replaced with new ones—and of course thev
were filled with our sisters on Third West.
One of our favorite stories was initiated bv the freshmen who
started us off with a "Chocolate-Hat Partv" early first semester. The
entire wing received hand-made invitations to this party that was
to take place in room 308 and we were instructed to wear a hat and
bring three jokes—the chocolate would be provided. On Septem-
ber 23rd at 11p.m., we showed up wearing hats and bearing jokes.
Chocolate in all flavors and shapes was scattered throughout the
room. Third West sat down to a night of laughter, friendship and
amazing chocolate. Other parties followed, including: Sock-Coffee
Partv, Good-bve to Summer Partv and a Salsa-Earring Partv. Our
family on Third West made memories that marked our amazing year,
and the partv stories will continue to be our favorite to tell.
Storv bv Heidi Prillwitz
Piling into the end of ihe hallway on Thud Wesi. ihe girls sqeeze in
the annual floor picture. The end of the hall was a common meeiing
place for the gilrs, as they often utilized the comfortable couch at the
end of the wing for late-night chats or homework sessions.
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3rd CENTER OLSON
Heidi Babson So, Abington. MA
Kara Barnelt Fr. Rochester. IN
AnRcla Bdline Jr. Normal. IL
Bethany Buchwailer So,. Woosler. OH
Ashley Childress So., Decatur. GA
Erin Connors So.,Williamsville. NY
Heather Fountain Jr., Novato, CA
Christie Frev So.Whealon. IL
Jennifer (iallaj^her Fr . Quincy. IL
Audra Gustin So . Bedford Hills. NY
Katie Heltinj^a Jr. Lowell. MI
Marie Kiiiiil So,, Zion. IL
P^mih l.aiiiht'rl Fr,. Aurora. OH
Kalhrvn [.I'hiiian Jr..Middlclown,OH
Laura l-evun ,lr. Arlinglun Heighls. IL
Carlv Lifihtner So . Roanoke. IN
Katherine Madden So,. Florence. K\








Fr,. Mount Pleasant, lA
Jr. La Grange. IL
So . Seminole. FL
Slopping lor a quick photo, the gitls ftom 3fd Centet
Olson pose outside of Oisoii Hall before meeting the
brothet wing fot a game of capture the flag. With spring
finally here, the girls took euery chance to en|oy the nice
weather.
Dull is one word that could never describe Third
Center Olson. The excitement and energy of the girls
this year had no limit. Laughter bounced off the walls
and frequently elicited a "Quiet hours!" veil from girls
walking bv. Pranks were played at all hours of the day,
hugs were abundant, and a smile was always ready.
One of the most memorable events of the year was
the first ever 3CO Super Bowl Party. This year the
championship football game was projected onto the
wall to create the ultimate viewing experience, and
stadium seating was arranged with the extra furniture
from the rooms. The girls baked snacks to make the Su-
per Bowl party complete. We spent the evening in high
spirits, with frequent cheers and objections erupting
from the "stands." It was a great night of fun, simply
celebrating friendships and the love of sports.
Even more that this, though, these girls had an
amazing bond as sisters in Christ. Through trials and
triimiphs, the girls of Third Center come alongside one
another in a demonstration of the tie that goes deeper
than simple friendship. Tough times on the wing only
served to bring the girls closer together. Experiencing
hardship helped to make the sweet moments of life
that much better. For the school year, this wing truly
becomes a place called home.
Story by Katie Hettinga
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3rd EAST OLSON
Barbara Bailey Jr. Hcmck. IL
Bliss Barber Fr. Chesierficld. MO
Rebfcca Beeh Jr. Saini Charles. IL
Rebecca Cho« Fr.. Downers Grove. IL
Mithellf Cravens Fr.. Lexington. KY
Kniily OvKratchek Jr. Arlington Heights. IL
Kleanore Kgan Fr.. Geneva. IL
Jachn Fahlen Jr. Rockford. MI
Malynda (iambk' Jr.. Winlield. IL
Julia (t'rnianii Jr. Woodbury. MN
Gabrielle HendiTsoii Jr. Wheaton. IL
Emily Hess So.. Arlington Heights. IL
Sara HightoMer Jr. Arcanum. OH
Sarah HuH Fr. Bremen. IN
Adrifiine Kuk So-. Trabuco Canyon. CA
Kristen Marsh So.. Greenwood. IN
Sarah Meisner Fr. Wateribrd, MI
\m\ Morrison Jr.. West Chicago, IL
Sara Nelson So . Granger. IN
Kira Olson SR. Naples, FL
Alyse Robertson Fr,. NapcrviUe. IL
Erin Sanders So.. Indianapoh's. IN
JeiiniliT Skoba Fr.Weslcrville. OH
Laura Sohota Jr.. Indianapolis, IN
Cark'> Spence Fr.. Balavia. IL
Rachel Sutton Jr.. Muskegon. MI
Stephanie Sutton Fr., Aurora, OH
Jr.Mequon. Wl
Fr , Laldvettc. IN
Fr , Seymour, IL
Jr., Carol Stream, IL
So . Aurora, CO
In a land not too far awav, a place we call home,
is the hall with endless clutter, where 3rd Easters roam,
Foxirteen freshmen came storming through in August and
at the end of ISP,
We never could have expected how crazv thev would be.
The juniors and the sophomores enjoyed no-shave, cookie
open house, and wing dinners each day at 5:15
These women were in leadership, took road trips, and were
known as anything but mean,
Toldt and Tower are the mommas of this place and thev are
often addressed as PA!
Their job description is random, what more can 1 sav?
The year has been challenging and lots of girls have grown
and changed
Amazing girls come together even as Olson is rearranged.
The memories from 2005 and 2006 stand out from all the
rest
'Cause deep down in our hearts, we'd like to think that
Third East is the best.
Story by Sarah Toldt and Sarah Hightower
Lounging on the lawn, the girls from 3rd East
Olson show just how close they ate to each other.
They were sure to goof off whenevet possible,
but knew when to get senous when one of their
sisters on the wing needed support.
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FOUNDATION
itrtnt AndtTsim S.i . Hartford City. IN
K%an Atkinson So.. Millord. IN
Olamidt- Hrnsiin Fr, Lagos.
Bt-njaniin Hillnian Jr. Indianapolis, IN
.liishua Crautord So. Fori Wayne. IN
Kf\in fnisb^ Fr . Holland. MI
Caleb Farmer SR. Cory. IN
Michael Fjrnsley So. ShelbyviIIe. IN
Brandon Filzsimmuns Fr.Gregorv, MI
Christopher Htfskins Jr. Newark. IL
Andre" Miller Fr. Speedway. IN
Daniel Miller Jr. Speedway. IN
Jim Monre Jr. Palm Bay. FL
Isaiah M\lin Jr. Cannel. IN
Robert Neuensehwander Jt. BIulTlon. IN
Josef Ott Jr. Da\enport. I.^
Jared Schlak So , Bra/il. IN
Jeffrey Schlak Fr. Bra,^il. IN
Corv Simmon So,. Northbrook. IL
Benjamin Taylor Jr.NichoIasviIIe. KY
K\ an Thill Fr. Whcaton. IL
K\le \an lUiren Jr. Saline. Ml
Hugh While So . Chelsea. Ml
Ryan Woldman Jr. Whealon. IL
Pulling a new meaning on packing the cai, men of
Foundation manage to fit tfieir luggage and a biggei-
than-life-sized bunny in tfie car for spring break. From
left to right: Andrew Fredrickson, Steve"Dangei" Conn,
Nathaniel Colson, Kevin Crosby, Ben Taylor, Michael
Farnsley, and Bunny Deluxe,
There are some that would sav that Foundation is not
so much a tloor as it is an experience. ~Unknown Fitzo-
hughanian philosopher.
~
To put it succinctly, I really love my floor. The relation-
ships that we have are built on a level of mutual respect
that 1 haven't found anvwhere else on campus. People talk
about "Tavlor Communitv" so much we sometimes forget
that "Taylor Commimitv" actually exists, and it's amaz-
ing. Sometimes I think of our floor like the first century
church. We bear each other's burdens, we help each other,
we share fellowship and guidance. And sometimes we get
arrested.
Anci there's something refreshing about having friends
that are very serious; but only when strictly necessary.
The rest of the time we're chasing ninjas, running in box-
es, jokin' wild and free, hoot-hoUerin,' high fi\'in' and ves,
playing flattress. Vacancies are limited but due to recent
public demand we're currently widening the corridors
and adding more "rooms," so apply todav, we're filling up.
Joking aside though, I feel like God has blessed our floor
and I honestly value it as a gift. I don't know if we're the
perfect floor but it is my sincere hope and prayer that the
community and relationships that we've created here are
honoring to HIM. I'm, proud of my brothers, and I think
they are an answer to that prayer.
Live Comfort Eagle
2 Timothy 2:19































So . Indianapolis. IN







Fr. Hoffman Estates. IL
Fr, Oriflith. IN
So,. Plainwclj. MI










Fr. Palm Springs. CA
So., Columbus. IN
Fr. Sugar Land. TX
Jr . Indianapolis. IN
Jr. Portland. IN
Looking out the window, a wave of pride, happiness,
and nostalgia welled up in me. There, right out by "The
Hurl," were two little bovs being pushed by their father
on the tire swing that the men of Sammv II had created.
Finally, their father decided it was time to move on. One
boy gripped the tire with all his might as his dad tried to
pull him awav from the swing. There was no place else
the little bov wanted to be. But the ride was over. As I am
finishing up my time on Sammyll, I know exactly how
that little boy felt.
That being said, time for a little honesty. The first time
I stepped foot on Sammy 11, I was a little creepetf out. I
don't think I had ever seen so many grown men hugging
each other in my entire life. Either this was some elabo-
rate scheme to make freshman feel very imcomfortable,
or these guys cared about each other like I had never seen
' in my life. Turns out, the latter was the case.
There are a few things that really typify my experi-
ence on "The Deuce." First, the amount of fun we always
managed to have. Whether we were making an appear-
ance at the women's Bring Your Own Cup or playing a
midnight game of Tennis Ball Wiffle Ball, the good times
never stopped. Secondly, the wav our floor tried to accept
everyone made my experience unique . You don't have to
be a certain type of guv to be accepted on Sammv II, you
just have to be on Sammy II. Lastly, the men of Sammy II
are there for their brothers. 1 can not count the number of
times I have seen 50 or more guys lift up their brother in
prayer in his time of need. This is the real Sammyll.
Story by Chris Browning
Galhenng around Ihs IV lor a night ul polar
pops, popcorn antl ESPN, iho men on Sammy
II enioy their usual weekend night. The laid
back atmosphere made all feel welcome and
comfortable at any giuen time.
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BROHO
I.uku Byeslack Jr.. Dayton, OH
Kussdl Bylikiiin Fr., Alpine. CA
Michael lientlev Jr.. Solon. OH
.lonuthan Bohannan Jr. Chesapeake, VA
laylor Chast SR, Auburn. IN
Ryan Cooley So.. Calhan. CO
Bradfn DissinsiT Fr. Lewis Center. OH
Chris Kink Jr.. Humboldt, lA
.Jiist'ph (Jarrison So., Indianapolis, IN
Ryan (;rei>nn So.. Mooresville. IN
Brandon Halhcrstadi So , Sartell, MN
Mallhtu Hail Jr. South Bend. IN
Luke llart> \'t . Indianapolis, IN
David Fleath So . Warren. PA
Nicholas Helderman So.. Marshall. IN
Crc^iirv Hewitt Fr. Indianapolis, IN
Michael Ho Jr.. Sancll. MN
Brandim HntT So . Bloominglon. 11.
I>a\id kasper Fr . Mount Vcnuin. ( 'H
Jcinathan Kemp Jr. Davidsvillc. i'A
Andrew Kouns Fr. Mooresville, IN
Michael Krone Jr..Wintield. IL
Kyle Latino Jr.. Greenwood. IN
Adam Lehman So.. Berne. IN
Christian Leman Fr. Delphi. IN
Ryan Lorimer Fr, West Chicago. IL
Jason Love So . Zionsville. IN
Timothy McKenna Fr, Crown Point, IN
Crain Miller So., La Pone, IN
.lerenn MiUhcll So . Weslfield, IN
.liinathan Mnhr So . Marion. 1 1.
<;rafIon Moure Jr. Flint, Ml
Kric Morse So , Sandusky, 1 U 1
Joel Mostad Jr., Perry. Ul 1
Kric Muller Jr.. Indianapolis, IN
Daniel Ozinga So.Willowick.OH
Kric Peterson Fr. Long Luke, MN
.lared Quick Fr. Powell, OH
ChadKevnolds Fr.Delphos. OH
David Ricca Jr,NaperviIle. II.
Kvan Rotert Fr. Wheaton. IL
Brian Salmon Fr , Lancaster. I'A
Blake Sampson Jr. Lake Jackson, T\
Jonathan Schelander Fr . Shippenshurg. PA
Robert Sharp Fr. Tucson. AZ
Nathan Shepple Fr. Greenwood. IN
Jordan She« Fr., Chambers burg. PA
Scotl Smith So.. La Porte, IN
Jeffrey Smyth Fr.. West Chesler. PA
Caleb Soldntr Fr. Decaiur. IN
Matlhev^ Stallings Jr., Greenwood. IN
Da^id Swinburne So.. Muskegon. MI
Andrew \anderschaaf Fr-, Alio, MI
Timothy Vanreenen Jr., Alio, Ml
^ n ^ ^ n
Bratio's iniramural basketball learn: Frani Raw (Leii lii
Right): Scon Smith, Christian Leman; Back Row (Leit
to Right); Brandon LaFontaine. Adam Lehman, Brian
Salmon, Caleb Soldner, Ryan Gregory.
1^ f% f^,






This year, something that brought the Brotherhood together was attending the 12:01a.m. "open-
j
ing" showing of Harrv Potter: and the Goblet of Fire. Whether it was arriving an hour early to hang !
out at the theatre, listening to the drunken ladv laugh at the wrong parts of the movie, veiling "Hey,
^'o, Ronnv!" or "Summon the dragon!" we all enjoved the evening.
While these sort of light-hearted, fun times are a key component of what the Brotherhood is
about, a more serious side of the floor was evident in the institution of a new weekly event this year.
Tuesday Testimony Time was a weekly gathering of guys on the floor to come together, eat some
pancakes, and listen to one member of the floor give his testimony. Whether is was hearing how
God worked in the lives of Broho members on Lighthouse trips, finding out the struggles that guvs
on the floor have overcome, or hearing the pains and joys of their current lives, Tuesday Testimony
Time was a time to come together as a floor and get an in depth look at one guy's life. Getting to
know each other's story and helping one another is what the Brotherhood was about this year.







e^ i^, fS Cs
David Bancrofl Fr.Charloue. NC
Matthew Casali Fr . Wauconda. IL
Garrett Chafley So,. Richardson. TX
Trevor Clitrord Jr.. Russell. PA
Nicholas CnatN Fr. Winchester. IN
(iabriel l)a\is Fr.. Manon. IN
Benjamin Uiener Fr.. Goshen, IN
Nicholas Kslelle Fr.. New Caslle, IN
Andrew Finch So. Wheaton. IL
Kt\in (.ilhirl Fr . Mentor. OH
Jimathan (>iihle Fr. Adrian. Ml
Benjamin (ireenman Fr. Spana, Ml
Bradle\ Haring So . Fori Lauderdale. FL
\latthe« Helmholz Jr. West Chicago. IL
Jnnas Herum Jr.. Greenwood. IN
Matthew Hurst Fr. New Castle. IN
T>ler Kesler So . Knoxville. TN
Trevor Kight So , Geneva. IL
Kevin Little So.. Bellville. OH
Jonathan Mathis So . Napenille. IL
Andrew Neel Fr. Hartford Ciiv. IN
Kyle Norwood Fr. Middlebuo', IN
Kevin Peiler So . Connih. TX
Mark Penner So.. Bulicrtield. MN
R\anSthniULker So. Millersbur-.OH
Eric Seidelman Fr. Aurora. IL




Fr.. Glenwood Spnngs. CO
So.. Hunlinjzltin. IN
With many new freshman on the floor this vear, we had
a lot of bonding to do when school started up. it was not
long until the usual fall reatreat time came around, and we
decided to pack up the cars and head to Michigan. It was a
good time to just hang out at the dunes, swim a little, and
catch up from the summer.
As the vear went on. Penthouse got a little more ex-
citing. The highlight of the year was definitely tea time.
Some nights, after ha\'ing a long dav of feeling stupid, we
gathered around and had a tea time just to sound smart.
The best tea time of the vear was when Mark Grunden
showed off his talent as he did a litergical dance to the
song "Peaches" performed bv Tonv Tozer.
We will probably grow up and forget the retreats and
trips to Handv Andv, but we will never forget tea time with
Mark and Tonv. It was just that memorable. The vear on
Penthouse was a good one, and can be summed up with
this chant, "Everv where we go. ..people want to know
who we are. ..so we tell them
we are the Penthouse the mighty, mighty Penthouse."
Story bv Nate Pelz
Dressed to kill, the Penthouse men give iheir unique welcome to First Lady. MaryLou
Habecker. They gathered at the President's house to show their approval of the new
president and his wife, and gave double approval after the Habecker's provided refresh-
ments for the floor.
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SWALLOW MEN
John Bahler So., Kokomo. IN
Sclh Barnts Jr.. Gainesville. GA
Tristiin Boujihton So . Leesburg. VA
Gabrifl Carrirm Fr. Rockford. IL
Sle\cn Cli-ufi Fr. Bloominglon. MN
Nathan l>ahi Fr . Las Vegas. NV
Elijah Dixim Fr.. Newark. OH



















Swallow is inarguably a dorm of diversity. Everyone suspects this to be true, but it is
an impossible concept to fully comprehend until one is assigned the impossible task of
describing the floor in terms of one single event. No single event can describe this floor,
because, despite the obvious unitv of the Swallow Robin Family, we have very distinct
interests, and no one event could possibly hope to represent the interests and experiences
of every resident of SR II.
A list of newspaper heaciiines have been compiled to represent this distinguished floor
and the events surrounding it in the past year. And here, for your entertainment and
education, are those headlines: "2 Perfect Criminals Break into Greenhouse, Guns vs. Bear
Spray: The Debate Rages On, Nudity Law Faithfully Upheld, Local Assassin Interrogated
bv Campus Police, Caffeine Craze Sweeps Swallow, Lamp Scorches Desk, Cat Terrorizes
Hall Director, Attractive Males Study Off-Campus, Man Ignites Own Armpit,
Mike Fisher Displays Strength of 10 Men, 2 Women Visit Dorm; Have Excellent Time,
Swallow Devastated by Caffeine Addiction,
Tristan Tackles Spontaneously, Dog on the Floor, Urbanick Defeated in SBP Elections,
Inspiring Amount of Mountain Dew Bottles Recycled, Local Man Confesses Love of Cars,
Penguins, Clegg Nearly Killed by Tree, Transvestite Displays Floor Spiri, Man Buys Two
Bread Makers by Mistake, Senator Pulls Fire Alarm; Has Small Feet,
Water Carbonator a Hit, Spontaneous Wrestling Match Follows Formal Pick-a-Date, Boots
Aid in Domestic Communication, Explosion in Room 201."
So rather than being recogriized for one common interest or activity, the men of Swal-
low are recognized for their diversity and their commitment to pursuing their various
talents and interests, employing their labors in the worship of God. Our unity therefore
lies in our common goal. Though our interests lead us through innumerable avenues, they
all lead to the common destination of God's glory, and to a common fellowship assembled
in His name.





ment for all around The
trio provided Swallow
with manylaughs. espe-
cially as the excitement
lot Chfistmas break arose
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SWALLOW WOMEN
Christina Andrews So., Blue Mound. IL
Bhk Katherino Boetker Fr. Lake Saint Louis. MO^^k Sara Bull/ So . Alkiny. IN
r -; Tryphen;i (,'hu So.Glendale.CA
" m Kathryn Crystal Fr.ChanhassL'n, MNM Sandra Delj^ado Fr. Galesburg. IL
"^JH Kali Ffnily Jr, Rocklord. MI
^W's Anna <;tntik' So.Croton. OHmi Ashlf\ (Hpsim Fr. O'Fallon. MO
.lennilVr llaniilton Fr. Indianapolis. IN
Holly Haiiik So.. Battle Ground, IN
" ^ Heather .Inrdan Fr. Upland. IN
Anita Raul So., Bamesville, OH
.1(1 Anna Kiilhc Jr.. Crystal Lake. IL
Kathleen MeKeiin Fr.. Mcdlord. NJ
Bridget McNamara Jr. Evergreen Park. IL
Jessiia Raher Fr., Etna Green. IN
Valerie Sthniill Jr. Avon. IN
Jr. PIjno, IL
So.. Bcme. IN
Fr . Kjiightslown. IN
Fr. Escondido. CA
Fr, Madt^ on. WI
Jr . Nl'w C^ ^tlc, IN
"Beached whale!" we all cried, and flopped on the floor.
Homework is always a terrible bore
When compared to the company of the ladies of Swallow.
Which is why we will faithfully, jovfuHv follow
The lovely Val. Kaye to the Nutcracker Sweet... (oh wait...)
I thought it suspicious that thev had bare feet
In the poster. No matter, we still had great fun
Eating cheesecake, 10.25 breadsticks, and chocolate in tons.
Rope swings, and Indv, and and Buca di Beppo's
Marked the start of our autumn, followed by- Whoa!-
A late-night initiation. Pumpkins galore, in all shapes and sizes.
As well as Januhairy, were awarded with prizes.
Ice skating and floor prayer, though sparsely attended.
Along with the Breakfast Club, I found to be splendid.
Basically, 1 HEART SWALLOW. That is my decision.
For while some must stay back for the loye of cell division.
The joys of midnight Polar Pops will not soon be forgotten.
Though the distance to the DC is admittedly rotten
First Swallow Robin is a well-hidden treasure-
Come see for yourself, and help us to measure
Out ginger for chai. Because in Dr. H's hood.
The freshman 15 never looked this good.
Storv by Valerie Schmitt
Slaggermg on stairs on ihe Iksi floor, some of the Isi Swallow gids pose for a
group photo, Tfiis stairway was a popular meeting spot lor cfiatting, waiting for













Fr. Nonh Judson. IN
So,. Frcmonl, Ml
So.. Manhattan. IL
Fr . Blufflon. IN
Fr . Caledonia. WI
Fr . Grosse Pointe Park. MI





















Ahh, First East. The place where dreams can come true... or
not come true depending on how realistic your dream is. This
venr on First East we fervently worked to rid ourselves of the
ridiculous nick name Nerd East, only to find out we were prett
much the only people who called it that.
The vear was full of getting back our Lower East Side sign
and listening to Chris Wheeler yell a lot. In the course of the
year we also sent a group of guys on the annual First East
Spring Break Habitat for Humanity Trip, We had an amazing
group of freshman guys show up to learn stuff and we said
good bve to a bunch of seniors who we will definitely miss a
lot.
First East was all about male bonding, continuing the
tradition of fight nights, and coming excruciatingly close to
winning the plav offs of every intramural sport we tried our
hand at.
Over all we had a great group of guys who loved the
Lord work together to make ourselves and each more closely
resemble Christ and we had a some what violent/good time
doing it.
Story by Dustin McLean
Justin Swim and his friend sit m the hallway during
the Frist East Wengatz Chnstmans open house.









I)a^ id Adams So., Doytestown, PA
Robert Bedinyhaus So., Mason, OH
(;regor\ Ktheridge Jr.. Aurora. IL
Brent Freeman Jr , Indianapolis. IN
Alexander Grayson Fr. Columbus, IN
Seth Griffin Jr. Coloma. MI
Pau) Holtiday Jr. Lancaster. PA
Ryan Johnson Jr. Fori Wayne, IN
Brian Kasen Fr.Grayslake. IL
Benjamin Rnisety Jr., Syracuse. IN
Jason Lain^ Jr.Northville, MI
Chad Mangurti Fr, Telford. PA
Michael MtKevitt So,.Whcalon. IL
Jeremy Miller So . Elmhursl, IL
Nathan Milkr So . Mechanicsburg. PA
Daniel Moore Fr.. Upland. IN






Few people are aware of the many hunters, all very Wild at
Heart (like the book by John Eldredge) which occupy Phurst West
Wengatz. In fact, few people know that many weekends were
spent by Phurst Westers waking up at the wee hours of the morn
to go out and take part in the art of deer/squirrel/pony hunting.
Regardless, this story is a story of one fateful morn—the morn
wing-hunting would be foreyer changed.
I had just gotten off of the phone with a friend of mine in town,
Fred, and he had told me that some friends and I could go hunting
on the back of his property. I approached my good friend, and
several other wing-mates with the prospect of squirrel hunting at
Fred's place, and they immediately accepted.
That morning we drove up to Fred's place, and I hopped out
of the car. I went up and talked to Fred, and he said it was fine
to proceed with our hunting, as we went out and shot a cow of
his that had been really sick. I agreed to the terms, and as 1 was
walking up to the car to tell the guys, I decided to twist the story.
I told the guys in the car that Fred changed his mind, and that we
could no longer hunt on his property. 1 told the guys that to get
even, we were going to go and kill one of his cows. We got out to
the barn, and I found the sick cow. I am about ready to shoot the
cow, and reveal the joke, when I hear a loud shot from outside
the barn. The shot was immediately followed by the words: "Hev
Jordan, I got my cow, now get yours and let's go." We will never
forget this hilarious story.
Story by Jordan Stone
After cliffiumping in Indianapolis, Ryan Johnson,
Aaron Baldwin, Chad Mangum, Jordan Rupp. Brent
Freeman, Stewe Sper find the men's room. The
"cliffs" ended up being large rock quarry, but it




Nathan Auckcr Fr, Sainl Louis. MO
Austin Bennett Jr. London. OH
Jonathan Ilennelt Jr, Knoxville.TN
Joshua Cuiiacfa Jr. Lynchburg, VA
Joshua Case Jr. Pnn Huron. MI
\\ittiam Casey r-r.Whealon. IL
Paul Connors [r. Glenview. IL
Andrew l):i«dy So, Greenville. IL
Charles Kdwards Fr.Nicholysville.KY
Jared Gehhard Jr. Dennison, MN
James (ilasheen Fr.Carmel. IN
Jake (iroihe So . Mendota Heights. MN
Brandon House Jr.. Evansville. IN
Brian l,<niper Jr . Coidwater. Ml









Dressed to( then "Tonighl we Ride"
open-house, Ihe 2nd West men show iheir
enihusiasm. The open-house was a success
,
complete with a keg of rooibeer and a tattoo
parlot
Jr., West Laravelle, IN
Fr. Alpena. Ml
Fr. Upland. IN
Fr. Elk Grove Vdlage. IL
Second West was out and about in full force vet again this school
year in a plethora of activities. Now, Olson and English, vou mav
have been wondering where we were due to the fact that we elected
(with overwhelming support of the school) to make our 1st annual
2 a.m. run through vour dorms our last as well. For one, vou could
find us making our first Airband appearance since Mario (which
actually wasn't official) alongside our gorgeous vet insane sister
wing, 3rd West Olson. You mav have also seen us rockin' at My
Generation and Nostalgia Night (complete with Luke Owslev with
a mullet) as well as finding ways to minister through such events as
the Davtona Beach Trip and Youth Conference. But of course, when
the year began to wind down, everv 2nd Wester's heart startecl to
instinctively rev up for that acme of perfection called, "Tonight We
Ride." Thankfully, our open house came together again this year
with abundant success. We were fortunate enough to welcome
women from far and wide who sought to try on leather jackets and
hang with guvs donning biker leather and Harlev boots. 1 dare say
at least a handful of Taylor women swooned (if only just for a mo-
ment), as 2nd West ventured into chapel that Wednesday morning.
And all over campus, Xbox controllers were laid aside as young mer
bravely pioneered their way into that realm known as reality that
real people and more importantly real females, inhabit. The root
beer was excellent once again and the night (and year) was made
complete with an attempt of a keg-stand. Easy Totti.





















Daniel Berger Fr . Manchester. MO
Raymond Bower Jr.. Julian. NC
Jon Carniicheal Fr. Brazil. IN
ChristophLT Coltnian So . Orlando, FL
Daniel Dra/.ha Fr, Arhngton HeighLs, IL
Parker Haaga So.. Sandusky, OH
Luke Hatlendnrf Fr. Souih Elgin. IL
Stephen Ht'nsel Fr. Granlham. PA
Timothy Leach Fr.. Fraser. MI
NathanMcNeel Fr.. Norwood, OH
Robert Miller Jr. Avon. IN
Thomas Nitol Fr.Urbana. IL
/achar> Pietrini Fr. Arlington Heights. IL
Michael Rogers So . Belton. MO
David Rohrer Fr. Columbus, OH
lirandon Sanford Fr.Avon. CT
Fr. Batavia IL
Si), Muncie IN
Jr , Mmnetonka. V1N
Fr. New Richmond IN
So.. Buena Vista. CO
Jr. Evansville IN
Fall break. The luckv manv took their first vacation of the vear,
while the few poor souls who had to stay on campus, twiddled our
thumbs through the weekend. In the absence of homework, mov-
ies and video games reigned supreme. I was busy conquering the
desert world of Arrakis and mining its precious spice when I heard
a noise in the doorwav. Leaning back in mv chair, I caught a fleeting
glimpse of something \'anishing into the hallwav. I paused the game,
ancl looked again. Nothing. Suddenly, a ninja ran by outside. Well.
A ninja. In Wengatz. Interesting place. I decided that, given the fact
that there was nothing else to do, and it was a ninja, this was not a
situation to be ignored. Arming myself with a brace of carefully con-
structed cardboard and duct tape firearms, I cautiously approached
the doorway. The main hallwav was clear. A few steps to the right
revealed the center hall and three ninjas. We stood there and looked
at each other for a minute. They muttered to each other in Japanese,
then turned and bowed. It seemed a sign of good will, so I let them
go. Two minutes later, they killed Wolfie.
This could not go unanswered. Rodgers joined the miraculously
recovered Wolfie and me, we armed ourselves with my handgims
and their rubber band rifles, and the ninja hunt began. We stalked
them through each floor, rooting out every hiding place, and chased
them down. It all finally ended in the dim corridors of First East.
Wolfie's tragic demise was avenged. And we decided being ninjas
sounded pretty cool, so we joined them.
If going to college in Upland teaches us anything, it's how to
make our own fun. Arrakis can mine its own spice.
Story by Thomas Nicol
Danny Berger and William Yu work together




Tavlor Barklev Fr. Mission Viejo, CA
iNoel Birkev Jr. Oak Park, IL
Nicholas Buyers So., Archbold, OH
Gresorv Brjnda So.. Crown Point. IN
.lasun Burki'V Jr . Wesl Chicago, IL
.Jnrnt Burniickv So., Greenlown, IN
Alevandcr Frank Jr.. Bcme, IN
Michael (MKidriih So . North Wchslcr. IN
Ji.siah Kalhcld Fr. Bnghlon. MI
Jav.n Huhhcl] So., Wheaton, IL
Stcphan Lcman Jr. Balavia, IL
Brcnl Mahcr Jr., Clover. SC
Andrew Miller So., Angola, IN
Joshua Purler Jr. Bedford, IN
John Rubles Fr . Fori Wayne, IN
Jacuh Kulenacht Si) , Wauscon, OH
i lie 2nd Easl men aller the 2EZ Daiiy Challenge (fiom lell to nghl) tionl row
Enc Miller, Jerge Bnrmicky, Tom Smillie, Slephan Leman, Jason Burkey, Bienl
Maher: second row: Michael Goodrich. Nathan Spronger, Phil Taber, Mike
Simon. Matt Seifen. Josiah Hallield. Andrew Lossau. Jacob Rufenacbt. Greg
Branda: third row: Justin Zimmerman. Noel Birkey. Mall Reno. Andrew Smiley,
John Shambaugh, JP Robles, Alex Frank,
Another year has flown bv on Second East Wengatz, and
what a year it was. Full of traditions, both new and old, the wing
participated in the usual Ice Box and Music open houses, camp-
ing at Turkey Run, and the ever popular Dairy Challenge, along
with the development of Sandlot Sundays and "2EZ Le Club".
It was also a year of triumph as second east was able to break
their intramural curse and finally bring home the gold. The wing
was well diversified with the number of freshmen lower then
the number of seniors and the usual melting pot of choir boys,
athletes, artists, and every other major possible.
As the wing progressed it brought many opportunities for the
wing to grow. It was through that growth that special bonds and
wing unity was built. Existing relationships grew deeper and
new relationships were made as the wing began to live out and
bring truth to our motto of: Second East is for Lovers, It is by
showing love to one another that we grew closer to each other
and closer to our Savior. The events of the year, as great as they
were, will pass from our memories in time, but the relationships
we formed will travel with us as we go on from this place that
we call "home,"






ChristopIitT AiidtTMrn Fr . Bremen. IN
R^aii \iiders«»n So. Grand Rapids. Ml
Nytlum Antiel Fr, Coon Rapids. MN
Ndlhaii Baggett So.. Rolling Meadows. IL
.larni's Baker So,. Sami Louis, MO
David BkchI Fr. Granger, IN
Travis tamp Fr . Wilmmgton, OH
Timothy Conrad .So , Berne, IN
David Dovinev Su, Vernon HiIU.IL
Kvan (^cerLsma Jr, Riindoiph, WI
Jared Harkins Fr-, Street. MD
ly Hayden So-. Greenwood. IN
Kvli' Hollovvav Fr, Upland. IN
Jiinalhnii Hughes Fr. Peoria, AZ
Kvle l.ant/ Jr . Milford. IN
.liishua l.inderrniin Jr. Cornier. CO
Sean Moriartv Jr,BalKlonLake. NY
Joe I'allon So.. Topcka. K.S
Benjamin Felroelje So . Elmhursl. IL
.luseph Powers Fr, Whealon. IL
Kristopher Salsherv Jr., Sharpsville. IN
I'iniolhv Sutherland So.. Upland, IN
1'imolliv Tavltir Jr. Mallawan, MI
Nathan Toldl Fr.Mequon.WI
The mark of a Christian is love, hi John 13:35, Jesus
says to his disciples, "By this all men will know that vou
are mv disciples, if vou love one another." There were
many ways one could observe and identify Jesus' dis-
ciples. First of all, they were the ragtag bunch following
closely behind Jesus. They were often seen and heard
preaching the gospel and performing miracles in the name
of Jesus. But it was not, according to Jesus, their physical
[(proximity to Christ, preaching, or miracles that set them
apart. Above all, it was their love for people and their
Rabbi that set them apart.
]
Like Jesus' disciples, the men of Third West Wengatz
are identified in many different ways. During Wild West
Week each October, they are either seen desperately
running with, or ever so paranoid from, the seemingly
indelible melon or gourd. At Octoberfest, they are the
ones standing in admiration by their dates, who are point-
ing shotguns down the throats of their creatively carved
pumpkins. They are seen sporting championship t-shirts
as men with notable athletic prominence in intramurals.
As a group of imperfect men striving toward godliness,
they are found in the back of the chapel with hands and
voices raised in worship of their Creator. But it is not the
melon, shotguns, gourd, athleticism, cute Octoberfest
dates, or longstanding traditions that set apart the men of
Third West. For just as Christians are identified by their
love, so a Third Wester is marked by his devoted love for
God and people.
Story by Ryan Anderson
Third West Wengatz sports many different looks, from camis to cow suits. The men of
/ strive together to make a difference for Jesus, but they aren'l afraid to have fun
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I3rd CENTER WENGATZ
Matthfu HinicUctci Jr. Wheelmg. IL
Travis Brnjth Fr. Indianapolis. IN
Bradk'V Bowe Jr . Arlmglon Heights. IL
CanuTon Brennan So,, Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml
Todd Buerstatle Jr . Libenyville. IL
JetTri'V Butcher Fr, Greenwood, IN
David Compson Fr., Warsaw, IN
Miihail ['rillv Fr. Arlington His, IL
Jdsiiua Damron Jr, Santa Rosa, CA
Jeffrey Goodman Fr,, Warrenvillc, IL
Neil Long Fr., Necdham, IN
Tv!er I.utlier Fr , Whealon. IL
Brent NToeller So , Arlington Heights. IL
Kevin Nielsen So., Whealon. IL
Jaeoh Slater So., Coon Rapids, MN
\ndre« Smith So , Arlington Heights, IL
.lared Sorensen Fr, Susse,v, NJ
Derek Ueller Jr, Bumsville, MN
At the beginning of the year,
before ihe fiomework load over
takes the wing, 3rd Center re-
groups after a hard-core game
of capture the flag. The warm
September night was perfect
for the game thai took place
m the usual spot-between
Betgwall and the DC.
This vear on Third Center, our wing hook up (Jerrv Nelson) reallv provided
sweet iiook-ups. Our favorite one was the annual gim ralley event, hosted by Pro-
fessor Mick Bates and Jeriy Nelson, Professor Bates, along with other Taylor Facutlj
such as Steve Morelv, Jake Drake, Shaun Casbarro, and Dr, Richard Smith came
out and participated in the event, as well as provided the giuis and safety supervi-
sion. It was a great chance for the guvs on the wing to go out and do something fun
together. We were able to interact in a different environment, and it enabled us to
unifv the wing more. It was also a great opportunity for us to learn gun safety in a
controlled environment.
We began the event bv shooting handguns at some targets that Professor Bates
had set up. After everyone had a chance to shoot, we ate a pretty amazing lunch
provided by jerry Nelson, who is quite possibly the sweetest wing-hook-up ever.
After lunch, we went out and shot clav pigeons with shotgims. Friends, food,
guns. ..what more could a wing of guvs ask for? It was sweet.




















r, Vcnion Hills. IL
rlh Manchcsior, IN
So . Si Joseph, Ml
Chambersburg, PA
Fr . Banlell. IL
Jr. Fulton. IL
So.. Newburgh. IN
Fr . Solon. OH
So.. Elkhan, IN
. Mount Prospect. IL
Fr . Waukesha. WI
So . Oxford. PA
Fr. Leo. IN
Fr.. Villa Park, IL









So , Moline, IL
Fr , ,Aubum, IN
Jr, NoblesnUe. IN




This vear, Third East lost a remarkable man of God,
Brad Larson. After his death our wing was drawn together
to serve Jesus Christ. The next day everyone packed like
sardines into our wing's studv loLmge and shared stories
of who Brad was and what he lived for. Brad Larson had
lived every moment of life for Jesus Christ. He was inten-
tional and passionate about everything he did, and he was
ultimately only concerned with what mattered. As the day
(proceeded, it was filled with tears and silent conversations.
Then Third East experienced complete transforma-
tion through a trip to Burger King and a game of ultimate
frisbee. At Burger King, people became genuinely interested
in each other as brothers in Jesus Christ because we real-
ized that we would not have all the time in the world to
get to know the people around us, and if we didn't put out
the effort to know people, we could pass through life being
completely ineffective.
Having been previously separated by petty issues, the
men of Third East were unified in the ultimate purpose of
Jesus Christ, and we experienced a communitv that offered
safety, comfort, and Lmderstanding, that had not been
known before. Through the game of Frisbee, we got to show
the rest of the campus that we cared for each other and now
had the full intention to celebrate life together constantly,
and that is where our storv has brought us all.
Story by Alex Esclamado
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All dressed up, the men of 3rd East wan for their dates in
the stairwell. The formal pick-a-date was a huge success,

































.So., Harllbrd Cily. IN
Jr. Warren. IN
Fr. Marion. IN
1 irnoth\ Soen Jr.. Itasca, IL
[.\dia Nerhayen Jr. Cineinnali. OH
Keren W hile Fr.. Upland. IN
Enioymg Ihe relaxing weekend.
a group of off campus sludenis
gellogelheralthe house ol
Bombdiggily. Having houses
and apartments off campus
provided many places that
were conducive 10 hanging out.
Screams echoing down the hall at lour in the inoining, hair clogs the showers, awkward bovs peeping into vour room during open
house, and the jov of setting up and tearing down lofts are now onlv memories of the past. This vear created sweeter memories for a grouf
of seniors hv hving off-campus and we have experienced new aspects of the Tavlor community.
As a house, we enjoyed various parties which included spicv chili in a packed room to watch the super bowl, "bring vour own meat"
cookouts, various bridal showers and weekly house dinners. Monday nights were always intense as various people from around campus
gathered at our house to watch Jack Bower in the action pact series of "24."
We also discovered that this new aspect of Tavlor community entailed arguments over the temperature of the house, quiet hours dur-
ing nap time, and cooking and cleaning responsibilities. But those darker moments were pushed aside with late night conversations that
included cuddling on the couch with a mug of coffee and your favorite blanket. Our study room was used more often for laughing and
talking about Taylor drama than our homework.
By living off campus we have developed closer relationships than we ever thought possible. Going into this year we knew that there
were strong personalities and different living habits, but sharing the duties of a house compounded those differences. As we saw one
another's raw person over time, wc de\ eloped a kne and appreciation that had not existed before.
We are excited for the future and the individual journeys the Lord has planned for us, and through our senior vear we have developed
bond that will not be broken. Cell phones, plane tickets, and email will keep us in contact as we move farther apart to follow our dreams,
but the memories we have built will last a lifetime.





Tamiiii Maloney and Laurie Green




Interim Vice President for Advancement
Wynn Lembright
Vice President for Student Development
Ronald Sutherland
Vice President for Business and Finance
Dr. Faye Chechowich
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
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University Relations
First row: Donna Boaiwnghl, Beth Fitz|ariald
Sacond row: Steve Christensen, Jennifer Hillier, Dan Reeves. Joyce Wood, Jim Garnnger, Evan
Kittleman. Lynda Swantner
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Development
Fust row: Chuck Stevens, Joyce Helyer, Jetry Cramer
Second tow: David Rirchie, Laura Key. Judy Mouron. Amy Richards. Janet Fnesen. Toni Newlin,
Barh Haley. Patrick Kang
Pholo by Jim Garnnger
Admissions
First raw' Mel Domsten. Barb Francis. Sarah Hayhurst. Leah Lyons. Rachel Motley
Second row: Ben Stutzman. Dusty DiSanto. Julie Hutson, Lon Sullivan. Amy Barnett. Steve Mottland
Thifd tow: Cada Stevens. Kathy Thornburgh. Ken Taylor
Pholo by AlisseGolrlsmiili
Business Office
First row: Jennifer Dickey. Barb Ewbank. Beth Hix. Angie Estrada
Second raw: Susan Duravey, Linda Jeffnes. Cathy Mootman
Photo by Jim Gamnger
Registrar's Office
First raw: Bob Craton. Manlyn Evans
Second raw: Tessa Manuel. Pam Ruberg. Lagatha Adkison. Tnna Stout




First row: Marty Songer. Sharon Campbell
Seconrj row; Paula Davis. Lisa Kaufmann
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Financial Aid
Tim Nace, Kay Stouse, Joan Hobbs, Juili Ehtesman, Gregg Holloway
Photo by Amy Wood
Student Development
First tow: Christie Garret!, Solomon Abebe, Skip Trudeau
Secontl row: Shawnda Freer. Steve Austin, Shetti Downhour. Judy Daudt
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Campus Ministries
First row: Mary Rayburn. Christina Irvine. Lisa Beneke. Kay Keller
Second row: Patty Stigers. Bob Neideck. Jenny Collins
PhoiobyAmyWood
Residence Life
First row: James Kim. Mel Domsten. Jennifer Hilliet. Adam Hanna. Julianna Hutchms, Jacob
Dtake. Lori Slater
Second row: Shelly Casbarro. Missy Chambless. Justin Helh, Steve Merely. Elizabeth Davies, Jill
Goderhazy
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
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Bookstore
Pam Pegg, Richard Ehresman, Mary Harrold






Firsl raw. Andrew Buwell, Jell Wallace, Jim Warren
Second row: Aaron Miersma, Tim Enyeart, Brad Kochanek, Tom Marker (Ranger), Mike Row
Phoio by Alisse Goldsmilh
Career Development
Back to front: Tatty Mealy, Elizabeth Davies, Shawnda Fteet, Cathy Weathet-
spoon, KimThacket
Photo by Alisse Goldsftiith
Center for Research and Innovation
Adam Bennell, Hank Voss, Mick Bates, Steve Snydet, Don lakehara
Photo by Alisse Goldsoiith
E.T.C.
Fitst tow: Tony Wormgoot, Ben Ranfeld, Beth Miller
Second tow: Steven Cuttis, Gary Friesen, Joe Childers




First raw; Wilma Rowe, Edwin Welch
Second raw: Cheryl Ziegler, Barbara Bird
Third row: Donna Toll, Megan Garner
Pholo by Dnnna Downs
William Taylor Foundation
First row: Tom Essenberg, Delilah Farls
Second row: Ken Smith. Nelson Rediget
Not pictured: Ian Blair
Photo by Oonna Downs
Information Technology
First row: Rob Linehan, Larry Stollel, Jim English, Dan Kickner, Chris Swiontek
Second row: TJ Higley, Jean St. John, Robert Ratliff, Amber Corduan, Phihp Macomber, Michael
Schadler, Kevin Yoder, Terry Davis, Matt McGill, Cotey Cooper
Third row: Ian Church, David Crim, TR Knight, Rob leb, Kim Johnson, Steve Olsen, Nathan Moyer
Photo by Donna Down',
Library
First row: Heather Kiitleman, Dan Bowell, Roger Phillips
Second raw: Laune Wolcott, Sharan Eib, Marsha Becker. Linda Lambert
Third row: Jo Ann Cosgrave, Laura Constanime, Shan Michael





Jerry Nelson, Denise Carender, Nancy Harmon, Barb Benedici, Diana Careins, Lori King, Barb
Horn, Vicki Rhodes, Connie Magers, Bettie Grissel, Dcnna McKenzie, Judy Mclntire, Jean
Moore, Jackie Crabtree, Francis Charnley, Nate Maurer
Pholo by Ashley Haag
The Grille
Dar Fieberg |'D6|, Jackie Jackson. Penny Milholland, Susan Malone
Not pictured: Cindy McWbin. Nate Jones |'D6)
Pholo by Alisse Goldsmiih
in Memory of Monica Felver . .
.
Monica Felver, a beloved Creative Dining employee was in a
fatal accident on Interstate 69 April 26, Students remembered
bet as personable, funny and amiable. Many said they went
through Monica's line to simply be encouraged by her.
Photo by Amy Wood
Print Shop
Bob Beal, Esther Nelson, Sharon Hopkins, Roger
Judd, Dan Jordan, John Inskeep
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Haakonsen Health Center
Kelly Taylor, Linda Bennett, Maxine Heighs, Lynne Wicker (nurse practitionerl, Paula Bateau
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Thanking God for their survival . .
.
Vickie Bhodes and Connie Magers were injured in the accident on
Interstate 69 on April 26 that took the lives of fout students and one
employee of Creative Dining.
Photo by Ashley Haag
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Housekeeping
Diana Banter, Garry Barker. Stacey Gillenwater, Linda Black. Elizabeth Brown. Milrlred Butler.
Vicki Byers. Rachel Calvin. Julie Cason. Carol Chalfant. Andrea Conn. Joyce Dauis, Karen
DeWitt. Greg Eley, Laura Finch. Jo Goodpaster. David Gray. Paula Janett. Joyce Jetfrey.
Grade Kirby, Charlie Knoler, Teresa May, Amy Nose. Kellie Pace. Brandy Pierson, Roy Roger,
Fred Richardson, Barbara Bider, Roger Saylor, Bobby Jo Sells, Linda Sheets, Julie Sroufe, Bill
Sloops, Kevin Trees, Rohm Webster
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Grounds
First row: Mac Guttey, Lynn Mannix, Mike Cragus, Steve Harding
Second row: Steve Puckett. Douglas Randall, Bick Tedder, Rod Boat-
wnght, Paul Lightfoot, David Wood. Steve Harding
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Maintenance
First row: Bill Stoops. Bretl Furnish. Steve Banter. Don Boatwiight. Rita Puckett, Mark Branham
Second row: Terrell Gramlmg, Norm White, Scott Bragg, Tim Manny, Tim Schullei, Pat Moore,
Tim Earnest, Jim Stair
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Taylor Post Office
Laurie Davenport, Beverly Klepser, DebraJo Rice, Paul Buraker




Laurel E. Erb, St. Charles, Illinois
Junior, Art major
We all meet people throughout the course of our lives who make
such deep impressions on us that they are impossible to forget.
Laurel Erb was one of those people. Her eyes would sparkle as she
would talk about the people she loved, or explain an art project on
which she was currently working.
I will never forget the night Laurel, Abby, Liz and 1 visited the
house we wouki be living in our senior year. The minute we walked
in the door Laurel began coming up with color schemes and layout
plans. Her artistic eye took in the scope of each room and you could
tell she could see the finished product in her mind.
Her attention to detail flciwed into her relationships with oth-
ers. Laurel was always willing to give of her time. When I think of
Laurel, I see a person ever ready to offer cheerful service and genuine
concern. She possessed a magnetic personality and was always a joy
to be around - whether we were discussing our favorite music late at
night or talking together on our way to class.
I will miss her welcoming smile and c]uiet way of drawing me into
stimulating conversation. Laurel was a person with whom you could
be completely yourself. I do not believe 1 will ever meet another
person on this earth like Laurel. She was truly a unique and priceless
individual, and I cannot wait to see her again. -Leslie Leak
There were some words that Brad owned. Or at least his life
seemed to define them. Everyone has his own specific memories of
Brad's sense of humor and contagious personality, but there are a
couple universals that everyone seems to share about him.
Brad was filled with integrity. The night we indulged in "true
confessions" just confirmed that in all of our mmds. He lived a life
to glorify the Lord, but was also ever confident in the gift of grace.
There just aren't many people more compassionate than Brad.
Always extra sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others. Brad
would go out of his way to show concern to anyone hurting or in
need. Whether it was his vow to not talk badly about others, his
encouraging words in daily encounters, or the fact that he would
always celebrate with us in the joys of life. Brad loved others.
Brad was an intellectual. An avid Jeopardy watcher (and player)
Brad thrived on deep, and often argumentative, conversations. His
wit was impeccable, and he was always learning.
Brad's humor was unmatched. We were always excited when
his name popped up in our email because we knew that the
reminder about intramural Softball (or whatever the reason) would
be filled with humor, puns, big words, and signed "Unflinchingly
yours, Bradley J. Larson." It was impossible to avoid laughing
when we were in his presence.
Above all. Brad loved the Lord. Always in the Word, he lived
a life that exemplified his zeal for his God. He lived his life with
passion and purpose; he will always be missed. —Rachel Clemens
Bradley J. Larson, Elm Grove,





I keep on waiting for the dav when the front door of mv off-campus house will
swing open and a beautiful blonde and overly tan girl will bounce in exclaiming,
"Holla, atch vo' boy" or "Oh my gosh, I'm so excited right now. What is going on?"
How could pictures of the Haves House girls (the name of our off-campus
house) go from seven to six in just nine months? It was not supposed to be this
wav. But, the fatal accident changed all that.
Betsy was overly involved in all areas of life. She was an exercise science major,
psychology minor and held a high GPA and leadership scholarships. Betsy had
been a personnel assistant of Fourth Bergwall during her junior year at Taylor. She
was the co-director of Real Life, an inner city ministry in Marion, Indiana. She was
the co-director of Lighthouse, a short term mission program. She was a banquet
manager. Betsy worked heavily with Acting on Aids and played an important role
with diversity strategies on campus. Betsy had just made arrangements to work in
Marion with community development after graduation.
Betsy was much more than a list of accomplishments on a sheet of paper.
She was my loyal friend who truly cared. Her mother, Jeanie Smith, put it best
when she said, "The story of Betsy's life must include the value she placed on
relationships. She loved her family, her friends from every phase of her life, and
even acquaintances, with the deep abiding love of Christ. She always thought the
best of each person, prayed for God's best for each person, and never gave up on
anyone. She was an encourager like no other."
That is the Betsy I miss.
The struggle and acceptance of death is real. It is helpful to reflect, question
and process the experience. I know Bets will never walk through our door again,
but she has walked through the gates of heaven. I truly believe and find comfort
knowing that I will see Betsy face to face in heaven one day. -Jess Cuthbert
Elizabeth A. Smith, Mt. Zion, IlHnois
Senior, Exercise Science major;
Psychology minor
Often times we don't realize what we have until it's gone. Fortunately for those
of us who called her "friend," this was not the case with Laura Jean VanRyn. We
did know what we had with Laura because it was evident in every conversation and
everv' interaction with this amazing woman of God.
Those of us who had the privilege to know Laura over the past four years at
Taylor have truly been blessed to have her in our lives. It was almost impossible
to be in a room with Laura without laughing at her comments or the fact that she
could never stop moving. Her bubbly personalitv and friendliness made you want
to be around her. Laura's humor and energy were infectious.
Looking back I truly cherish the time I spent with Laura. Through classes,
the lacrosse team and our many evening runs through Upland, I was constantly
encouraged and uplifted bv Laura. She truly put her all into relationships as she
did with everything else in her life. I cannot count the times she showed up earlv
or stayed late at lacrosse practice or time amount of times we met in the Well or the
gym to put a little extra conditioning. She spent hours in the journalism lab or the
library working on projects such as her senior paper.
I can only hope to one day become the type of genuine person that Laura was.
Though she is no longer with us, I have no doubt that her life will continue to bless
my own as well as everyone else who knew her. We miss you Laurie Jean. - Kerry
Porter
Laura Jean VanRyn, Grand Rapids, Michigan




This year has changed manv lives. Because of a tragic accident on
April 26, 2006, manv who were about to graduate began to ponder their
lives and determine whether or not the place thev were headed was
reallv the place they wanted to be. The lives of Laurel Erb, Brad Larson,
Betsv Smith and Laura VanRvn will forever be etched in our memories
as examples to follow . . . and that just might mean restructuring our
lives to determine where we can have the most impact to continue the
legacy of those who have passed away.
People from all walks of life came together during this difficult
journev. When Whitnev Cerak, a freshman who survived the accident,
was mistaken for Laura VanRyn at the scene, authorities pronounceti the
wrong person as deceased. The discovery of this mistaken identitv five
weeks later brought attention from all over the world.
Thankfully, this attention has allowed the Tavlor community to share
its faith and to convince others that what really matters in life is not
what happens today or tomorrow . . . but simply that we're living our
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